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SOUNDED LIKE AIRPLANES
MISSISSIPPI —
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 1959
Citizens Tell Of Narrow
Escapes From Wind Storm
MIGHTY STRONG WIND —s
The weather bureau listed as
a wind dorm the phenomenon
pi oh struck in several 
sec.
s of the city pushing out
ndows, leveling houses, up-
rooting trees and doing other
freakish damage last Saturday
night, but those in the area
who heard the roar which
inseenipassied the storm said
that it was a "small cyclone"
that did the damage. In top
photo, left. Is a leveled house
at 1403 Hyde Park at., where
three adults and six small
children were miraculously un-
injured when the wind struck.
The survivors were Mr. a n d
Mrs. Dennis Fuller, and Rob-
ert Chapman, 60, who was
Two homes occupied by Negroes were completely de-
stroyed here last Saturday night, and thousands of dollars
worth of damages done to more than 40 others by what
Weather bureau officials listed as a wind storm, but mira-
culously no one was seriously injured.
One of the hardest hit areas was!
that near Chelsea ave., between ', passing overhead. My daughter
Austin and Boxwood sts., where looked out to see if she could see
both Stores, and homes were'
damaged extensively. All resi-
dents of damaged homes stated Clears Up Matter About
that losses were covered by in-
At 2130 Howell ave., Miss Al-, What Door To Leave Bussurance.
berta Adam, who was sitting in'
the living rir with her mother,' "The sign in the buses directing passengers to leave
Mrs. Bessie dams, received three by the rear door is not mandatory, and they may leave by
glitches fin her leg when theof tilt! house was blown off
Fires Slug
in Head As
Pleas Fail
An 18-year-old Negro youth who
volunteered for the Army, but who
did not want to go to Arkansas
to take a pre
-induction physical
examination at Fort Chaffee, put
a bullet through his brain early
last Saturday morning after po-
lice had pleaded with him for
more than three hours to come
out of his brother's home at 2156
Griggs ave., and surrender.
The suicide victim, who shot
himself between the eyes with a
32 calibre pistol, was John L.
Wright, youngest brother of Rob-
ert It Wright, with whom he had
been living off and on for the
past year since returning from
Chicago.
AINWHIMOONflnfinnnOnnnflefillUnnO1011
babydliting for Mrs. Carrie
Mae Chalmers, a neighbor,
who had gone to hospital. In
tap Photo, right, is garage of
J. 0, Patterson Funeral home
which toppled on a hearse and
sedan. In bottom photo, left,
surveying damage In back
yard of the home of Patrol.
man E. C. "Sugg" Jones,
from left, are llttle Miss De.
them, and when she said that she
did not see any, I told her to close
the door," Mrs. Adams said.
The wind hit her home a few
minutes later. Mrs. Adams said,
and after it was rocked for a few
minutes the brick chimney plung-
ed into the living room floor and
barely missed hitting the occu- roof after the storm passed, and
pants. discovered on Sunday morning Mr. Wright said that he called
police after coming home just be-
Mrs and that it had been lifted off and
taken over some houses and came
to rest or the side of Howell at.
Left without a roof over their
heads were Mrs. Louise Porter
and her six children ranging in
ages from 3 months to 13 years,
and her neighbors, Mr. and Mrs.
Sim Winfield, his brother, Neil
Morgan. and their two nieces.
Mr. Winfield said that Red
Cross workers came by the
house and promised to put tar
paulin over it, but later report-
ed that all had been given out.
"It was just lucky for us that
it did not rain last night." he
said, as workers, were prepar•
See CITIZENS, Page 2
the door that is most convenient to them," .1. M. Busby,
a the brick chimney toppled into assistant superintendent of the Memphis Street Railway
company told the Tri-State Defender last week.
His reply was in answer to a 
"We were sitting there with any query made by Mrs. Wilma W. the 16 Forrest Hill bus, aftet
grandson, James Earl Fowler, Nelson, of 645 Miss. blvd.. who making its first stop on Miss
when all of a sudden we heard wrote to this newspaper stating
what sounded like many airplanes that she had seen a driver on See BUS, Page 2
WES ERN UNION
TELEGRAM
5.• ••••"ag, •ut • ,e U.,••• lath kerb, ag•ted
WILLIAM 0. WALKER, PHESI1LNT
NATIONAL NEWSPASEP PIMLISISRS ASSOCIATION
cLEvr,LisrD, OHIO
IT IS A PI.riSUPE, 70 ,ICON IN RE OBSERV,I,CE OF THE 13251j ANNIVERSARY Or-
751E NT.GRC FRESS.
•
'117. CREDO CF 71IF Igifrar.o• PRESS IS PART OF 11E. cRE.1.0 OF AMERICA. WE PaLTEVE
WAT EACH CITIZEN HAS 1.1E iIGHT AND NTT cctiT,IpuTt HIS PF,ST FI'FOTtIS TO THE
LIFT OF THE NATION. AS CIR. FEWM'AFFRS MEI P OUR FEM.?: ACHISVE IMRE HIGHFZT -GOALS
OF FREEDOM, 11rY`PERFr.14 AN ESSENTIAL SERVICE FCR 1.15 ALL.
IRATVIA TIMIS AND HEST WISHES.
Iltrg.'„S MESSAGE TO NNPA —
President Eisenhower sent the
Calker, 
teleram to William 0.
president of the Na
timid Newspaper Publishers
Ailseelation in recognition of
the observance of the 132nd
1nniversary of the Negro
Press Negro Newspaper Week
is being observed this week.
Irons March 15 through 22nd.
Ike said that the Negro news-
papers perform an essential
service in helping our people
achieve the highest goals of
freedom.
borah 'looker, five, ma her
mother, Mrs. Catherine Book.
Cr, of St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
Jones, and Officer Jones. Look.
leg at damaged 1859 Buick,
in bottom photo, right, is Ed.
ward Phillips, of 140ti Austin
at. Garages of both Officer
Jones and Mr. Phillips were
blown away on Saturday night.
(Withers Photo)
grandson have moved in tempor-
arily with her sister, Mrs. Hat-
tie Jackson, of 2138 Howell at.,
whose home was damaged slight-
ly during the storm.
MISSING ROOF
Two families at 2186 Brown at.,
found themselves with a missing
Name Winners
Of Russwurm
/959 Awards
Two professional baseball play-
ers, an actor, entertainer, educa-
tor, housewife, judge, lawyer,
prime minister and a housing de-
veloper are among the 10 persons
who have been named to receive
the 1959 Russwurm awards,
The awards are named for John
Russwurm, the first Negro in
America to graduate from college
and the first to become an editor.
They are presented annually dur-
ing Negro Newspaper week by the
National Newspaper. Publishers As-
sociation. This year marks the
132nd anniversary of the Negro
Press.
The coveted plaque reads: "In
recognition of outstanding achieve-
ments in making possible a richer
conception of dernocratic princi-
ples and in tribute for upholding
those highests traditions consider-
ed as the ideals of the American
Way of I,ife."
THE WINNERS
The honorees are chosen annual-
ly in a poll of NNPA member pub-
lishers representing the majority
of Negro-owned newspapers in
America. Frank L. Stanley, jr.,
See WINNERS, Page 2
MASTER SGT. JAMES
MITCHELL, RECRUIT-
ING SERGEANT AT THE U.
S. ARMY RECRUITING STA-
TION, 256 MADISON, IN.-
FORMED THE TV-STATE
DEFENDER TUESDAY THAT
JOHN LUCAS WRIGHT, THE
SUICIDE VICTIM, FAILED
TO PASS THE ARMED SERV.
ICES QUALIFICATIONS TEST
ON MARCH 11 AT KENNEDY'
HOSPITAL.
SGT. MITCHELL S A I D,
"THE FELLOWS DESIRING
TO ENTER THE SERVICES
ARE SENT TO KENNEDY TO
TAKE THEIR WRITTEN AND
PHYSICAL TESTS. IMMEDI-
ATELY AFTER THE TEST
(WRTTTEN) IS FINISHED,
THOSE WHO HAVE QUALI-
FIED AND 80 ARE THOSE
WHO HAVE FAILED."
WRIGHT DID NOT QUALIFY.
THIS REPORT TENDS TO
DISCREDIT THE STATE-
MENT OF JOHN L'S BRO-
THER, ROBERT H. WRIGHT.
Hill111111111111111111111111)1111111111111111111111111111111111111111/1
fore midnight on Friday night,
when his brother threatened to
kill him if he came into the house.
'WOULD KILL'
"As soon as I got on the porch
and started to come into the
house, he told me that if I came
in he would kill me and then shoot
himself," Mr. Wright said.
"He wanted to go into the
See BOY, 18, Page 2
Legion Post 1/
Is Not Backing
Bonus Campaign
The payment of a state bonus
to veterans of World Wars I and
II and the Korean War is less im-
portant than the "pressing needs
for education" in the state of Ten-
nessee, members of the Autress
Russell Post No. 27 of the Ameri-
can Legion said last week.
The statement was issued after
members of the post became dis-
turbed about unfavorable publicity
which appeared in a daily paper
concerning the popularity of the
post in connection with a drive
for a bonus bill sponsored by the
Veterans Benefit of America, of
which Atty. J. F. Estes is pres-
ident.
According to the article, the at-
torney was supposed to have told
a reporter that "his organization
was flourishing because Negroes
prefer it to the American Le-
gion's Autress Russell post," and
because it "is their own organiza-
tion and not a Negro branch of a
predominantly white organiza-
tion."
DENIES STATEMENT
A committee was appointed by
Commander Grover Burson to call
upon Atty. Estes and make a re-
port at a special meeting held at
the headquarters on Monday
Set POST 27, Page 2
PREFERRED DEATH — John
L. Wright, (inset), lAyear,old
Army volunteer, became de•
spondent last week as time
neared for him to report to
Fort Chaffe•e, In Arkansas for
a pre
-induction physical ex•
animation and shot himself to
death after police had pleaded
with him in s ain for more than
three hours to come out and
surrender, or allow one of
them to come in and talk with
him. His brother, Robert H.
Wright, 24, with whom he lived
at 2156 Grlgs ave., said that
the youth did not mind going
into the §irmy, but did not
want to go to Arkansas. Point-
ing te spot in kitchen where
the victim squatted with the
death weapon is William Bell,
a neighbor, of 2160 Griggs are,
(Withers Photo)
Pupil Placement Laws Hits Denial Of
WASHINGTON, D. C. — As long
as present pupil assignment laws
are used to restrict drastically the
NEW YORli — A total of 344
Negro teachers have lost their
jobs since the beginning of school
integration in Oklahoma, Raymond
Gary, former governor of the
state, said last week.
In a signed article in the new
issue of Look Magazine, Gary re-
ported that only, about 10 Negro
teachers are working in integrat-
ed schools because "individual
school boards, with rare excep-
QUALIFY FOR POSTS—Three
LeMoyne college seniors, from
left, Misses Gail Capie, Clare
sin Washington and F. Coleman
have passed tests for teaching
positions on the Indian reserv•
ation at Gallup, New Mexico,
admission of Negro children to
previously all-white public schools,
it will be necessary "to encourage
a substantial number of applica-
tions," Roy Wilkins, NAACP
executive secretary, declared at
an annual Unitarian dinner.
Speaking at the All Souls Uni-
tarian church here recently, Mr.
Wilkins referred to the "pained
responses from many Virginia
sources" to his recommendation
in an address at Portsmouth, Va.,
on Feb. 15 that Negroes "by the
hundreds" apply for transfers and
admissions to schools from which
they have been excluded solely on
the basis of race.
' "What I was saying at Ports-
mouth," Mr. Wilkins asserted,
"was that so long as opponents
use the pupil assignment process
as an instrument th balk desegre-
gation, or to 'con(rol' it in the
See TELLS WHY, Page 3
and one. Miss Washington, Is
already making plans to go
there late in July to attend a
workshop to become more fa-
miliar with the Indian lan-
guage. Other coeds are still un-
decided, but if they accept
posts they will go there with
Civil Rights
CHICAGO — If rights involving
voting, schooling, housing a n ii
jobs are denied Negroes, inter-
racial progress "becomes almost
impossible," a Catholic priest de-
clared here recently.
The priest, Rev. John F. Cron-
in, S. S., is assistant director of
the Social Action department of
the National Catholic Welfare Con-
ference.
He said the statement against
discrimination issued by the U.
S. Bishops last November clearly
spelled out the Christian princi-
ples that apply to race relations.
Father Cronin gave the main
address at a banquet of the Mid-
west College Conference on Hu-
man Relations on March 7. The
meeting was sponsored by the Na-
See PRIEST, Page 2
Miss Washington for a starting
salary of 34.040 a year. Miss
Washington said that she loves
adventure and will look upon
her job there as missionary
work. She is a member of the
Fairview Church of God Is
Christ. (Hooks Eros. Photo) ,
11U-STATE DEFENDER
Returns Home To Find
Wife Died In Flames
1 What started out as a day of
Teat and worship turned into a
day of tragedy and sorrow for
63-year-old Johnny Lee Graham
last Sunday, March 15.
I The construction worker was re-
turning from church to find smoke
pouring out of his 2861 Airways
home, later learning that his wife,
Mrs. Annie Mae Graham, 53, had
perished in the flames.
Mrs. Graham was found lying on
the floor furnace grate in the
living room of the five.room brick
and tile veneer house.
' Mr. Graham said all doors and
windows were locked and some
had to be broken to gain entrance.
He said a faulty floor furnace
was probably the cause of the fire.
Smoke fumes were heavy, the
husband reported, but little blaze
was noticeable until air rushing
blvd., order a passenger to leave
by the rear door, when the pas-
senger had been seated dolor
to the front.
"Because of the operator's re-
fusal to open the door, the pea-
senger was forced to go beyond
his point of departure," she,
wrote.
WANTED EXPLANATION
him Nelson said that she was
writing the letter because, "I
would like to know the company's
position in such a case as this,
or I would like to have an expla-, her about the events which ve-
nation of the rule that govern& ceded the suicide.
such action as taken by the ope-1 Mrs. Wright and John had
rator of this bus." watched television for sometime
-Does the company endorse its before she decided to go to bed,patrons having to listen to Rich but before she retired she told
crude statements as the one made him to be mire and turn off the
by the operator this evening set before he went to sleep.
(March 8), stitements such as A NOTE" you went to et Ott you wail Shortly after she dozed off to
showed her a not* he had written
through the broken doors and win-
dows fanned large flames.
The fire WAA brought under con-
trol almost imediately when fire-
men and fire-fighting equipment
from the Memphis Municipal Air-
port were employed.
Heavy interior damage was not-
ed In three rooms, while the ex-
terior received relatively no
damage.
(Continued From Page
service, and I signed the papery
for him, but he just didn't want
to go to Arkansas, though he
didn't mind going Into the
Army."
Mr. Wright, who works at the
Wilson Barber shop at 2174 Chel-
sea, and attends the Booker T.
Washington Evening school, said
that the victim had attended the
Hyde Park Elementary school
and some high school in Chicago
before returning to Memphis about
a year AP.
KIDS IN HOUSE
A neighbor, Mrs. Mean Gullidge,
who lives at 3152 Griggs ave.,
said she was awakened by Mrs.
Rose Wright ,the dead youth's sis-
ter.in-law, Who told her that the
children were inside the house and
that the boy was inside the house
threatening to kill himself.
After the youth had killed him-
self, Mrs. Gullidge said that Mrs.
Wright came to her home and told
have to go to the hack. You NM sleep, the boy awakened her,
what the sign iald!" Mrs. Nil*
s telling why he wanted to die and on wrete.
the but riders here Should be l Mrs. Wright
She said that the believed thee held a pistol in his other hand.' 
pleaded with him' Post 27not to kill himself, but when heinformed about what le expectedl
DOGGETT "DIGS" TRI-
STATE — Bill Doggett, famed
organist and leader of h I a
own combo, (right), glances
through the Tti-State Defend-
er newspaper with L. Alex
Wilson. editor and general
manager of the weekly. Mr.
of them, so that they can more ed him to wait until she wentiintelligently make decisions as and got his brother lie told herto whether or not they wanted that she had better hurry, be.to accept such policies or reject cause it was not going to be longthem. 
, before he ended his life.THE ANSWER "She was out on the street,Mr. Busby answered: "We sp. when her husband came, and hepredate the patronage of the pen • asked her what she was doing outpie and are in business to serve there that time of night, and she!the public. There is no ordinance,told him what was happening. I
which &tete psi-singers to leave cotild hear John L. when he yell'by the rear, but when you have ad for his brother not to comeboo drivers some of them occlis-l in." Mrs. Oullidge said.
POLICE COME
"After the police came, they
asked him to let Mrs. Wright come
in and get her children. He re-
fused, but later ha said that she
tonally get out of line."
Mrs. Nelson observed that "us-
ually a passenger leaves the bits
very peacefully, without inter-
refused Ls listen to her, she ask.
fersince ' Is the Passenger at.
 could come in, but if any of thetempted to do on that occasion ttn-i police came with her be wouldtil the driver Interfered, kill all of them," Mrs. GullidgelAccording to Mr. Busby, dee.' explained
era on the line had been ques-I Mrs. Wright went into t is ehoned, but all denied having house and got the baby, three-been involved in such an incidenlimonths•old Wendy, the neighbor
said, and as she was going out,
Asks Veteran Pension the victim pushed three.year-oldRobernita, and Stephen, five, outWASHINGTON — (CPI; — Sen. behind her.Vance Hartke (D. Ind.) has intro; USE TEAR GASduced legislation to give World Mrs. Gulllidge said that one ofWar I veterans pensions of COO the policeMen took off his jacket,a month. Mimics said in a state-, his gun, and turned his pants pock. intentWorld War I veterans areets out to show the youth that he
JACKSON, Tenn. — Lane college
will host the annual meeting of
the National Association of Per-
sonnel Workers, April 5th through
gth. The urganization composed
of directors of personnel, deans of
women, deans of men and high
school guidance workers claims a
membership of the major Negro
colleges in the nation.
The theme for the conference is
"Creating An Environment for
Maximum Individual Develop-
ment." Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
president of Fisk university, Nash-
ville, Tenn., will give the keynote
address.
Dr. Frank .1. SIvers of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare will Address the group
(Continued From Page 1)
night, March 5. At that time they
said that Atty. Estes had denied
having made the statement about
the legion and presented a writ-
ten statement which he gave in
support of the denial.
According to a statement issued
by the post: "After much dis-
cussion it was unanimously agreed
to accept Mr. Estes' state-
ment on its face value, but the
post felt that in the light of this
unfavorable publicity that it was
Imperative to make a public
statement concerning the pro-
gram of the American Legion and
Pest 27 American Legion's posi-
tion on the bonus."
The post said that it favored
the provision of educational funds
over the payment of a bonus "at
this time."
"Post 2/ is one of the more
than 17.000 posts of the American
Legion throughout the United
States and abroad which serves
all veterans without pay. It is ded1-
cated to helping the veterans and
their dependents together wi t h
our individual obligation and serv-
ice to the community, state and
nation," Mr. Burson said.
Doggett, on his way to Mon-
roe, La., for an engagement,
stopped by the Tri-State De-
fender's offices to chat with
the personnel after fulfilling a
one night stint at Curries
Club Tropicana on March IL
Be said he was working his
(Continued From Page 1)
publisher of the Louisville (KY.)
Defender and chairman of the as-
sociation's public relations com-
mittee, announced the winners this
week.
The Russwurm award winners
and their personal citations are:
ERNIE BANKS, Chicago: "For
his unexcelled record as a major
league baseball player.
ROY CAMPANELLA, St. Al-
bans, N. Y.: "For exceptional
courage, fortitude and inspiration-
al leadership in spite of physical
disability.
HARRY BELAFONTE, New
York City: "For reaching the high-
est professional level ae a singer
and unselfish contributions to the
Negro race."
JOSEPH L. EICHLER, Palo
Alto, Calif.: "For an uncompro-
mising dedication to the cause
of civil rights and human justice
in the field of private housing.
C. G. GOMILLION, of Tuske-
gee Institute: "For leadership in
the crusade to enlist Negro intel-
lectuals in the battle for civil
rights in Alabama."
SIDNEY POITIER, Hollywood:
"For demonstrating that race is
no barrier to ability to perform
major characterizations in motto!)
pictures."
PRIME MINISTER SEE OU
TOURE, Guinea, West Africa:
"For demonstrated courage In
leading his nation to freedom."
Mrs. CHARLES WHITE, Hous-
ton, Texas: "For the courage
and ability to win a local school
board seat in spite of formidable
opposition based on color and
race."
The late J. ERNEST WILKINS:
"For distinguished governmental
service and a moat effective role
in the U. S. Civil Rights Corn-
mission vote probe in Alabama.
JUDGE DAVID W. WILLIAMS,
,Los Angeles: "For giving com-
mendable leadership to correcting
local arrest abuses suffered by Ne-
groes."
CITED ALSO
Honorable mentions went to EL-
GIN BAYLOR, a member of thethe "forgotten men of our routs- did not have a gun, and asked Minneapolis Lakers basketballtry." The legislation would be• him to let him come inside and held sometime this week end. team "for a positive stand against down upon a hearee and' an auto.
similar to the Spanish-Americae talk ot him, but the young Wright Other survivors include (out   segrcgation in the face of leopard- The NAACP leader also reef-mobile, a brick wall toppled over,
War pension plan. told him that he would kill him sisters, Mrs. Roberta Snipes, (zing a professional career," and firmed the Association's support and a number of windows blownIf he tried to enter the house. i Mrs. Mildred Hoskins and Miss to PERRY COMO "for persistent- of the Douglas-Javits-Celler Will t of the buildings.Another neighbor, William Bell.:Carrie Wright, of Chicago; and ly recognizing talent irrespective as "the best of the civil rights 
ou
Wilson, owner of the Wit-
..1 160 Griggs ave., said that itIHrs. . Delois Evans. of Boston,: of race." bills" now before Congress. The
son's Barber sop at 2174 Chelsea
way around the country to
natty end up in Chicago tot
the Easter period, and then
heading West to California.
Before coming to Memphis he
had played in Birmingham,
Ala. (Staff Photo by Howard
Pulley)
CHAMPAIGN, Ill, — A Negro,
Mannie Jackson, Edwardsville jun-
ior guard, has been selected as
captain of Illinois' 1959-00 basket-
ball squad. Roger Taylor, 1058-59
captain from Park Forest (Rich),
was named most valuable player.
Both selections — made by
teammates — were announced at
the annual basketball banqtad this
week. Ten members of Coach Har-
ry Combas' squad, which lied for
fifth in the Western Conference,
received varsity letters.
Tells Why
(Continued From Page 1)
Norfolk retio of 17.100 of one per
cent or other unrealistic ratios
(as in North Caroline) we must
encourage a substantial number of
applications in order to secure
more than a trickle of admissions.
CITES EXAMPLE
He cited the example of Nor-
folk where there were originally
151 applicants, only 17 of whom
were finally admitted to schools
with a total enrollment of 10,000.
"If this tortuous procedure were
to be accepted uncomplainingly by
Negro citizens, and the same ra-
tio were to be maintained, it
would require roughly 25,000 ap-
plications to secure 250 admis-
sions — and this number would be
only 2tS per cent of the white
students enrolled," he pointed out.
(Continued From Page 1)
log to restore it on Monday B
BUICK'S
THE CAR
for '59
Joe Schaeffer's
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION Asig.
Cell — JA. 3-3371
DANIAL *IBM A
,..:4(114 rower bnett
t the wand'
I Was only after police tossed a IMaal. and a brother, Eugene Negro Newspaper Week Is oh-tear gas bomb into the house thatt Wright, of Greenville, S. C. 'served from March 15 through n.1 
acceptable"
the youth killed himself. J. 0. Patterson Funeral 'mine tion's bill "which haa some goodThe weapon which the youth is in charge of final arrange-' The drug penicillin was Macey- features . . . falls abort of theused ink ill himself, according to manta, jered in London in 1929. Douglas-Javita-Celler bill."Ms brother. has belonged to the — - family for a number of years.
Neighbors said the victim had not
shown any indications that he was
a !milli I case
Mrs. Wright said the funeral
arrangements for the youth were
  incomplete, but that it would be
a.
---
Of the role of leaders a n d
members of Local 371 of the Tex-
tile Workers in the Front Royal
High school boycott and economic
reprisals, Mr. Wilkins said: "Irony
is piled on top of irony when a
unit of organized labor — which ia
presently being investigated a n d
smeared, and in some instances
persecuted — should in turn be-
come the leader in persecuting Ne-
gro workers and their families,
whose only 'crime' is the seeking
of equal education to rthelr chil-
dren under a Supreme ruling
through the orderly tirocedures of
the courts."
bet • Ma' 90 Proof
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Howard P
that the house was going to blow
down When I heard the wind blow.!
ing like a train said, 'Lord, save
me,' and dozed off to sleep for a
second," Mr. Chapman said.
"When I woke up the house was
down, and chimney bricks were
piled up all around the bed," he
Pointed, "so you can see that the
Lord answered my prayer."
Residents of the area describe-'
the wind which caused the (lamas,
AS "train coming into the hiing room," "a whole lot of if.*
planes," and as a "wind scream-ing in a tunnel."
SAW IT comma
At 1406 Austin st., Mrs. Buford
Avery said that she was looking
out the window and saw the storm
coming.
"1 yelled to the children that we
were going to be destroyed, and
It that time part of he roof went
off of the room that I was in,"
he stated.
The wind behaved In such a
freakish manner, she said, that it
took the top off the garbage can
at her back door and brought it
around through the front window
and bent It against a bed post.
She has not been able to find the
curtains that were hanging at the
window.
E. F. Harris, at 1407 Hyde Park
at., disagreed with the Weather
Bureau's lilting the twister as a
windstorm.
"It carried the garage it 1407
meth Into my yard at 1407
brought a garage on Austin east
Into my back yard, and then
moved the house next door north
against my house. If It had been
a windstorm everything would
have gone the same way," Mr.
Harris said.
ST. LOUIS WAITORS
Next deer to Mr. Manic visit-ing in the home of Patrolmen and
Mrs. E. C. "Rugg" Jones was Mrs.
Catherine Rooker, end her five-
veer-old daughter. Deborah, of St.
Louis, Mo„ who lived near the
area where the "tornado" swept in
that city a few weeks AAA and
killed more than 20 persons and
Injured some 300 ethers.
Mrs. Booker said that she was
telking to her hostess, Mrs. Win-
n', Jones. when the storm hit,
and that they were under the im•
presaion that a part of the house
had been blown away, but they
learned the next :morning that It
was the garage being blown away,
Across the street, Mrs. Willie
Williams 1406 Hyde Park st., said
that the wind "sounded like a
train going through the living
room."
After the storm passed she said
that she and others became 1,0
interested in getting the six chil-
dren and the elderly man out of
the wrecked house at 1403 Hyde
Park at., that She failed to ntoice
that the glider had been blown off
her porch and part of the roof car-
ried away.
Mrs. Williams reported that all
of the residents of the double ten-
ant house across the street from
her, which was occuiped by three
adults and six children, have most-
ed into the homes of relatives in
various parts of the city.
Extensive damage was done to
the J. 0. Paterson Funeral home
on Chelsea. A garage was blown
other dishes.
Just recently, Mrs. Rowland,
who learned her sales talk about
Carnation milk through the exper-
ience of raising three children —
Thomas, 13; Michael, 10; and four-
S
  li morn ng.ros
ESCAPE 
•
Praising the Lord on Sunday;
morning for delivering him andl
Park st. was Robert Chapman,
care; Many young children in Memo- work to the homes, because I like
... phis are healthy and happy today I to meet people, and that way I
the six children hews, taking
of for a neighbor at 1403 Hyde
60.
"I was lying in the bed 
with'because of knowledge passed on , have met many interesting per-
Il yteounthgeirhopmaerenctosnsbuyitaant.personable sonalities," she said.
thief- children around me, when 
It was back in 1951 that Mrs..
all of a sudden something told me! 
of 3400 Rochester st., who for the ' son Business college, was inter-
She is Mrs. Lola Mae Rowland, Rowland, then a student at Mender-
viewed along with 21 other wom-
en for the job, and so confident
was she that she would get the
job that she went out and tool,
driving lessons when she learned
that that was one of the qualifica-
tions for the post.
She had studied home econom-
ics at Booker T. Washington High
schOol, and went to the job high-
ly recommended. Mrs. Rowland
resigned from the job which she
had her last child, but returned
two years later when her success-
or quit.
LIKES JOB
"What I like about the job is
that everyone with whom I work
Is so pleasant to get along wl
We are Just like a big hap
family," she said.
She hat one of the company's
cars to drive from place to place,
and all of the expenses ears paid
for her.MRS. LOLA MAE ROWLAND Mrs. Rowland has appeared at
clubs, churches and before PTApast several years has been going groups here in the city to seevefrom house•tcrhouse telling moth' free refreshment,' consisting of-era and housewives how to pre- 
cookies, coffee, tea, and Cam-pare Carnation Evaporated milk Hon Instant chocolate, hot and'.for babies, and how to use it in cold.
"Some people call me up month,
In advance to ask me to come out
and serve them. The refreshments'
are provided by the company, and
all one needs to do to make se*,
appointment is to call me at-.year-old Sharron Glenn — on the
food, switched from making door- EXP"'" 7'8075:" she explained.She has just the thing to serveto-door contacts to clinics for
where wemen are dieting, • h A'
ave., complimented the Memphis
police department for sending
help to the area in a few minutes.
"There is no telling how many
people they prevented from helms
electrocuted by felling wires. The
police were certainly on the job,":
he said.
Nate Mollie. disaster chairman:
of the local Red Cross chapter.
Said that no requests for shelter
had been made, although they
were prepared to go into action.
Officials at John Gaston, E. H.
Crump find Collins Chapel hos-
pitals reported that no one had
reported for treatment of wounds
Sustained as a result of the "tor.
nado,"
ea y children, e gives
said The need n t worry 
 complete demonstrations on how
to prepare a baby's formula.
APPEARS IN CLINICS
Mrs. Rowland also appears In
!stomata' clinics to show expect-
ant mothers the many and varied
uses of Carnation Instant Dr y
milk.
"1 certainly miss doing lit e
(Continued From PASS 1)
tIonal Federation of Catholic col-
lege students, the National Stu-
dent Association and the Mating
Newman Club federation.
LOOK OTHER WAY
Ste tinselled moat People "be-
long to the category of the disin-
terested when action is moat need-
ed.
"They have opinions and are oft-
en articulate about them in their
own circles," he said. "But it
never occurs to them that they
may have a personal responsibili-
ty to act in the field.
"Such persons should read and
reread, the words of the Bishops.
They should ask themseives If
they are falling into the attl-
tude of Cain: "Am I my broth-
er's keeper?' For in fact there
are few Americans who can say
that the problem of race relit.
lions is not theirs: a personal,
moral and civic respensibility, ft
may affect some more than 0th.
era . . . But it is a real prob-
lem, dangerously real."
ops' statement called for "action
The priest said that the Bishops'
statement called for "action,
after consultation."
He outlined a five
-point Pre-
gram: Find out methods that have
worked Study them first hand.
Learn the obstacles. Be prepared
for discouragement. Expect fail.
tire.
"But with Christian courage and
full reliance on God's help, press
forward," he urged.
He admitted that "changes mayinvolve difficulties or hardships to
some.•• He added, "We must be
prepared to suffer hardships, if
necessary, 111 eorrecting evil and
abuses."
oklahoma schools are now largely
integrated. Total violence: only one
bloody nose. Read In the new issue of
LOOK Magazine how courageous,
intelligent planning by men of good
will prevented reels! violence in
"Little Dixie." This LOOK article,
by former Oklahoma Governor Gary,
oilers a how. to-do- it pattern for other
• r o 
 
about-
adding the avoirdupois when they
drink Carnation Instant Dry MU
Mrs. Rowland's husband
James Rowland, a graduate of
Moyne college and an employee .
of the Memphis Post office.
(Continued From Page 1)
none, have not yet seen fit to hire
Negro teachers."
He termed this "the one Mar.:disturbing problem" that has re.
gutted from integration.
Otherwise, Gary said, school in.
tegration in Oklahoma has bene-
fited taxpayers, teachers and MU.
dents, pointing out that the OW
Uniting elimination of sepietio-
school system for white and Was—
Eros has:
1. Saved taxpayers a millioei •
dollars a year.
2. Enabled teachers' salaries to
rise from an average of $1,500 to$4,700 a year.
3. Spurred the building of 4,2011,
new classrooms.
Gary noted in the article thatintegration was presented to Okla- -homans as a means to achieve
better schools, and that "a singlefist fight" was the only violence
that occurred.
He warned however. that some
areas of the South with "Special
problems's will require "10 or 110years" to accept integration end '
urged Northerners "not to push
them into attempting a change that
cannot be made overnight."
Formerly Located At
Corner Main and
Monroe Is Now At
Only "Famous Names" in JEWELRY are in
our stock and you can buy on our convenien
payment plan without paying anything extr111•Auillulir
eirloil die.
mime lingo
5.giatilte GEO
Assii 55
1.7 MIA%
southern states. Find out all the
facts on integration without violence
In LOOK Magazine.
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Lester Honor Student
Hopes For Math Career
Rhea Lester High school s first
senior class marches down t hi
this Spring, the valedictor.
Ian honors will be held by Miss'
Helen Wilson, 17, of 575 Lipford'
avp., who recently received the
pleasant news from the principal,'
S. A. B. Bland.r some time, Miss Wilson
was being given a close race for
the honor by R. B. Jackson, jr.,
, another student, who is seeking
an appointment to the Air Force
academy at Colorado Springs,
Cato.
Her competitor for the top spot
will be the salutatorian of the Les-
ter High school class of 1959.
Both of Miss Wilson's parents
are dead, and she lives with a
sister, Mrs. Loretta Logan, a
teacher at the Lester Elementary
school, who has inspired her to
enter the profession.
"My favorite subject is mathe-
matics, and I plan to major in
the subject when I enter LeMoyne
college next Fall," she said. She
was offered a scholarship to Ten-
nessee A and I State university.
but it went to another student
when she did not accept it.
All of her 11 years of schooling
have been a Lester where she
belongs to the New Homemakers
of America, is vice president of
the Gracious Ladies' club, and is
a member of the National Honor
society, the library staff, the Mo-
tor, Science and Spanish clubs.
Miss Wilson cliims reading and
sewing are her hobbies.
She is a member of the First
Baptist church Broad street.
.9tETTY POSE — Taking time
o from her busy schedule as
secretary, housewife and mother
to pose for the photographer Is
Mrs. Florenee Williams, of 3093
Fisher ave., who is employed at
the Universal Life Insurance com- 1
pany. The attractive secretary is'
the wife of Bryant Williams, ofl
the 'Memphis Bail Bond Agency„
and-ethey are the parents of three,
ditatters. A graduate of Booker
T. Washington High school, Mrs.
Williams studied business educa-
tion at Howard university in
Washington, U. C. She Is a mem-
ber of the Alpha Gamma Chi so-
rority, president of the Memphis
City Council of the sorority, and
Secretary of the Midwestern Reg-
tonal conclave. (Staff Photo by
Howard Pulley)
Bynum Council
Almost Doubles
Members List
The membership of the Zuber-
Bynum Council for handicapped
children almost doubled recently
when parents, friends and profes-
sional persons interested in the
welfare and well-being of the pay-;
sically and mentally incoevenienc-'
ed children joined the council dur-
ing a meeting held at the Vance
Ave. branch of the YWCA.
After the new and old members
pledged their service and cooper-
ation to the council, a Fund Rais-
ing Committee was appointed for
the purpose of providing more in-
dividualized services for the chil-
dren.
Mrs. Theresa Williams, a new
member of the Council, and a
teacher of home-bound and hospi-
talized children, accepted t h e
chairmanship of the committee.
Mrs. M. Hancock is president
of the organization, and Miss E.
Carruthers corresponding secre-
tary.
The Hyde Park PTA will cele-
brate family night on March 24,
8:00 p.m. at the school.
Mrs. Margaret Blanchard said
that an interesting program was
planned with participation from
ministers, teachers, parents and
children. She is the chairman of
the program.
The public is invited.
Mrs. Humphrey Chamberlain Is
the president of the association.
Samuel Helm is the principal of
the school.
Largest Ice Box
KAISERSLAUTERN, Germany—
(UPI) — The U. S. Army has
opened officially "Europe's large-
eat ice box" — a huge $2,142,000
, cold storage plant. The plant, in-
augurated Tuesday, is the size of
two football fields and can store
up to 15,000 tons of perishable
goods for American servicemen.
SAVE MONEY
• DRAPERIES VENETIAN BLINDS
• Custom Tailored
•• Finest Fabrics
• Lowest Price
— SAMPLES —
Shown In Your Home!
Before you buy it will pay yo
serve you better. Lowest price
• Linoleum " Tile • Slip Cover
;figs Metal • Canvas
Custom made in our factory.
Direct from manufacturer. Our
entire line Measured for and
installed free.
With A 5-Year
WRITTEN GUARANTEE
Lowest Price
Quickest Service
COMPARE
Before You Buyt
U to gel our prices. te years te
s. Easiest terms. Rugs • Carpets
• s Ready to Hang Drapes awn.
Free Estimates
WILLIAMS
SHADE & AWNING
VISIT CHILDREN — Another
activity in the observance of
Finer Womanhood Week by the
Zeta Phi Beta sorority was the
visit made recently to the Crip-
pled Children's hospital. From
' left to right are Mrs. Maggie
Jordan, Mrs. Manae Stan•
back, chairman of the week,
Mrs. I,ouise Guy of the hos-
pital staff. Mrs. Sara Dickson,
another week chairman, Miss
Hasid Pyles and Mrs. Leatha
Haley. The young patients en-
joyed a story hour and were
presented with sonic useful
gifts.
Laundry Workers' Welfare Fund
Assets Spiral To $4,097,103
CHICAGO — Assets of the wel-
fare and Insurance department of
the Laundry, Dry Cleaning and
Dye House Workers' International
Union rose to a new high of $4,-
097,193 during the fiscal year end-
ing Sept. 30, 1958, it was announc-
ed today.
The welfare fund, administered
by a Social Security Department
composed of three Union and three
Employer Trustees, showed an in-
crease in assets of 4163,185 over
the same period last year, ac-
cording to an annual report re-
leased last week.
Assets consist of cash, govern-
ment securities, stocks and bonds.
In the past five years, stock divi-
dend and underwriting profits
from lower than anticipated claims
of over $1.000,000 have been paid
and credited to the Social Sec-
urity Department by the Califor-
nia Life Insurance Company, in-
eurance carrier for the program.
CLAIMS PAID
For the policy year Oct. 1, 1957,
to Sept. 30, 1958, a total of $2,-
380,126 in claims was paid or set
aside for payment to 12,518 in-
sured members under the accident
and health and natural death In-
surance coverages.
In the five years that California,
Dr. Clara Brawner, of 1088
Thomas st., a graduate of Meharry
Medical school, has been chosen
to deliver the Women's Day mes-
sage for the second consecutive
year at St. John Baptist church,
Vance at Orleans, of Sunday,
March 22.
Dr. Brawner will give her talk
at 3:15 p.m.
She serves as vice-president of
the Bluff City Medical society and
on the hessisd of directors of the
Pre-SchoolwAssociation of Mem-
phis. She is also a member of the
board of directors of the Jesse
Mahan center and is head of the
department of pediatrics at Col-
lins Chapel hospital.
Dr. Brawner is a member of the
Gospel Temple Baptist church and
the above is only a small portion
of her many and varied accom-
plishments.
A reception for the speaker will
be held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Sampson Pruitt, 655 Edith
ave., Saturday, March 21, at 7:30
Life has been the Insurer of the
program, claims totalling $9,474,-
147 have been paid and set aside
for payment to 58.845 insured
Union members and their benefic-
iaries.
Reflecting the trend of increased
costs for hospital and medical serv-
ice, the average claim payment
per insured member rose from
$42.33 in 1957 to $43.47 during the
policy year ending September 30,
1958. During the same period, the
average amount of claims paid per
disabled member, including death
benefits, rose to $190.13 as com-
pared to $163.53 for the previous
policy year.
RAPID GROWTH
On April 1, 1950, when t h e
Laundry Workers' International
Union welfare program was
launched in San Francisco, only
1,900 eligible members were en-
rolled. From this modest begin-
ning, the plan has grown to its
present position of providing
broad benefits to 55,000 laundry,
dry cleaning and dye house work-
ers' members in 59 Locals in 26
States and Canada.
The program is a multi-employ-
er type, with more than 2,000
laundry and dry cleaning and dye
house employers participating
through trust indentures with the
p.m, Rev. A. McEwen Williams
is the pastor of St. John.
Other services performed at the
church during the month of March
Starts SUNDAY!
MARCH 22
4 Big Days 4!
THE MAN...THE ROLE...THE STORY
THAT SENT A MIWON VOLTS ACROSS
THE BROADWAY STAGE!
Social Security Department of the
International Union. Employers
pay the entire cost of the insur-
ance program.
The excellent administration of
the welfare program is reflected
in the $10,500,000 in total claims
payments and reserves and retro-
active rate credits returned over
the past five policy years to the
policyholder for the benefit of in-
sured members.
UNION TRUSTEES
Another favorable factor is that
since June 1, 1954, no commission
or fee of any kind has been paid
to any insurance agent or broker
by the insurance company on the
business placed by the Social Se-
curity Department.
Union Trustees are Ralph T. Fa-
gan, Chicago, general president of
the International Union and chair-
man of the board of the Social Se-
curity Department: W. T. Archer,jr., Birmingham, Ala.; and Lester
J. Gallagher, St. Louis, Mo. Em-
ployer Truatees are Matthew J.
Dooley, treasurer, representing the
Laundry & Linen Supply Board of
Trade, San Francisco, California
Chantry W. Davis, executive sec ,
retary of the Laundry Board of
Trade of Philadelphia; and Max L.
Feinberg, attorney for the Chicago
Laundry Owners' Association.
includes the following members
and officers:
Mrs. Inez Morris has been nam-
ed general chairman to direct the
activities of the women for the
month of March; Mrs. Katherine
Fields is co-chairman; Mrs. Car-
rie Scott, secretary; Mrs. Lydia
Robinson, assistant secretary;
Mrs. Edith Cotton, Mrs. Birdie
Reed. Mrs. Marian Brown, Mrs.
Henrietta Craigen, finance; Mrs.
Essie Fizer, Mrs. Fannie Palmer,
Mrs. Cecil Hayes, reception; Mrs.
Cs W. Scott, Mrs. Luettry, Wade,
Mrs. Katie Powell, decoration;
Mrs. Manic Johnson, Mrs. Sisrella
Maxwell, Mrs. Q,okella Grimes,
evangelistic: Mrs. Ludie Lloyd,
Mrs. Alice Howard, contact; Mrs.
Ethel Crittenden, music.
Others are Mrs. Nevada Jones,
cafeteria; Miss Mary E. Boyd,
Mrs. Mary F. Pruitt, Mrs. Mar-
garet Goodlow, program; Mrs. A.
• M. Williams, Mrs. Bertha Estes,
Mrs. Lydia Robinson, speakers;
and Mrs. Frances Estes, in charge
of publicity.
NAACP Leaders
Hold Confab To
Discuss Drive
' The NAACP Membership Cam-
paign leaders met Wednesday
night, March 18, in the basement
of Mt. Olive CME cluirch, at 3
p. in.
I Bishop J. 0. Patterson delivered
l a short inspirational speech.
At the first report meeting held
Ion March 7, the division leaders
reported over 500 new members:
however, the goal of 10,000 NAACP
members is still far from corn-
- plete. Weekly report meetings are
[ held every Saturday at 1:00 at
the NAACP office, and all work-
ers are urged to turn in all
' memberships to their division
leaders before that time.
"The Fourposter, a two-charac
ter comedy about a bed and a
happy couple's marriage over 36
years, will be presented in Roger
Williams auditorium on the cam-
pus of Owen tollege on Saturday
evening, March 21, beginning at
8:15 p. m , and will star Margery
MacDaniel and Will Sandy in the
Village Players' production.
The beautifully mannered, hu-
man comedy relates in six brief
scenes events in the married lives
of two quite normal people, and
its message is simply: Papa
loves Mama, or Mama loves Papa.
The bed is the play, but "The
Fourposter" is no sex farce.
As Michael in the play, Will
Sandy brings to the stage more
than 15 years of professional act-
ing experience, which includes
eight nation-wide tours and many
television and radio appearances.
He not only acts, but is director
of the play.
Miss MacDaniel has won favors
with television, radio and theatre,
as Agnes, and has appeared as a'
singer in many leadine hotels and
supper club in the United States
and Canada.
Tickets for the play are now on
sale in the college business of-
fice and at Goldsmith's ticket of-
fice.
Porter PTA
Meet Features
Student Panel
A junior high student panel dis-
mission on "The Responsibilities of
Citizenship," will highlight t h e
program of the Porter school PTA
meeting to be held Thursday,
March 19, in the school cafeteria
at 7:30 p. m. Other program fea-
tures will be selections from the
elementary grades.
Progress reports will be given
on the annual PTA tea, to be held
Sunday, April 12. Proceeds from
this annual event will benefit
the athletic projects and academ-
ic program of the school.
The Principals, Mrs. 0. S. Shan-
non and M. N. Conley urge the
attendance and cooperation of all
parents and teachers.
QUEEN OF ALPHAS — Miss Ell-
in Young, a sophomore of 2332
Eldridge ave., has been selected
the "Sweetheart" of Alpha P h
Alpha fraternity's undergraduate
chapter at LeMoyne college. Miss
Young. who succeeds Miss Bob-
bie Nelson in the role, te an Eng-
lish major and a member of the
college choir. She is a member
of the honor society and the Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority. John-
nie Watson hi president of t h e
chapter.
An Official Goof:
Lauds Speaker's
Bitterest Foe
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Atlanta
Mayor Pro-Tern Lee Evans rose
I. introduce the speaker at a
banquet.
Here, he told those present
after a few words of praise, Is
Sen. Claude Pepper.
The audience reacted to this
with some amazement. Because
the speaker was Sen. George
Smathers (D-Fla), and former
Senator Pepper is one of his
bitterest political enemies.
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call — JA. 5-5371
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JOIN COCA COLA - Reginald
Jackson, left, New Port News,
Va., newspaper and adver-
tising man has joined the Nor-
folk Coca-Cola Bottling works,
while Walter Lay, St. Louis,
recently became associated
with the Coca Cola Bottling
company of St. Louis. A for-
mer Lincoln (Mo.) university
student, Mr. lay Was at one
time a member of the Mis.
sour! legislature. Mr. Jackson
Is a graouate of Hampton in-
stitute, The two new appoint-
ees become a part of a large
network of sales and public re.
lations men who are used by
bottlers of Coca Cola to pro-
mote the famous soft drink hi
the Negro market.
Regional Art Honors
To Bertrand Seniors
Two Father Bertrand Ill g It
school seniors won awards in the
regional division of the National
Scholastic Art contest sponsored
here recently by a department
store.
Joseph Sudduth, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Sudduth, of 1088 Col-
lege at.. won three key awards for
three entries which included a self
portrait, and two abstracts entitled !
"Adam and His Children" a n dl
"My Studio."
Miss Velma Wray, daughter of .
Mr. and Mrs. James Wray, 9191
Leoyne dr., won a certificate of
merit for one of her eight ee.
tries in ink drawings.
Another student, Miss I WIZ
Pettigrew, daughter of Mr. a n d '
Mrs. A. Pettigrew, of 816 Polk •
ave., has been named the "Home.'
maker of Tomorrow" at Father
Bertrand High school.
A senior, Miss Pettigrew enter.'
ed the national contest with ideas
ranging from homemaking in gen-
eral to decorating. She will res
celve a pin of merit for an entry
which will later be submitted is
j state-wide competition.
IF YOU CAN FIND A
BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!
KEN U IGH BON WHIS • 6 R OLD •
90 PROOF • 10 ANCIENT AGE 01ST. CO.. FRANKFORT. KY./
-
A TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., March 21, 1959
by HATTIE HOUSE
Joining millions in the crusade will be held from 3-8 p. rn.
for soul and the instigating of in-1 Funds derived from the effort
will benefit the Building fund.
Heading the activity are Mrs.
Hattie Harrison, Mrs. N. J. Lee,
Mrs. Georgia Dancy and Mrs. Sa-
mellen W. Carroll,
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the pas-
tor.
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
Sunday for the affiliated Baptist A recital was held at the Petite-
churches. It is destined to be one costal Temple Church of God in
of the greatest religious awaken. Christ. Sunday last, featuring or-
ganist Samuel Spann. Mr. Spann
gave a superb performance . . .
stirring the audience with such
selections as "Prelude and Fuge
In D Minor," "March of Noble"
and others. The Barrett Chapel
High School Chorus appeared with
him. Other accompanists and stu-
dents of Mr. Spann who took part
were Miss Curline Hamilton, Miss
Sandra Hamilton, Earnest Phillip
Nichols, Miss Virginia Dare Bran
and Miss Lucille Grinner.
EBENEZER BAPTIST
The Sunday school and Baptist
Training Union held its monthly
meeting at the Ebenezer Baptist
church last Sunday.
Its theme was "Evangelism
Through The Total Program of the
Church." Rev. H. H. Harper of
St. Matthew Baptist church deliv-
ered t h e docturnal address.
Speaking on the topic ''Through
T h e Missionary Department"'
were Mrs. M. J. Owen, Mrs. B.
J. Baskin and Mrs. Artie Nelson.
Charles Ryan of Metropolitan
Baptist church is the president.
The April meeting will be held at
the White Stone Baptist church.,
Rev. L. S. Sorrel will be host;
pastor.
Rev. E. L. Slay was host minle-
terest renewal program will be
cry of the National Baptit Con-
terest renewal program will be
the National Congress, an auxil-
ary of the National Baptist Con-
vention of the United States of
America, Inc., here. The simultan-
eous revival will begin on Easter
jogs in the history of the Bap-
tists.
Many out-of-town Evangelists
are expected to flood the city for
conduction of revival service at
various churches. The revival
will last two weeks. Ministers are
asking the full support of mem-
berships and the public in the na-
lional effort.
Headed for our Bluff City, also,
is the National Baptist Congress.
It will be here in June, a hot
month . . . but it will only serve
as support for our warm Southern
hospitality to the thousands who
will gather here for the meet.
Headquarters will be the Ellis au-
ditorium.
Final plans and assignment of
speakers for the three-day as-
sembly of Jehovah's Witnesses in
Camden, Mass., on March 20-22
have been announced by conven-
tion official, J. H. Mannig.
The progam will consist of
morning, afternoon, and evening
sessions of Bible talks, discussions
and demonstrations designed to
train the delegates for qualified
teaching.
Key speakers will be H. L. Bris-
sett and J. H. Manning, Watch-
tower Society representatives. ,_
Mr. Brissett will open the session r.
Friday, Mar. 20, with the discourse CASTALIA BAPTIST
on the Convention theme, "Be a Annual Men's day will be oh-
Teacher of the Good News." He served at the Castelia B a pt I at
will also be the chairman for the' church located at 1540 Castalia at.,
Ministry school, held weekly in all I on Sunday. March 22.
congregations of Jehovah Wit-I The morning sermon will be
Desses. 'delivered by the pastor, Rev. Cal-
Main speaker on the school p 0.1 vin Mims, and at 3 p. m., Rev.
gram will be Robert Collier, min-'3' W.WYm3 will be presented aslater representing the Camden con- the guest speaker. John Waller is
gregation. His subject will be, the chairman for the program on
'Tailing Away From Christianity."jthe theme "God's Love and
I Main session of the assembly Man's Refusal."
Rev. Wyms is pastor of the
Magnolia Baptist church. Mrs. E.
Ruth Ward is church reporter.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
"I Beheld His Glory, Crucifixion
and Resurrection" will be the top-
The choir of the Centenary Meth- ic of a special "'gram to be f/te.odist church will present a Lenten en at St. Stephen Baptist church
Cantata, "The Seven Last Words
of Christ" at the sanctuary, Sun-
day, at 7:30 p. an. Mrs. J. K.
Beauchamp will direct the choir.
There will be no admission charge.
Of interest, also, is the Bap-
tismal service that precede t h e
morning worship hour. Little Ber-
tha Puryear, Leroy Pierce, jr.,
Maudette Brownlee, William H.
Crutchville, Miss Lillian Fisher,
Miss Ann Addison and the babies
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fouche, 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson T urner, jr., Churches AskedMr. and Mrs. Richardson and Mr.
and Mrs. Williamson will be 
—
Confirmation service will follow To Emphasiamong those who will be baptised. ze 1st from Pine Bluff, Ark., is friend. Police arrested 21 pes-the morning worship hour. being featured by the Semper La- sons, including two women. ;
ST. MATTHEW BAPTIST
Rev. D. M. Grisham is the pas- YMCA
 cfor. borans club of the church. Dr Cooper E. Taylor is the President. U. A. R. Lifts Controls
Sunday is Annual Women's day! CAIRO—(UPI)---Some 470 Brit-!
will be the free public Bible dis-
course by Mr. Brissett, Sunday at
p. m., on the subject, "A Para-
dise Earth Through God's King-
dom."
CENTENARY METHODIST
on Good Friday night, March 27.
The program on Easter Sunday
will start at 10:00 a. m., and will
be directed by Mn. Ivory F. Vet.
sell. Mrs. Rubye McCall will be
heard at the piano.
The public is invited to attend
all services at the church located
at 506 N. Third st. Rev. 0. C.
Crivens is the pastor. Mn, Lula
Alexander is church reporter.
at the St Matthew Baptist church All pastors and churches !al To Represent LeMoyne ish-owned firms in the United'of 643 Wicks ave The speaker for
the occasion will be the First Lady 
Memphis are asked to give spec-i Dr. W. W. Gibson, acting dean Arab Republic began operations.
of the church, Mrs H. H. Harper., ial emphasis to the YMCA's cam- and professor of biology. and Miss free of UAR control today for thelpMrs. Harper, who is a facultyaign for one million dollars
member of the Porter school, has thrcugh prayer and spiritual un-
worked ardently with her husband 
d.,,,,n,irdirr,
in the church for 16 y . The request has been made by Conference on the campus of
is held in high tsteeineargbY 
h
SO.; Dr' W. Golden' chairman of Southern university near B a ton
membership and renders innum-1 the Y Campaign Church Coopers
-1 Rouge, La.
erable services. Her address will 1 float committee of the Abe Scharff
bhbe heard at 3 p. m ranch. . 
•The Women Chorus of St. Paul
Baptist church will furnish the
music.
FIRST BAPTIST
A joyous time was had by all phis and Shelby county for your
during the Pre
-Opening of the full cooperation and moral sup.
Dedication Service at the F ir st port in this joint effort of t h e
YMCA million dollar campaign."
He said that the needs for ex-
pansion are great and improve-
ments will include modern facili•
ties and an adequately trained
staff to assist in the physical,
moral, Intellectual and spiritual
development of the youth a n dThis past Wednesday night of adults for the higest type of Chris-ficially began the Dedication Serv- tian citizenship.ice. Worshipping with the congre-
gation was the New Heart Baptist
church. Mrs. M. Brown, J. Wil-liams, Mrs. Shand and Rev. R. Uphold DoubleBrown took part on the program.
First Baptist's guest this Thurs-
day night will he the Beaulah Rap-
Dope Conviction
are James Clarks, Albert Frison,
Mrs. A. M. Jones and Mother
Glover.
On Friday, March 20, the New
ampaign1
Margaret Bush, registrar, are re-
presenting LeMoyne college this
week at the Deans and Registrars
first time since the 1956 Suer
crisis. The N. A. R. government,
declaring that the British no long-
er were "enemy subjects," lifted,
its sequestration order covering
the British property.
Baptist church last Sunday. T h e
visiting church was Mt. Moriab
Baptist. Rev. M. Brttnson deliver.
ed the sermon. The male chorus
rendered music. Others participat-ing on the program were Mrs. A.
L. Scott, C. H. Weaver and L.Jones.
Said Dr. Golden. "This is an im-
portant far-reaching and signifi-
cant appeal to our ministers and
members of the churches of Stem-
BIBLE AND SPADE—Ground.
breaking ceremonies for an
$18,000 church to be construct-
Baha'is Ready
To Usher In
116th Year
The Bahal New Year, ushering
in the 116 year of the Bha'i Era
starts after Sundown on March
20, the beginning of Spring. It will
be observed by the Baha'is over
250 countries and territories.
The local observance will take
place on Saturday evening, March
21, at 8 p. m., in the Baha'i cen-
ter, 1352 Madison. A special pro-
gram has been arranged in keep-
ing with the occasion.
Dr. Sarah Martin Pereira will
be the guest speaker and her sub-
ject will be God's Gift of New
Life to the World of Humanity.
Dr. Pereira is presently profes-
sor in the department of romance
languages at Tennessee A & I
State university, Nashville, Tenn.
She took her A. B. degree with
honors in French and her Ph.D.
degree, Spanish major, at Ohio
State university.
She will be the house guest of
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Myers, 1544
Gold at., during her stay in Mem-
phis. She will be accompanied
here by Mr. and Mrs. Roy Miller
who will be house guests of Mrs.
Men Tardy, 1491 S. Parkway E.'
Johnson Gives
Church Recital
A. A. Johnson, of Arkansas A.
M. & N. college, will be presented
in an organ recital at First Bap-
tist church Lauderdale on Sunday
afternoon, March 22, at 4:30 p. m.,
and the public is invited to be
present.
The recital featuring the organ.
Dr. H. Clark Nabrit is pastor.
Members of the CME Ministers'
Wives Social club met recently at
the home of rev. and Mrs H. L.
O'Laker at 888 S. Wellington at.,
with the vice president, Mrs. E.
L. Strong, presiding in the absence
of the president, Mrs. J. C. Mar-
tin.
After a very impressive devo-
tional, led by Mrs. W. D. John-
son, business was discussed. Ap-
proximately 10 dozen eggs were
donated by members, along with
candy and peanuts to be donated
for youngsters attending the Keel
Ave. School for Crippled Children.
OFFICERS RENAMED
The food will be carried to the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The school by Mrs. W. A. Johnson and
Supreme .7...court Monday upheld 7-2. Mrs. W. H. Taylor on the Wednee-
the narcotics conviction of Ns-
Kingdom Baptist church will join thaniel Harris of St. Louis de-
spite his claim that he drew twoin the dedication service. Rev. H.L. Watson will deliver the sermon, sentences for the same offense.
Providing the music will be the Harris was charged both with
"purchasing" heroin and with "re-Jordon Wonders, Gospel Travelers,
Jubilee Humming Birds and the ceiving and concealing" the same
Southern Echoes. heroin He was sentenced to five
Years on each count and fined St.Saturday, March 21, Quartet Un-ion Local No. 1 and the Spiritual r on each.
I JSingers Club will appear. Floyd ustice Toni C. Clark, speaking
Wiley will be master of eeremon- for the court, said Harris' argu-les. menta had no merit. Justices
Sunday climaxes the Service. Hugo L. Black and William 0.
The Pentecostal Baptist church Douglas dissented.
will be with the membership at 3
P m. Rev. C. A. Johnson will of-.ficiate.
Elder E. T. Shuemaker Is pas-tor of the First Baptist church.AVERY AME
Avery Chapel AME's Pre
-Easter
Tea. . . .a must yearly on prac-
tically everyone's calendar .
Will he held Sunday. March 22..M
the Dining Hall of the (laybont
Jail Calls For Sale
NEW KENSINGTON,P1.—(1.1Pn
— Contractor Harr y Gerlach,
whose firm is demolishing the old
city hall to make room for a new
municipal building, placed this ad
in the New Kensington Daily
News:
"New Kensington jail cells.
Suitable for storing valuables or
ed on a lot at 494 Williams
ave., was held recently, and
conducting the ritual for the
Triumph Church and Kingdom
Mrs. Lucinda Robey, of Birming-
ham, Ala., principal of Dudley
elementary school there, will be
the featured speaker at the Youth
ST. LOUIS—( UPI)—More than
a dozen policemen swung night-
stirks to break up a brawl at the
YWCA Monday night involving
some 175 persons, police reported.
A witness told police the free-
for-all started over one man danc-
ing with another man's girl
Rev. A. E. Campbell, pastor of
the Columbus Baptist church, will
be the guest speaker when an-
nual Men's Day is observed at St,
Stephen Baptist church on Sunday
afternoon in a program sched.
uled to begin at 3 p. an.
The guest speaker will be pre-
vnted by the pastor, Rev. 0. C.
Crivens, while A. E. Withers, a
member of the Cummings St.
Baptist church, is to be the mas-
ter of ceremonies for the program.
Music for the special program
will be furnished by the male
choirs of the church.
Annual Men's Day will get off
to a start at St. Stephen with in-
of God in Christ, as mem-
bers of Bands No. 1 and 2 look
on is the pastor, Rev. C. C.
Guinn, with Bible and spade.
Activities Program slated for Mt-
ropolitan Baptist church March 22.
Mrs. Robey will give her address
at 3:15 p. m.
Although a principal, Mrs. Ro-
bey finds time to take an active
part in numerous other organize-
lions. She is affiliated with the
Birmingham YWCA, as chair-
man of a branch; Assistant Secre-
tary of the Alabama Christian
Movement for Human Rights; is
chairman of the United Negro col-
lege fund; co-chairman of the Corn.
munity Chest Drive; an organist
for intermediate and teenage
choirs; and several others.
She has been the recipient of
the "Woman or the Year" in her
Green Liberty Baptist church and
was cited by the Omega Psi Phi
Sorority for public service.
Members of the program com-
mittee include Tillard Mayweath-
er, general chairman; Miss Ethel
Ford, chairman of publicity com-
mittee; Mrs. Harriet Pippin, chair-
man of finance committee; and
Miss Nora Morgan, general secre-
tary.
Reverend S. A. Owen is the pas-
tor of the church.
The public is invited.
day preceding Easter.
Also on the agenda for the eve-
ii-Ang was the election of officers,
rver which Rev. D. Warner
Browning, pastor of the Mt. Pis-
gah CME church presided. All
posts were retained by incumb-
ents, except that of secretary and
Mrs. E. E. Dunnigan was elect-
ed to that position.
During the meeting Mrs. J. H.,
Robinson was mentioned as one
of the women of the year.
After members concluded busi-
ness for the session by paying
dues a very tasty menu was serv-
ed by the co hostesses, Mrs. J. E.
Robinson and Mrs. O'Laker.
Mrs. W. H. Taylor is club re- I
porter.
spirational singing at 9:15 and
with B. 'T. Lewis, superintendent,
in charge of the Sunday School.
The regular sermon will be de
livered by the pastor, Rev. Criv-
ens, and the male chorus will be
directed by Elisha A. Hall.
A musical program will he giv-
en at the church starting at 8
P. to.
W. M. Yates is general chair-
man for Men'x Day: B. T. Lew.
Is is program chairman: and Char-
lie Harris is chairman of public'.
ty.
The public Is invited to be pres-
ent for the all-day program Din-
ner will be served at the church
Assisting him were Rev. R. S.
Walker and members of the
Board of Trustees.
More than 20 local chapters of
the Order of Eastern Star, Prince
Hall affiliation, will hold their
annual Palm Sunday Service Sun-
day, March 22, at Trinity CME
church on Wells ave.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, minister
of Bethel Presbyterian church and
executive secretary of the local
Urban League will be the princi-
pal speaker. A glorious proces-
sion is planned. Members of the
Masonic Craft are requested to be
present.
The public is invited.
Lecture On Germany
Scheduled For Today
The next lecture in the American
Association For the United Nations
Inc., 1958-59 series will be at noon
today at the YWCA, 50 E. Monroe
at., when Prof. Otto Wirth of
Roosevelt university discusses,
"Whither Germany?" He will in-
clude in his analysis, the place
Germany has in the total disarm-
ament picture.
Once there was a boy mis-
chievous . . . wayward • • Per-
plexed. To question the Orange
Mound community of his where-
abouts would only warrant an ans-
wer equivalent to naught. He is
no more . . . but very much in
evidence in a personable, happy,
devoted young chur c h leader
named Clyde Battle.
Clyde exemplifies the influence
of diligent church work on today's
youths.
From his own mouth comes
these enlighting, challenging and
inspiring words:
"I get understanding at how to
get along with people by working
In the church. The church helps
me spiritually. . .helps me to be•
come a better Christian . . . and
helps me to understand how to do
better church work. Through my
work in the church, I have be-
come interested in community
work, developed leadership abili-
ty and discovered an otherwise
latent talent for singing."
CHURCH OFFERS . . .
To all young people, he com-
ments, the church offers spiritual
growth and guidance. The church's
principal problem, he continues, is
holding the interest of the young
people after the lighter or recrea-
tional activities have become less
Interesting. We youths in general,
lack interest in the serious side
of the religious program.
He advocates providing more
"periods of training" for future
positions in the church as a means
of really getting a firm grip on
young people. Presently, m ost
churches provide a morning and
evening training period for youths
on Sundays.
This young Christian worker
serves in many capacities at t h e
Beaulah Baptist church of 2399
Douglass ave. He is soloist for the
choir, treasurer of the Male cho-
rus, president of the Junior choir,
a member of The Brotherhood,
Courtesy Committee and Youth
Fellowship. Sir. Battle has repre-
sented the church as delegate to
the State Yough Encampment,
delegate to the 1958 Tennessee Bap.
tist Leadership Congress. He has
also served several times as gen-
eral chairman of Young People
Day Activities.
HAS FINE VOICE
The lad's outstanding voice has
won for him a two year scholar-
ship to Owen Junior College where
he is presently enrolled as a fresh-
man. He sings with choir, there,
under the able direction of Mr.
D. T. Graham. He has had an
opportunity to travel to various
parts of Tennessee since his af-
filiation with the popular group.
"It is to the credit of the en-
Clyde Battle is having an oppor.
tunity to develop his talentsey
the minister, Rev. W. C. I 3.
CLYDE EATTL
He predicts a bright fist for
the young man and likens him to
such greats as Marion Anderson
and others' roots were in their
now church choirs.
Clyde Battle resides with par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bat-
tle, of 2346 Saratoga.
How did this dynamic youngster
get interested in church work'
get interested in church work! He
was asked . . . He liked it.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mrs.
Nelson A. Rockefeller, wife of New,
York's governor, was reported in,
excellent condition at Columbii-t
Presbyterian Medical Center fol-
lowing minor surgery.
Mrs. Rockefeller Was ted
on Monday. She will be re eased
today or tomorrow.
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Enough Quality Stamps To Fill Half-A-Book
Happy surprises ors always pl t . we know
you'll welcome heartily this FREE GIFT of 600
QUALITY STAMPS.
Within the next few days you will receive in the mail
this series of coupons good for 600 Quality Stamps. Re-
deem your coupons each week and speed your accumu-
lations of Quality Stamps. REDEEM YOUR FIRST
COUPON THIS WEEK AT BIG STAR for 100 FREE
Quality Stamps.
All These Fine Gifts Are Yours Free For
Only A Half Book Of Quality Stomps.
• Zell Compact
• Ono Quart Sauce Pan
• 3-Quart Pyrex Dish
• 6 Bath Cloths
• 2-Cell Flashlight
• McGregor Softball
• Spalding Baseball
• Stanley. Claw Hammer
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MUSING: Winning Friends and
Influencing People. We may tact-
fully influence people by making
them feel important Everyone
has the privilege of feeling im-
portant in some ways. Be sure to
let him or her realize that you
recognise that importance.
Someone has said: "There is
nothing I need so much as nour-
ishment for my self-esteem." Not
flattery, but sincere appreciation
is wanted. Try to 'igure out the
other person's good points. Give
him honest and sincere apprecia-
tion for them, and he will cherish
your words years after you have
forgotten them. In addition, y o u
will have won a friend.
Dear Carlotta:
My husband and I have been
separated for six months. Lately
we have been trying to patch things
up. I have been trying to explain
what I WAS doing which caused
our separation, and also I feel
that he should refrain from doing
•
some of the things which make
me unhappy
What can we do? It seems that
we are getting nowhere - but
fast. Worried.
Dear Worried;
To rehash the details of your
quarrels, to try to explain "what
I meant when I said so forth and
so on" is futile and may even
reopen the wound. But to discuss
the plans for tomorrow, for next
month, next year, will promote
the understanding which you both
need.
As you acquire the habit of dis-
cussion, and AS an understanding
develops, you will find it easier
to work out your problems togeth-
er.
In marriage, as in any other
partnership, difficulties affecting
both can be relieved by the effort
of both, but it will be made worse
if either attempts to impose his
will on the other.
FAYETTE COUNTY
High
School
News
By BARBARA ATKINS
STUDENT OF WEEK
This week we are putting the
spotlight on Miss Margaret Pye,
the 18-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Banker Pye.
She is a member of the senior
class and is active in many clubs.
Maragret had the honor of repre-
senting her class at the annual
homecoming.
After graduation she plans to
attend Tennessee A and I State
university in Nashville and major
in business education.
Hats off to Miss Maragret Pye.
May your future be a bright one!
JUNIOR NEWS
The junior class has started off
the term "tuff." Its enrollment is
175.
Advisors of the class are H. E.
Walker, R. F. Turner, Miss E.
V. Murrell and Mrs. L. C. Jones.
Right now the 175 juniors are
hard at work getting their brains
ready for the exams due soon.
Some of the top juniors are Davy
Grimes. Mary Thorpe, Wilma
Hall, Mary Thurman, William
Ford, Jean Cartawright and Lo-
rice Brewer.
TOP COEDS
I. Shirley Neal.
2. Janice Brewer and Viola
Jones.
3. Janice Brewer and Viola
twins.
4. Lola Robinson and Vera Dur-
ham.
5. Lola Jefferson and Nannie
Johnson.
6, Barbara Powell and Melba
Winston.
7. Barbara Morrow and Bloom-
!. Johnson.
8. Maggie Thompson and Jean
Eubanks.
10. Lorayne Morrow and Juan-
ita Pooles.
TOP FELLOWS
1. James Futtrel
2. Hardin Franklin and K e
Jones.
3. Nelson Bonds and James
Holmes.
4. Willie Bolden and Leroy
Rhodes.
5. John Williams and Mose Wil-
liams.
6. Thurman Crout and Herman
Johnson.
7. Elmo Thomas and Charles
Bowers.
8. James Phillips and Leon King
9. Walter Hunter and Earl Jenk-
ins.
10. Walter Dean and Clyde Al-
bright.
SPORTS SECTION
The Fayette Hornettes have
made news again by capturing
the Region III title. They were
"tuff" at the playoff held in the
Melrose High school gym in Mem-
phis, and defeated Gailor and Fra-
zier to take the title.
Three of the Hornettes made the
All-Regional girls team. They were
Ada Shields, Jerry Washington
and Areatha Jones.
Getting honorable mentions were
Valeria Cleaves, Dorothy H u r t,
Icyphine Grandberry and Ernes-
tine Horton.
Coaching this very excellent
team is Samuel Carpenter.
NITA SECTION
Members of the NITA elected of-
ficers for the new term recently.
They are Mary Thorpe, presi-
dent; Mary Thurman, secretary;
Ernestine Weaver, assistant secre-
Cartawright. tary; Cora Black, treasurer; and
9. Bettye Morrow and Vera Josie Grandberry, reporter.
Girl Scout Troop 207
Adds 19 New Members
Investiture services for Troop
207, Intermediate Girl Scouts of the
Leath elementary school, were
held in the cafetorium of the
school on last Thursday afternoon,
and 19 Girl Scouts' pledge.
' The program was begun with the
singing of "America" by the girls,
and three candles were lighted in
• 
front of the stage by Mrs. M. W.
Hodges, the troop leader, preced-
ing the rcitation of the pledge.
The program was begun wih
the singing of "America" by the
•
ft*.
••• •••••
.:4
Pastors Group
Unanimously
Supports Love
The Baptist Pastors Alliance of
Memphis, in a recent meeting,
went on record as endorsing Rev.
Roy Love, unanimously, for the
Memphis Board of Education in
the coming elections.
' Rev. Love, pastor of the Mt.
Nebo Baptist church, announced
his candidancy for the board sev-
eral weeks ago in the Tr -State De-
fender. He is president of the Alli-
ance.
Meeting Held By
26th Civic Club
The members of the 26th Ward
Civic club met recently at t h e
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
McCrary. of 1229 Wilson at.. and
the meeting was called to order
by Prof. E. L. Washburn, the pres-=
ident.
Visitors for the evening were
Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Ragsdale,
who extended thanks to the host
and hostess for an enjoyable eve-
ning.
Mrs. Viola Kneeland is reporter
for the club.
girls, and three candles were light-
ed in front of the stege by Mrs.
M. W. Hodges, the troop leader,
preceding the recitation of the
pledge.
After receiving the pins and
cards, the girls and their leaders
clasped hands and then sung and
hummed "Taps."
Serving as narrator for the pro-
gram was Mrs. Mattie B. Ward
Other troop committee members
participating on the program were
Mrs. H. W. West, pianist, and Miss
C. M. Heard, principal of the
school
Girls Inducted into Troop 207
at the ceremony were Yvonne
Carodine, president; Regina Bar-
ham, Opal Maclin, Carolyn Jack-
son, Helen Dees, 'della Thomas,
Geraldine Thomas, Roberta Pay.
ne, Barbara Palmer and Lucinda
Owens.
Also Shirley Guy, Christine
Parker, Barbara Rideau, Cassan-
dra James, Cora Smith, Ann Bur-
ton, Lorine Wallace, Howardetta
Washington and Emma Jean
Campbell.
Mrs. Z. Miller
Hosts Meeting
Mrs. Zettie Miller was the host-
ess when members of the Annie
L. Brown Health club met recent-
ly at the Lelia Walker Club house,
with the president, Mrs. A. L.
Higgins officiating.
Instrumental solos were given
by Miss Joyce Glenn and little
Miss Elizabeth Ann Hennings. Soc-
cial guest for the evening was
Mrs. Marie L. Adams, president
Of the City Federated clubs. A de-
licious menu was served after the
meeting adjourned.
The organization's next meeting
will be held on Wednesday night,
March 25, at the home of Mrs.
Susie Caruthers, Of 1283 South
Parkway east.
Coker Clark, Philadelphia social
worker and chairman of the wom-
en's provisional committee of the
Fisk university alumni association
has received an acceptance tele-
gram from Mrs. Stephen J.
Wright, wife of the Fisk president,
who was invited to serve as hon-
orary chairman of this committee.
Mrs. Clark hes named Miss An-
nette Baugh, faculty member of
State Teachers college, Montgom-
ery, Ala., as co-chairman to
serve in place of Mrs. Ethelda
Jackson, former Fisk trustee, who
found it impossible to continue
with the committee.
Miss Baugh will preside at the
Second Annual Women's day which
will be held at Fisk university, on
READY TO HELP YOU are
these persons who recently
completed a first-aid eourse
conducted at the Mt. Nebo
Baptist church by Rev. A. W.
Williams, holdin instruction
Williams. holding Instruction
book. Seated at table, from
left, are Mrs. Yzelda Hooper,
Mrs. Alma Smith, Mrs. Destine
Wilson, Mrs. Mansie Gibson,
Mrs. Ruth Storey and Mrs.
Louise Goodlow. Standin g,
same order, are Mrs. Mary E.
Hines, Mrs. Susie McAlister,
Talented Greeter High
Student In Recital
Miss Evelyn Ayers, of 1862 Ey-
ers rd., will present a recital of
organ music at the St. Stephen
Baptist church, Sunday, April 5,
at 8:00 p.m.
Versatile and talented, Miss Ay-
ers is an excellent pianist. She is
a student of Cole's Studio of mu-
sic. She serves s• pianist for the
Mt. Pisgah Baptist church and
is active in school and church ac-
RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS week
has just concluded at Owen
college. The them for the pro.
gram this year was "T h •
college. The theme for the pro-
tivities, while being a student at
Geeter High school.
In her recital she play selections
of classic, somi-classis and spirit-
ual numbers.
This recital it sponsored by the
Crivens Playtime Kindergarten.
For the past four years the kind-
ergarten has presented Memphis'
most talented people as an annual
project.
Values." Above are some of
the participants in the event.
From left to right are Mrs.
P. T. Graham, choir direct.
Tess of Owen; Mrs. Darlene
Willard, student; Dr. H. C.
Mrs. Elisabeth Milton, Charlie
Walton, Rey A. W. Williams,
Instructor; Rev. A. I.. Ingle,
Mrs. Josephine Webber, John
Williams. 'Kiss Mildred Burn-
ey and S. It, Lake. Members
of the class are now taking
advanced course in first aid
Mrs. E. Haywood
Entertains Club
The Golden Circle Thrift club
met recently in the home of the
President, Mrs. Edna IlaYwood,
of 889 Woodlawn, The Vice-Presi-
dent, Mrs. Georgia Smith, presid-
ed.
After the business session, t h e
hostess served a delicious menu.
The next meeting of the club is
scheduled for the home of Mrs.
Beatrice Fuller, on Third at.
Mrs. Willie Little is the reporter.
Are you a GOODFELLOW this
Easter? Call Bud Billiken and find
out 110W you can help.
Nabrit, featured speaker and
pastor of the I-rat Baptist
church, Lauderdale; Rev. Fred
Lofton, college minister; and
Rev. Calvin Mims, student.
John Work Named Fisk
Man Of The Year'
PHILADELPHIA - Mrs. Ida Saturday, April 25. Mrs. Pearl
Creswell, wife of Fisk comptroller,
has been named as chairman of
the nominating committee to
place in nomination officers for
this provisional committee for the
next two years.
At this second women's day busi-
ness session, a resolution will be
presented asking that Heritage
House be designated as Alumni
house. This campus house is the
former home of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Johnson and has serv-
ed as the home of other presid-
dents. The Fisk "Man of the
Year" will be John Work retir-
ed director of the Fisk Jubilee
Singers. He will he honored at the
"Gold and Blue Luncheon" on
April 25.
Frank Seymour
Quits Detroit
Ad Agency
DETROIT - Frank M. Sey-
mour has withdrawn as a part-
ner in the Detroit advertising
agency of Seymour, Leatherwood
and Cleveland to devote full time
to his duties as general manager
of WCHB, a Negro-owned radio
station, also located in the Motor
City.
Seymour, formerly public re-
lation director of Atte% Brewing
co., co - founded the partnership
with Robert P. Leatherwood and
Thomas A. Cleveland in 1955.
Leatherwood and Cleveland will
continue to operate the business
whose clients include the House
of Diggs, Detroit Metropolitan Mu-
tual Assurance Company,
Hotel and Lounge and oth-
er outstanding concerns.
from Res. Williams, who has
been teaching the subject for
the past 18 years. and who re-
ceived medal from the Amen-
can National Red Cross for
15 years of service. (Withers
Photol
WKNO-TV
Thursday, March 19
9:00 thru 1:00 p. iii. Physics,
Lesson 117.
500 Music for Young People.
5:30 Living Classroom. Health.
5:40 Living Classroom. Social
Studies.
5:30 Living Classroom Language
Arts.
Living Classroom. Speech.
45t 5 
6:00 High School Chatter.
6:05 Serenade.
7:00 Mother Goose Rhymes.
7:13 Compass Rose No. 5.
730 Dental Digest.
8:00 Ten For Survival.
8:30 David Copperfield.
9:00 Know Your Schools.
9:30 College Trigonometry, Les-
son 15.
Physics, Lesson 126.
la00
Friday, March 20
9:00 thru 1:00 p. m. Physics,
Lesson 118.
5 -30 Living Classroom. Speech.
6:00 Serenade.
7:00 Story Rook Princess.
7:15 The Friendly Giant.
7:30 Living Classroom. World
History.
8:00 Streamlined Reading No. 1
8:30 Stremlined Reading, No. 2
• 9:00 Press and the People.
9:30 Drama for Discussion.
10:00 United Nations Review.
Monday, March 23
9:00 thru 1:00 p. m. Lesson 119,
Physics.
3:00 Living Classroom. English.
330 Adventure Club, Girl
Scouts.
6:00 Serenade.
7:00 Story Book Prince**.
7:15 Mother Nature's Childrep.
7:30 Living Classroom. Democ-
racy.
8:00 Streamlined Reading. No. 1
' 8:30 Streamlined Reading No, 2
9:00 Physics. Lesson 127
9:30 Physics. Lesson 128.
10:00 Japanese Brush Painting.
Tuesday, March 24
9:00 thru 1:00 p. m. Physics,
Lesson 120.
5:00 File T. John Hopkins Re-
view.
53:.0 Adventure Club. Boy Scouts
600 Serenade
7:00 Fignewton's Newspaper.
7:25 Tales of Poindexter.
7:30 County Schools.
8:00 Living Classroom Ameri-
can History.
8:15 Living Classroom. CIVICS.
8:30 Children Growing.
9:00 Japanese Brush Painting.
9:30 College Trigonometry, Les.
son l0:1007, Notes on Music.
WeGnesday, March 25
91.:00 thru 1:00 Physics, Lesson12
1:30 Word to Wives.
3:45 Faculty Meeting.
5:00 Living Classroom. English.
5:30 Adventure Club. Brooks
LEATH SCHOOL SCOUTS -
Investiture services for Troop
207. Intermediate Girl Scouts
were held in the eafetorium
for 19 students at the Leath
Elementary school who recede.
ed pins and membership cards.
Along with two girls who did
not kilfill Ill requirements for
pins and cards, the group
•••••
SO
Pols.; with members of the
Girl Scout committee. On front
row, from left, are Mrs. Gwen.
dolyn Wright. assistant troop
Opal Marlin, Roberta Payne,
!della Thomas. Carolyn Jack
son. Mrs, Mildred Hodges,
troop leader: Regina Barham,
Christine Parker, Emma Jean
"^"Wslws"" •40110nr-e. - •••• or.
Campbell and Miss Charlsye
Mae Heard, principal. On sec•
nnd row, same order, are Cora
Smith, Virginia Ingram, Helen
Dee-s, Yvonne Carodine. troop
president: Barbara Palmer,
Shirley Guy, Barbara Gross,
Lucinda Owens, Barbara Ri•
deau, Howardetta Washington
" ss'ese "'
Lorine Wallace, Ann Barton
and Cassandra Jones. Standing
in rear, from left, are Mrs.
Helen West and Mrs. Mettle
Ward, troop committee mern•
hers; and Mrs. Freddie Mae
Floyd and Mrs. Myldred King,
Brownie troop leaders of the
school. (Withers Photo)
•
The Wonder High school's new
paper was published on last En-
des Managing editor Floyd Pete
stated that the paper will be one
of the big attractions of t is e
school. It will be called the Won-
der Hai Lionite and already the
circulation is lumpine.
HOME MAKERS CONTEST
The Betty Crocker Home Mak-
ers Contest was won by- an out-
standing senior in the person of
Shirley Patton. She is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Pat-
ton, Sr., of 234 S. 11th at.. West
Memphis, Ark.
The purpose of this contest was
to find the best home maker of
the various schools.
The Wonder High junior cagers
team Set a very good record aft-
er going to Forrest city to play
in the state tournament. The cag-
ers won two of their games by de-
feaing Urbana high 50-48 and
Magnolia high 46-35, Their good
fortunes changed however when
they met Dunbar high of North
Little Rock, who dumped them 48-
55. However, the team won sec-
ond place in the tourney.
DRAMA
Coaches are Hank Delaney and
Nathaniel Norris.
FIRST AID CLUB - Mem-
bers of the First Aid Emer-
gency Club No. 4, took time
out to make a picture when
they met for their regular
training session recently
at the home of Mrs. Kelt.
cie Lee Jackson at 1871 Kelt-
ner circle. On front row are
Mrs. Dorothy Herm and little
Phyllis Rene Jackson. On 5ec-
TR1-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sat., Match 21. 1139
The Dramatic club if Wonder
high will present a one act play
comedy entitled "Keep It Under
Cover," in Crawfordville, Ark., on
Mar. 27. This is an unusual set-up
In which various schools will pre-
sent plays. It is actually a contest
where the best acted play will
earn the players a first place
trophy.
The directress of the play is
Mrs. A. L. Bruce.
Funeral services were held re-
cently for Mrs. Irene Lee, at her
church, the New St. Paul MB
church, of South 8th st.
Mrs. Lee was a member of the
mother and usher hoard, and a
member of the Pride of Ruth
Lodge No, 336. She leaves a hus-
band, Emmett Lee, of 203 S. 9th
at.; a son, Pvt. James Wallace;
one sister, Mrs. Charlie Mae Lee;
two brothers, Alex Webster, of
West Memphis and L. F. Purdy,
of Memphis, an uncle, Henry Seal,
of West Memphis; and other re-
latives and friends.
Rev. II. Boykin delivered the
eulogy. Rev. Eairman is the pas-
tor.
West Memphis Funeral home
was in charge. Burial was in Ma-
rion cemetery.
ond row, from left, are Mrs.
Florence Williams, Mrs. Wil.
Ile B. McGowen, Mrs. Cora
Rand, Mrs. Lovie Stewart and
Mrs. Gracie Jackson. Standing
in rear, same order, are Mrs.
Ruth Story, club president:
Charles Walter. Mrs. Dorothy
Beckwith, and Rev. A. K. MY
/lams, instructor. 1
 •
Over $900 In Pledges
Paid In Full To YWCA
Pledges amounting to $925 to-
ward the construction of the Sa-
rah H. Brown branch of the Y. W.
C. A. were paid in full last week
by 26 organizations and ranged
from $10 to $200, according to a'
report given by the Vance Ave.
Branch of the YWCA.
Completing payments of pledg-
es made on the building to be built
at 1044 Miss. blvd., were Mrs. Ma
mie Pamphlett, Mrs. Ruth 0, New-
som, Mrs. itssa Ford, A. B. Owen,
Mrs. Jessie McNeeley, Mrs. Elean-
or Oglesby, Mrs. Louise Johnson
Nelson, John Pepper and Mrs. G.
L. Threat.
Also Mrs. Vivian Rankins, E. C.
Jones, Mrs. Annie Mae John-
son, Mrs. Rosaland Hayes, Mrs.
Allege& Turner, Mrs. Martha
Delaney, Mrs. Georgia Ivory, Mrs.
Willie Peguee, Mrs. Eliza Mims,
Mrs. Alice Howard, Dr. C. J.
Bates, Mrs. H. S. Atwood, and
Miss Juanita Boswell.
Organizations which paid pledg-
es last week on the proposed build.
ing were Delta Sigma Theta so-
rority, Bluff City Council of Civic
clubs, Second Congregational
church and the Lula Byes Service
club.
Gallery.
6:00 Serenade.
7:00 Story Book Princess.
7:15 Tales of Poindexter.
7:30 Living Classroom. Science.
7:45 Living Classroom. Biology.
8:00 Streamlined Reading. No. 1
8:30 Streamlined Reading No. 2,
9:00 Physics. Lesson 129
9:30 Physics. Lesson 130
10:00 Sew Easy.
Probe, Jobless
Pay Head Slate
SPRINGFIELD - (UPI) - The
Illinois legislative calendar this
week is topped by a bill to ex-
tend unemployment benefits and
a resolution to investigate t h e
state Public Welfare Department.
Legislators return here today,
but the day will have two "time
nuts"-an address by visiting
President Jose Marls Lemus of
El Salvador and a St. Patrick's
Day corn beef and cabbage din-
ner.
The House Is slated to act on
Rep. Abner Mikva's resolution to
investigate the welfare depart-
ment's purchasing and bidding
policies.
Mikva, a Chicago Democrat,
said last week he would make de-
tailed charges about the depart-
ment in a House speech. lie said
he will make specific charges of
"wrongdoing."
Mikva was angered last week
when Republicans joined with
downstate Democrats in the House
Executive Committee to include
the Cook County Hospital and the
Chicago Tuberculosis Sanitarium
in the investigation.
39-WEEK BENEFITS
The action was branded by
Mikva as an attempt to kill his
investigation.
The sanitarium and hospital are
under Democratic rule while the
Public Welfare Department, head-
ed by Dr Otto Beteg, is Repub-
lican-ruled.
In the House Wednesday, Re-
publican leaders hope to win pas-
sage for a bill to extend unem-
ployment compensation benefits
on an "escalator" basis.
The bill, which then would go to
the Senate, would extend benefits
to a maximum oS 39 weeks up to
July 1. After July 1, the maxi-
mum would be 26 weeks until the
unemployment ratio hit 4,375 per
cent, then the benefits would be
boosted to 30 weeks until lateens
ployment again dropped below llse
index.
TAX HEARING
A proposal to exempt house-
hold goods, personal effects and
private automobiles from the per-
sonal property tax was slated to
be heard by a House committee
Wednesday.
A Senate committee has sched-
uled hearings today on a compul-
sory statewide daylight saving
time bill. A similar bill has re-
ceived committee approval in tine
House.
Committee hearings also are
slated on bills to ban retail sales
on Sunday except f o r "necessi-
ties," freezes real and personal
property tax assessments at 80
per cent of full value, and lower
the eligibility Age for old age AS-
instance from 65 to 60.
FI,ATTER1NG draped panels make
this silk print sleeveless creation
fashions news. Worn by Mary Does
ham for Rosetta the panel fall
gracefully from the shoulders I.
give a demure cot ered up book.
The speech therapist demon-
strated language development
techniques with five retarded chil-
dren representing different types
of problems.
Among them was a girl—an
aphasic child — who can under-
stand what is said to her and can
read, but has invented her own
sign language for communica-
tion. Two others, mongoloid chil-
dren, showed the importance of
early speech training. One, a new
pupil at the school, speaks very
little but shows great promise.
The other has a larger vocabulary
but articulatory defects which are
hard to correct.
"Once a speech pattern is es-
tablished in a mongoloid child, it
In very difficult to change it,"
Mrs. Blinstrub said. "That is
why it is so important to get the
right start,"
The teachers also had a chance
to move from room to room to
observe 50 children, 5 to 16, in
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RECALL JOHN BROWN'S RENDEZVOUS
IN CHICAGO 100 YEARS AGO
Spirits Kidnaped Slaves
To Canada And Freedom
log incidents. Ile had been out
• One hundred years ago, In the hours before dawn in "bleeding Kansas," and was
on March 11, 1859, a train from West Liberty, Iowa rolled taking an active part in the stir-
into the yards of the Chicagp and Rock Island Railroad. ring events of those days. Not
was he trying to perpetuateFrom a box-car between the engine and the express onlyfreedom in disputed territory, but
ear there emerged a group of fugitive slaves, an armed he was using his masterly powers
escort of six men an a tall, gaunt 
 
 
 to aid slaves to free themselves
grim, bearded old man with Pinkerton. from slaver's accursed yoke by
spaiks of fire in his eyes—John Pinkerton raised between five flight to Canada.
Brown, them give me enough money toand S600 00 that day to assist The morning of this day — a -
This ended another stage in the Brown in continuing the journey Pleasant morning of the early send these slaves to Canada."
now historic journey of John Now I want it to be distinctlyto safety for the fugitives in Cana- spring — Mr. Brown and s ix
Brown and his men from the Kan- da. He obtained a car from Col, trusted followers arrived in this understood that I didn't know that
sas-Missouri border to deliver C. G. Hammond. general superin. city, having a company of fifteen there was a Democratic conven-
from the bondage of slavery to tendent of the Michigan Central slaves. There he quartered at a tion in town that day. I don't
freedom in Canada, the eleven Railroad. who personally arrang- mill on Sherman Street, then own- know whether Mr. Pinkerton
slaves seized in a raid into Mis- ed fur a stock of provisions and ed 'ay Henry 0. Waggoner, now of made it give him the money or
sourt on December 20, 1858. water. At 4:45 the same afternoon Denver, Colorado. It was nearly not, but I do know that the slaves
BOLD JOURNEY the party left for Detroit. arriving nine o'clock when our door-bell went to Canada.
The 1100-mile trip across the there at ten o'clock on March 12. rang, and John Brown stood Mr. Brown was busy that day
plains of Kansas in the dead of Brown bad left on an earlier awaiting admission. He was given soon after he had gone from the
a cordial welcome and breakfast house — it was nearly noon —wi iter with th wi d piercing  train to make sure of meeting. e y n 
like blades of steel, through the Frederick Douglass. then in De- Prepared. here came another knock on the - ------------ --
door.wild, empty lands of Nebraska troit. That afternoon Brown was Soon after his followers came I answered. • 
and a perilous crossing on the ice on hand and waved good-bye to in one by one. They were doubt- "Does Mr. John Jones live ci 1 m s
of the Nehama River, across the his black charges on the ferry less bra‘e men, for at least one here?" the young man asked.
cold hills of Iowa, the frozen boat to Windsor, where they were of them shared with him a "Yes, said I.
fields of Illinois and on to Detroit soon rejoicing in their freedom martyrs death. They were doubt- "Is he at home?"has been described as the holdrst under the Union Jack, less noblr-minded men, for they 
..No sir Affect To, he is down town," for  t rs
flection, I forced my heart down
into its proper place and ans-
wered, "Yes, sir."
INVITED IN
/ invited him In with a weight
of fear on my mind that words
can never measure. I called Mr.
Brown. He came out, the two men
met, and instantly my fears were
cast to the winds. Their greeting
was that of friend to friend; ,yes,
more than that, brother to
brother. I wag satisfied. The three
then had an earnest talk. I don't
know that I ought to divulge the
secrets of that meeting of 25
years ago. Only one thing I will
report. I remember that Mr.
Pinkerton said: "There's a dem-
ocratic meeting in town today.
I'll go right down there and make
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
reading the lovelorn corner for
quite sometime. You have helped
so many others, I'm sure you can
help me. I am a very hard work-
er. Would like to meet a nice
young woman between 22 and 28.
Will answer all mail. Mr. Phillip
Loone, 27081/2 St. John St., Flint
5, Mich.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to hear from men all over the
world. I am 22, brodnskin, fair
looking. Will exchange vlews and
answer all letters. Rose Bunt, 315
Elm St., N. Little Rock, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely womaa of 50 with two small
children, a boy 9, girl 10. I am
a nurse and I work seven days a
week. I don't drink, smoke or
dance. I am a religious person
who loves clean Chrlstlan living,
a member of the Holiness faith.
Would like to meet a nice man
who will be a companion to me
and love my children. One who
will work and get the finer things
out of life. Will answer all letters.
Please enclose photo in first let-
ter. Mrs. Ruth James, 7110 Len-
wood, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in meeting a sincere and
exploit in the history of the Un- Thus ended the hegira, in which were risking their lives for he had gone to his shop. "Cderground Railroad. Brown delivered to safety three humanity's sake, but it must he
More than 600 miles of 1 h e women, six children and two men said they were of different moldjourney were made by horse and a baby born on the way, from their leader. lie was gentle,
drawn wagon aori for four days Eighty-two days had elapsed from cautious and cultured; they were
In its early stage the trip was by the time of their liberation in gruff in manners, fierce in dis-
cs drawn cart. Brown and his Missouri to safety in Canada. We Position and daring in every
men were constantly fighting off will present the story of that his, action. They impressed me as
the persuing posses of U. S. torte jorrney next week, men who would follow their leader
Marshalls, and persuing slave VERBATIM REPORT to any fate, the more bloody the
owners, for there was a price of Now we want to present to you contest the better. They ate and
$3,000 for his capture offered by the verbatim report of her im- went away.
the governor of Missouri and pressions of that historic day 100 HID AWAY
8250.00 by *the President of the years ago, that Mrs. John Jones, Mr. Brown had just told me
U. S. made at a meeting in honor of that he had a large number of
At 4-30 a. m. on the eleventh Airs. John Brown at a meeting slaves hid away. I knew of the
there was a knock on the door of held 23 years after the events on rigor of the then existing fugitive
Allen Pinkerton, of detective Aug. 31. 1882 slave law, and hence was ill at
fame, active in the Abolitionist Speech delivered by Mrs. John ease. .Suppose he should be din.
movement. Upon opening t h e Jones at a meeting in honor of covered? I thought, and woman
door he found his old friend John Mrs. John Brown in Chicago oe like, imagined all manner of im-
Brown with his men and fugitive Aug. 31, 1882, Reported in ('hi • probable things. Then these men
slaves. cago Daily Times, Sept. 1, 1882, came with their fierce, almost
HAVEN OF REST I shall ever remember a stormy blood-thirsty looks, and anxiety
Pinkerton immediately made night of pitchy darkness, nearly took on a ting of fear. Mr. Jones
arrangements for a haven of 30 years ago. The rain fell and and Mr. Brown were then having
DuPont Sales
Down In '58
I answer for him?" I asked.
"Well," said the boy," the con-
ductor of our train saw a fins
looking man and six terrible look-
ing men on our train. They had
fifteen colored men with them.
We believe the white men are
taking the colored men south, pre-
tnding they are taking them to
Canada. So the conductor told me
to come to tell Mr. Jones and he
would attend to it."
I thanked him, told hint where
Mr. Jones' office was, so he could
find him. I also told him if he
had other news and could not find
Mr. Jones he should tell Dr.
Dwyer or Mr. Freer; either of
them. I knew would be glad to
lend a helping hand.
One other incident of that
memorable day I should mention,
and conclude The evening of
that same day Mr. Brown was
sitting talking with Mr. Jones.
Suddenly he broke forth with
more than usu,ral earnestness arid
said, "My friend, lay in your cot-
ton, tobacco and sugar. for I in-
tend to raise the price."
The sentiment was prophetic.
Six months from that day he
struck the blow that raised the
price of everything on t h e
American continent, liberty and
martyrdom, not excepted.
WILMINGTON, Del. — Sales of
the Dii Pont company were $1.829
million In 1958, off seven per-
not from 1957, but in the final
three months set a record high
for any quarter in the company's
history, it was disclosed by Craw.
ford 11. Greenewalt, president, in
his annual report to the more
than 299.000 stockholders.
After a slow first quarter when
sales were down 17 percent from
the corresponding period of 1957,
they improved in each successive
quarter, reaching $505 million in
the fourth quarter. eight percentty and rest for the fugitives at the storm raged until it seemed a whispered, earnest conversa- ahead of the closing quarter fora mill on Sherman st.. owned by that the elements had success- lion, and this only made matters 1957.
Henry O. Waggoner and for boo- folly conspired to make a had worse. Just about this time the 
pitality for Brown and his men night of it. About 10 o'clock a last feather was added to my
at the home of John Jones knock on our door summoned is weight of solicitude. The door-
Jones and Waggoner w en e to sheltrr some stranger f rom hell rang. Mr. Jones a n d Mr.
among t h e leading Negroes in the fury of the night. Answering Brown retired to a private roam,
Chicago at the time, both f o r that call, we gladly gave shelter and I answered the call.
many years had bren active in '0 two men, whose names are in- There stood Allan Pinkerton.
the Abolitionist movement a n d delibly written upon the nation's If you can imagine my feelings
Were active participants in the roll of honor. One was a friend at this stage of the proceedings,
affairs of the Underground Rail- — Frederick Douglass, the other all right. I shall not attempt to
road a stranger — John Brown. Mr. describe them. If Mr. Pinkerton
Waggoner was a printer by Douglass was on a lecture tour, had said anything about the
trade and for years set the type and meotine with his hero friend, weather or intimated that he
for Zebena F,astman Papers, the they journeyed to Chicago to- hoped I was well, should he in.
Western Citizen and later the gether and honored us with a re- dined to forgive him the fright
Free West, I - ading Abolitionist quest for friendly accommodation. lie gave me, but he did nothing
papers. He later served in the Of course they were not refused. of the sort.
Civil War. Jones had a successful "rum that time until his derth, "Is John Brown here", he asked
tailoring busines, Both men were whenever Mr Brown came to For ar. instant I was numb. The
trustees of Zoar Baptist church. 'hicago, he granted us the tarts+ story about George Washington
I nredecessor of Olivet Baptist ,ege of metre the part of host, did not impress me near as ford -
Church. Brown was a friend of 'rhe last day of John Brown in hly as the axim about sel-
104 standing ti John J000/1 and Chicago is fraught with interest- preservation. After a moment's re• •
Retarded children may learn to
speak earlier if they are taught
to eat properly, a speech thera-
pist said Tuesday, March 10 at a
workshop for 63 teachers of the
handicapped from all over the
state.
The importance of good eating
habits to speech development was
stressed by Mrs. Nini Blinstrub,
speech therapist at the South Side
Special school, 91st at., and Eber-
hart ave.
The school, which is operated
by Retarded Children's Aid, Inc.,
played host of the fifth of a se-
ries of seven teachers' workshops
co-sponsored by the Illinois Coun-
cil for Mentally Retarded Chil-
dren and the Project on Mental
Retardation, Welfare Council of
Metropolitan Chicago.
"Some severely retarded chil-
dren cannot suck properly," said
Mrs. Blinstrub. "If the muscles
used for sucking are not exercis-
ed, speech development will be
NIGERIAN NURSE AT BEN-
NETT — Mrs. Julia E. Men.
cab, of Ibadan, Nigeria, chats
with Dr. Willa B. Play e r,
president of Bennett College,
before (menhir' session of the
33rd annual Homemaking In.
stitute, Sunday. Mrs. Men-
sah t old of the important
leadership rnles which african
women are playing today. She
is head nurse at the Univer-
sity Teaching Hospital in
lbandan.
Eating Habits
Speech
slower."
Proper chewing was described
by the speaker as an important
preliminary to speech because
oral muscles such as tongue and
lips are exercised in the same
way as they are used in talking.
"Give children straws for sip-
ping milk to improve their suck-
ing and crackers to exercise chew-
ing motions," Mrs. Blinstrub ad-
vised.
She said teachers could use
these sucking and chewing exer-
cises in classroom breaks and
mothers could do the same thing
at home for between meal snacks
The importance of a mother's
response to a baby's babbling also
was stressed by the therapist.
"If a child makes any sound,
even if it is only babbling, the
mother should make the same
sound back at him," Mrs. Blin-
strub said. "Make a game of it.
It's fun for the child, and the
mother will be helping him."
NONE A WONDERFUL
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honest man — one who will ap
preciate an honest lady. I am 48
dark complexioned, 5 feet tall,
weigh 165 lbs. Would be happy to
hear from a decent and honest
man between 48 and 59. Will an-
swer all mail. Miss 0. B. Wilson,
54 E. Walton, Apt. 1, Muskegon,
Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Would you
please print this letter. 1 would
like to have pen pals all over the
world. I am a very lonely girl
and receiving mail would mean a
lot to me. I am 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, weigh 140 lbs. Will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Would like to hear from service
men. Mary Bracy, 30013 No. 2nd
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely girl, 29, 5 feet, 2 inches
tall, weigh 110 lbs. dark brown
complexion. I am very easy to
get alone with. I wish to get mar-
ried. Would like to meet a nice
young man between 32 and 50.
Color doesn't matter. Miss Mary
L. Hardy, 1242 Maper St., Flint,
Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to hear from women between 30
and 40, weighing not more than
175 lbs., a sound healthy woman
Who is affectionate, understanding
and very frank. I would like to
marry that kind of woman, 1 ern
single, affectionate, understanding
and healthy. I weigh 208 lbs. 5
feet, 11 inches tall, brownskin and
my hobbies are spots of all
kind, music and movies. Will an-
swer all letters. Please enclose
photo and I will do the same.
Walter B. Larkin, General Deliv-
ery, Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young man, 33 years old, very
lonely, light complexioned, red
hair, 185 lb., 5 feet, 8 inches
tall a good cement finisher. I am
looking for a companion w h is
wants the finer things In life. I
want an old fashioned girl be-
tween 22 and 40 — if there are
any left. I don't drink, smoke
or dance. Please send photo—I'll
do the same and answer all let-
ters. J. R. Allyson, 7110 Linwood
ave. Cleveland 3, Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: After read-
ing your column, I'm sure you
can help me. I am a college
graduate, 5 feet, 10 inches tall,
160 lbs., and considered reason-
ably attractive. I intend to further
my studies and become a teach-
er. Would like to hear from sin-
gle women interested in spiritual-
ism and psychology as a basis
for friendship and companion-
ship. I promise to answer all let-
ters. Please send photo. Mr. R.
Richard, 557 N. Long Ave., Chi-
cago, El.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
man 30 years of age and very
lonely. I would like to correspond
with and get to meet a nice wom-
an living in or near New York
city. I would like to hear from
someone who is sincere and lone-
ly as I am. Someone who would
appreciate having a true friend
and companion. I will answer all
letters. John Roberts, 143 W. 90th
St., New Yolk 24, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I have been
reading your column for some-
time and hope you can help me.
I am a young man 33, 6 feet, 3
inches tall, 164 lbs., brown com-
plexion. Would like to meet a nice
young lady between 18 and 25.
Would like for her to weigh not
over 140 lbs., with light brown
complexion. If not interested,
please do not write. Doss Ryan,
27081/2 St. John St., Flint, Mich.
Almost 19,800 dwelling units
were started under FHA inspec-
tion In January of this year — a
volume Increase of about 50 per-
cent over January 1955.
classes stressing self-care, social
adjustment, arts and crafts, and
the development of household
skills, Mrs. Evelyn Nelson is dl•
rector of tits parent operated
school,
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'IRVING 1,000,000 NIGROIS IN TN! TRI-STATI ARIA
The All-African People's Conference
The African world, seething with nation-
alist revolutions, has at last convinced its
S colonial masters that it means business.Africa is pursuing with unflagging vigor
the resolve of the All-African People's
Conference held in Accra, capital of Ghana,
last December.
"Hands off Africa! Africa Must be
Free I" was a clarion call to action. This
was not a mere slogan or empty rhetoric,
but a definitive and planned program for the
people below the Sahara Desert to retain
their freedom and take their rightful place
among other races and nations on an equal
footing.
What is this program of redemption!
The main purpose of the All African Peo-
ple's Conference was to formulate concrete
plans and work out the strategy and tactics
in relation to colonialism and imperialism,
racialism and discriminatory laws and prac-
tices, tribalism and religious separatism,
and the position of the chieftaincy under
colonial rule.
The delegates agreed that the time had
come for an open exposure of, and an on-
sleuth upon propagators of tribalism, who
are today the most dangerous black agents
of the imperialists, for it is their poisonous
policy of inciting Africans against Africans,
broth4rs against brothers, tribes against
tribes, which constitutes the greatest obsta-
cle to the achievement of a united front
which alone can bring about a speedy end
to foreign domination.
The policy of "divide and rule"—the last
bulwark of coloniellom—is an ever-pressing
danger in the East and Central Africa where
the natives have begun to demand land for
the Africans, equal voting rights for all re-
gardless of race, tribe, color or creed, and
implementation of the Universal Declaration
THE NEGRO'S "SOUNDS" er doors open that had a welcome
Over the years there has been mat out to him. Thin again, mu-
a living legend and persistent skins are entertainers and t I.
tradition concerning the Negro's white man felt that musk would
musical gifts. Most of the world be a good career for the Negro . .
has been persuaded to accept the if not to serve him with food, an
view that any and every Negro is instrument to entertain him. See-
"just anahcul born" musician. tog that this was one of the few
With justifrable pride most Ne• fields that were open to him, the
greets have basked in the sunshine Negro drank the advantage of the
of acceptance and approval that opened door and when he reap.
Negro musicians have gained in peered there stood a master is
America and elsewhere. Negroes the aet•
expect to hear folks' of other lenTstat IN BLOOD
races tell them how much they "He has the Africso Rhythm to
like to hear Negro groups sing, his blood," someone gild. Today
. there ill less truth ie that state-That helps to perpetuate the leg
of acceptance and approval that merit than ever before. Although
end and tradition, at one time It might have easily
So, it's rather refreshing, and been consi4ered the truth. Throes))
definitely challenging to encounter the years and the changes in theOf Human Rights as enunciated by the UM- a point of view which takes a social thinking of many, there hasted Nations, sort of "second look" at the myth been a considerable amount of
shout the Negro's musicality, and mixing by the different races inThis Conference was the greatest gather- broadens one's perspective. this country. So much has this mix-ing of its kind ever to be brought together wow, Look ing been taking place, that there
on African soil. It demonstrated the soli- Such a "second look" is provided could hardly be any truth about
darity and fraternity that bind the awaken- in the guest column submitted by the gift of talent in his blood.!toward Pulley, professional pho- And today if it were true, everying peoples of Africa, cutting &crops race, tographer, Jan enthusiast and a other race would be blessed with
tribe and the artificial frontiers which for- member of the staff of the Tri- this so-called gifted blood.
alp powers have contrived in order to di- been
ne Defender. Mr. Pulley has "Today, we still find Negroes
in Memphie only a short the mailers of American music,vide Africa and so maintain their evil sys. time, having been transferred but the number of Negroes who
tern of colonialism and racial domination, here temporarily from the Defend- are now engaged in this art isCr papers headquarters in Chi- minute. compared to the numberNothing which has happened to Africa csgo. Mr. Pulley's views follow: that once exploited this patent ofIn modern times has been more significant !VERDES HAVE EARNED rhythm. The reason for his de-
than that program for African freedom. THEIR MUSICAL TITLE cline is easily understandable.By HOWARD PULLEY With the increase in professionsThe crux of the African problem therefore -From the moaning spirituals end occupations that are now be.
resolves itself into the question whether the that sprang from the chains of ing offered the Negro, he is turn-bondage to the present day era ing from music with the jet-likewhite man, through consolidated racial holds of modern jess, the Negro his speed in which he entered it,north and south, will be able to perpetuate given the pace to the *eels of During his leadership in music,his present political control ov6r the inter- American Mualcana. Fame and which still is in force, we mustfortune have been the reward for admit that the contributions hemediate continental mass. the giant-like steps he has made has made to the field of musicThis is A matter of great moment, for across the treble scale of music, earned a place in the halls of mu-Africa is a land of ellOrmOtalo potential From this there has also come a steal fame that shall live as longlegend that gives to the Negro an America stands. He has reallywealth, the natural source of Eurooes'11 trop.
 credit where it is not rightfully de- in all quarters earned the titleical raw materials and foodstuffs. Whether served. "America's Music Master" . . .
Europe is to retain its influence and power "It has been said In many quer- and it was not a gift as so manyten, that the Negro is gifted over of us believe "depends, in the last analysis, on the deci. other races in the music field.
eon of the native blacicmen whose land,
dignity and freedom have been taken away
by ruthless means of the colonial powers.
Both natural and social causes combined
to maintain the spirit of nationalism at
fever height, The African is no longer poli-
tically inept. He is today rising above the
tribal concept which had kept black Africa
a mosaic of peoples, warring among them-
selves. The urge toward unity is irresistible,
The world must know that the all Afri-
can People's Conference ended on this
note: "Peoples of Africa, Unite! You have
nothing to lope but your chains! You have
a continent to regain! You have freedom
and human dignity to attain!"
•The May 2.7 Deadline
We stand in the shadow of a conflict
that bears no resemblance to what was call-
ed war in the conventional sense. The
front lines will not be held by soldiers
alone. The blood of the helpless unarmed
millions would be written with letters of
fire if the Berlin crisis is not resolved
around a conference table.
!trial& wants the Western allies to with-
draw their garrison, end the occupation of
West Berlin and sign a peace treaty with
the two Germanys, West and East. Unless
this is done. Premier Khrushchev declared,
the Soviet Union will sign a separate treaty
with East Germany and turn control of
Western military supply lines to Berlin
over to the East German Democratic Re-
public.
On the other hand President Eisenhower
seems unshakable in his decision when he
aid, "We will not retreat from Berlin."
us this inflexibility on both sides has
brought on a dangerous situation in which
a backdown may be awkward, if not Im-
possible, since both major disputants have
been doing too much talking.
Washington reluctance to negotiate with
Moscow whether at the Ministerial level or
The Montefiore School
Dear Editor: In this day and
age of Big Power Combines, Rig
Organitatione and Big Pressure
Groups, the everege citizen feels
an overpowering sense of futility
when hi is confronted by deck
iins of his governmental agencieshich are contrary to the wishesof the Minns and which are con-
trary to the public welfare.
am referring to the proposed
relocation of the Monteflore Sp..
dial school for Uri at lath sed
Ashland Ave, Near West Side res.
'dents have voiced their oppositioft
to the plan to relocate these so-
cially maladjusted youngster' Is
this arts to the Chicago Board
of Education for these reasons:
1. The school will be too close
to the largest housing project In
Chicago, Grace Abbott H o m 6
where there is a high concentra.
tien of smill children.
2. The location is in the back.
yard of the new Ethel' Allen Pri.
mary Center which was recently
built Ott the west end of Clerk
school. Ethan Allen hat all small
children and this Is not rood plan-
aping for their well-being,
• -NI The Chicago Sosrd of Educe.
lion, in a letter te Ale, has in-
sisted on their plan elating
It would not be fitlaticially feasi-
the Ilummit, has been interpreted in many
Informed quarters u too rigid, too un-
yielding to constitute good diplomacy. Even
if nothing came out of such a conference,
the very fact that it was held et:mid be used
to support Western propaganda that the
Kremlin was unreasonable.
There is the further comfort that so
long the protesting powers are la negotia-
tions, the chances of a shooting war are
greatly minimized. But the great paradox
of this developing conflict is that the pow-
ers that are now ready to commit suicide
over Berlin were toasting one another with
champagne fourteen years ago in wild Cele-
bration of their triumphal entry into the
German capital after crushing Hitler's proud
war machine. If this her any lesson at
all, it shows the futility of war. Except
this time there won't be anybody left on
either side to celebrate. In a nuclear war
there can be neither victors nor vanquish-
ed — only dead bodies of helpless men,
women and children, and the end of civilise.
tion. Is that what we want?
Unless Russia backs down, civilisation
doesn't have long to last after May 27, the
final date ter resolving the conflict or pull
the black curtain of death over mankind.
ble to seek another leeatle n.
Should not a social concern for
the welfare end future of the thou-
sands of children who live in this
area outweigh any money consid.
oration involved? Surely a more
Suitable Site can be found which
would be better ter all content-
ed. Mrs. Samuel Holloway.
Community Conservation
Dear Eckel:: In the March 4,
MSC issue of the Hyde Perk Her,
all this headline appears on page
"Ken-Oak Malinke Report Raps
Renewal Platt . . ." Stec. the word
Ken.Oak is commonly used by Chi-
cago newspapers — the Chleage
Defender, Chicago Daily News, sae
others — to refer to the Kee-Oak
Improvement Aillecistion, Inc,, in
fairness to cur members, ether
residents of the North Kenwood-
()Coked community, end the gee-
eral public, we wish to make clear
that our Organisation, the Ron
flak Improvsmellt Association ,
lot., boo est liaised any kind of
repot purportiag le Olen for the
erele nor do we elseeev• the report
referred to in the A#*1 stery fal-
lowing the headline
The Sten-Oak Improvemeet As-
*octagon, lee., was founded is
September 1114S; ineeypocateo is A
nee-profit, civie Ind wineittftost
body in 1556. Litt year, 15.5e, an
ore,-wide "umbrella" group, nam-
ed the North Kenwood•Oskland ca-
lms' Community conservation
committm was erganioed, for the
specific purpose of cooperating. as
required by law, with the Com-
munity Conservation Beard of Chi-
cago to deceit), and evecute s suit-
able renewal plan fOr Our area.
Our orgonissuen, Ken.Oak. is not
only a member of the Neighbor-
hood Committee, but alio eciordl-
Wei it* ectivItles to further the
work of the Neighborhood Corn-
elia*. (NXOCCCC).
Obviously no definitive plan can
be draws tor ou; community at
this stage. when no proper study
has been mide of Many important
factors involved in planning; name-
ly, interior condition of existing
structures, current data about fam-
ily site, income, etc.
The Illinois Urban Community
Conservation Act of 1)53 contains
certain !lifeguards related to plan-
ning for a community. Therefore,
we are confident that at the prop-
er time a suitable Plan will be
developed for our community, by
those whom this responsibility
rests.
Ken•Osk Improvement AIM,
le%. Mrs. Ruth N. melt
President; Mrs. J. C. H. Car-
michael, Secretary
I find no truth to support that
statement True, he has given
much to the art and placed him.
self in a king-like position over
others that are also making
sounds in the world of musics/ art.
'Being denied the equal advant-
age of other races that dwell on
these shores. the Negro surged
into the arena of musical Metro-
tnents. From thin arena came a
brilliant master in the world of
music. He was a master crafts-
man, because there were no 0th-
Well, now that's the objective
thinking of a young Negro of to.
day . . . whose thinking is Ob-
viously less clouded with senti-
ment of race, lie represents an in-
creasing number of articulate
younger Negroes who are exemin•
kg all the claims associated with
race . . . the few claims in the
Negro's favor . . and the many
claims aimed at his disparage-
ment.
More power
may his tribe increase, Selahi
' That the death sentence is prac- Court, six are still awaiting sp-
tically abolished in Illinois, since peals on execution sentences, and
It Is applied to only 1,2 per cent 999 were committed to prison.
of those eligible for it, Is the con- All of the execution sentences
elution of a survey released by were for murder. The total cases
Eugene S. Zeman*, executive a, include 55 women of whom none
were executed and eight had theirrector of the John Howard asso-
elation of Chicago, sentences reversed by the Su-
preme Court.This study was made in con-
The survey was directed for thenectlon with a proposal, in t h a
John Howard association by Pre-Illinois legislature to establ:sh a
tenor Daniel Glaser of the Vol-six-year moratorium on use of the 
versity of Illinois with the cooper-death sentence. This proposal, 
ation of Warden Joseph E. Hagensponsored by Representative Rob- 
of Joliet-Stateville penitentiary,get W. McCarty (D-Lincoln) was
warden Ross V. Randolph of thepassed in the assembly but failed hoard Penitentiary, Superintend.in the Senate in 1957. It was re- 
ent ' Ruth Biedermann of t h esuben:tted this year and was ap- Dwight Women's reformatory, S.proved Feb. 10 by the House Ju- E. Symon criminologist at thedietary committee. Pontiac penitentiary and Hans W.The John Howard Association Mattick former assistant wardensurvey revealed that between Jan. of the Cook County jail.1, 1945,   a it d Jan. 1, 1 9 5 9, Of the men who received prison1045 people were received in Illi- sentences for murder, 26 per centnois prisons convicted of crimes received the minimum sentence offor which the death penalty can 14 years, 15 per cent received lifebe imposed. Of these 1022 were sentences and 15 per mkt recoils'.convicted of murder, 22 for kid- ed sentences of 60 years or longer,napping, one for dynamiting and which can be considered emits's-none for the remaining capital lent to life. The latter include whatoffense in Illinois, treason. Professor Glaser called "purelyOnly 13 of these people were theatrical" sentences, such as 190
executed, 27 had their sentences Years which far exceed any con.
reversed by the Illinois Supreme ceivable life expectancy.V1111111111111111111111111111111111111uutuutisituuer10141111111/11111111141111111114111wentlitum1111111111111111111111111111
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"If I was president of the United
States," said Simple putting his
boor glass on the bar, "1 would
do something about that colored
man down in Alabama beaten up
and sent to the road gang because
he made a poster about Negroes
not liking Jim Crow. I am talk-
ing about Asbury Howard on the
chain gang right now for wanting
us to have our rights."
"If you were president," I said,
"you would be too busy worrying
about the Berlin crisis to put your
mind on any little old picitiyunish
thing like a Negro beaten up in
Alabama."
"You a lie," said Simple. "I
would put my mind on home
things first before I got to study-
Mg them doings way across the
sea. I would try to straighten out
Little Rock and Front Royal, Vir-
ginia, and get them children,
white and colored, back in school."
"And forget about Reggie?" I
asked. "How can Eisenhower keep
his mind on Virginia with Russia
in the world?"
"How come Eisenhowser e a n
worry so much about Khrushchev
who iS six thousands miles away,
and not worry at all about me
who am right here? Me, his own
citizen! Khrushchev ain't nothing
but a Russian. But all you can
hear on the radio these days is
Khrushchev, Khrushchev, Khrush-
chev. If they would pay as much
attention to Faubus as they do to
Khrushchev, we might get things
An Engllsh fried who in some-
thing of an authority on African
imiiiimirminmmtnimmrmmuniminnintitinmiriumonumiminniummiumn life threw me several tough ques-
"1"111111" Hone the other day about the Ne-
gro's fight for integration in the
United States. Ile wanted to know
the Impact of the integration phi-
losophy on the thriving Negro-
owned and operated enterprises
inside the Negro ghettoes of the
big cities of America.
Be has a theory that as inte-
gration of Negroes into the gen-
eral society proceeds, the Negro
ghetto will gradually diminish in
Importance and the middle class
and wealthy Negroes will get out
of the ghetto. Sooner or later Ne-
gro enterprises which have pros-
pered to some degree because of
the tight segregation in the ghet-
to' will, according to the English-
ifl
man, become
less 
prosperous and
When I tried to point out that
Negro businessmen have no pre-
judice against white customers
and they will seek profits in the
integrated society as all other en-
terprisers, he shook his head. He
said he doubted this very much
because capital accumulations
among Negroes, which would en-
able them to compete successfully
in the general society on the same
enough.
At 
others, are not large
this point I was reminded of
an editorial In the Los Angeles
Tribune not long ago which car-
ried the caption "Dollar desegre-
 
 gation should spur us to do bet-
ter." Written by the able editor,
what I Almena Lomax, the editorial stat-
ed that inside the Negro ghetto
111111111111111111,111,111L11111w,
kir11111111111goweri
straightened out in our own coun-
try. If I was the president, in-
stead of arguing about a confer-
ence at the summit, I would start
talking about a conference at the
bottom, which Is Little Rock.
"And soon as Mr. Dulles get
well, I would send him down
there. He has done been over-
seas every other week without set-
tling anything. He probably do not
even speak them people's languag-
es. But he could talk plain Eng-
lish to them Dixiecratio, and
meybe he could make a treaty
with them to let Negroes alone
for the duration of the cold war.
If I was president, I would have
my first peace conference in Bir-
minghatn."
"You mean race conference, ' I
said. "And you know Eisenhower
has not got his mind on race."
"I believe I will write him a
letter and call his attention to it,"
said Simple. "I will say, 'Mister
President, were you a colored
man, would you go to Augusta.
Georgia, to play golf? Do you not
know they Jim Crows colored
folks in Augusta, George? I
would also say, 'Mister President,
why do you not go yourself to
Little Rock, since it is not very
far, and see what is happening
down there?
"You know if I went, they
would run me out, because I am
too dark to do any investigating.
But you are light-complexioned
and also It general in the Army,
so they ought to respect you.' I
"The economy is seriously crip-
pled and the community develop-
ment thwarted by such a large
share of the revenue being spent
in areas which give the Negro
little return, either employment-
wise or in patronage."
She added: "The Negro'.
'wealth,' in fact, is built on the
lower income groups who, because
they are more subject to the pres-
sures of segregation, epend al-
most all of their income within
the Negro community. The upper
income Negro group usually mak-
ing its money in the Negro com-
munity, nevertheless, measures its
prestige by how much of that
money is spent outaide of that
community."
Many other students of Negro
urban life have commented on the
fact that middle Class Negroes
are frantically in search of status
and prestige and they are prone
to imitate the conspicuous con-
sumption of the upper class whites,
buying the luxuries that are sym-
bols of success. Loyalty to Negro
institutions on which some Negro
enterprisers have depended no
longer seems to motivate the Ne-
gro consumers who have reached
the middle class income bracket.
Editor Lomax believes that the
desegregation of the dollar should
lead Negro businesemen to be-
come competitive. She concluded:
"More rapidly than most aspects
of life, the dollar is being deseg-
regated and Negroes who do not
'sharpen up' their product and
services, are going to lose that
which they could once safely as-
sume would accrue to them with-
out too much effort."
would also write in my letter,
'When Is the last time you have
been to Harlem, Mister Presi-
dent' Do you know not only is
Negroes living bad in Harlem, but
Puerto Ricans is, too? And Puerto
Rican. is immigrents in our coun-
try, and I always thought immi-
grants got welcomed with epee
arms, like the Hungarians.
"Is it because Puerto Ricans Is
colored Immigrants, they do not
get welcomed with open arms —
but only with nothing but high
rents, rat holes to live in. and
cheap jobs? Tell an. something,
Mister Eisenhowser, Demi* I
wants to know."
"If you wrote such a letter," I
said, "you would just be tryto
to bug the man. You know the
president hal no time to be both-
ered with Harlem when the whole
world is concerned with Berlin."
"Them folks in Berlin fought us
tooth and nail, with bun bombs
and submarines. They do not pay
no income taxes to the USA
neither do they sing "My Country
'Tie Of Thee.' So why is our pres-
ident so worried about Berlin? I
pays taxes. I sings 'My Country
'Ti, Of Thee.' Do you mean to
tell me the president cannot spare
a little time for me? I got prob-
lems, too, and nobody need not go
to no summit to find out what they
are. Just come up to 125th
and Lenor any old time, and I
will hold a conference. If I was
the president, I swear, I would
pay some attention to ME."
What a great many people do
not know, including my English
friend, is that there are hundreds
of Negroes in business k all of
our major cities who are desper-
ately trying to capture a share of
the so-called white market. They
have seen the handwriting on the
wall and are beginning to com-
pete in the general society.
A Chicago cosmetic manufactur-
er, S. B. Fuller, has made a ma-
jor advance into the so-called
white market and his company is
now producing many products
which are fully competitive in that
market. The same thing is true
of tome of our sausage manufac-
turers. Alert and able Negro en-
terprises, despite short capital,
seem determined to move beyond
the restricted ghetto consumer
market.
These businessmen no longer
think in terms of doing businesi
on race loyalty alone. They are,
of course, good 'race men' in the
sense that they are not overlook-
ing any bets in the Negro con-
sumer market. They are keenly
conscious of white competition for
the dollars in the Negro consumer
market.
Perhaps it will turn out that
Negro enterprises will follow the
fate predicted for the Negro col-
leges of the South. William Trent
of the Negro College Fund points
out that the good colleges will sur-
vive in an integrated society and
the inferior ones will fail. Inte-
gration or desegregation, which
ever one you prefer, should not
spell doom automatically for Ne-
groes who are good busineseneell.
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DRIVE IN OWNER Louis
Vlachos surveys damage to
his sign and brick pylon, both
toppled in high wind in De-
troit. Gusts were clocked up
to 78 miles an hour. U P
Telephoto
Propose East-West Geneva Talks In May
PARIS—(UPI —The Western Allies want to hold an East-West
foreign ministers' meeting in Geneva by mid-May, possibly followed
by a "summit ' conference in July or August, reliable diplomatic
sources said Tuesday.
They said toe United States, Britain and France will propose
this timetable to the Russians in their replies to the Soviet note
of March 2, watch accepted the idea Of a foreign minister's con-
ference—but only as a preliminary to a summit session.
The Western notes are expected to make it clear that the big
three will take part in a summit meeting only if the foreign
ministers' talks produce some worthwhile results.
Lady Docker Loses $420,000 Gems
LONDON—flIPD—Lady Norah Docker checked up on her losses
Tuesday and discovered that thieves had stolen $420,000 worth of
jewelry Monday from her Rolls-Royce where she had hidden them
under a carpet.
At first she reported the loss of only $280,000 in jewels but in
an interview with police which ended at 4 a m. she remembered
enough other gems in her attache case to boost the value another
hundred thousand or so.
The jewel robbery, second major lose for the flamboyant wife
of industrialist Sir Bernard Docker brdught black headlines in the
London newspapers that almost pushed news of the Iraqi revolt off
the front page. She is the favorite society figure of London newspa-
pers.
Cops Spoil Woman's Murder Plot
MIAMI—(UPI)---A woman trying to set a fatal trap for her
husband stepped into a trap herself Monday, police reported.
Detective Jack Metcalf said he posed as a killer-for-hire and
arrested Mrs. Beatrice Gurley, 41, after she gave him a 8100 down
Payment on the "job" of killing her husband.
During the interview Mrs. Gurley promised him an additional
$900 after the slaying was accomplished and she had collected her
husband's $30 0O0 insurance policy, Metcalf said.
Authorities also arrested John Andiew Walker, 25, who iden-
tified himself as a preacher. Walker had been living at the Gurley
home and was Mrs. Gurley's boy friend, detectives said.
Report Iraq Revolt Crushed
BEIRUT, Lebanon—(UPI)—Bagdad proclaimed total victory
Tuesday over a right-wing army revolt against the Iraqi govern-
-nent, and this time there was no denial from the now silent rebel
Mosul radio.
The government of Premier Abdel Karim Kassem broadcast
'riumphant claims the revolution had been surpressed and its leader
lain in a swift campaign that marked the emergence of the Com-
munists as the most powerful force in Iraq.
The reports appeared to be true. By 4 a.m. EST the rebel radio
had not returned to the air, the first morning of silence since
iunday when O announced that Col. Abdel Wahab Shwaf was lead
mg a revolt against the government in Northern Iraq.
Bagdad reports said an air attack by loyalist jet fighters begat
Mosurs conqu-st Monday and that government troops capturedihawaf Tuesday night, ending the short-lived civil war.
Aikita Reverses Stand on Foreign Troops
BERLIN—(U1'1)—Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchey's first ap-larent major concession in the Berlin crisis may open the way
or a face-saving deal with the West to prevent a war, Western 00-
rervers said Tuesday.
The Soviet leader, in a speech in the Communist sector of Berlinhopped his provious uncompromising demand that Western allieJloops get out of the city's free western sectors after May 27 and3uggested a "mitimum" of U. S. British, French, Russian andlerhaps neutral troops remain in the "free city."
His only condition, he said, was that these troops should not
meddle in West Berlin's internal affairs.
Ike Pushes Plan To Cut -Armed Services
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower was reported
:landing firm today against Democratic demands that he cancel
wheduled cuts in Army and Marine corps strength.
Republican congressional leaders sz.id there was no evideme
'hat the Presidett has been swayed by the arguments. They saidthe proposed manpower reductions will proceed as planned.
There was a possibility Eisenhower would discuss the cuts withhis congressional lieutenants at their weekly White House meeting.However, Sena:, GOP Leader Everett M. Dirksen (111..) said hoknew of no plans to reopen the defense question.
Rockefeller Tax Opposition CrumblesALBANy-CUP1)-The revolt against Gov. Nelson Rockefeller'stwo
-billion-dollar budget and tax plan crumbled further TuesdayAssemblyman Charles A. Sehoeneck Jr.. of Syracuse, one of theoriginal GOP insurgent assemblymen, announced that he had dr-cided to suppon the Rockefeller program.
He said that further budget cuts would ''curtain services thestate is rendering just as we curtail services to ourselves when wecut oar own private budgets "
Seize Four Theives Countina Bank Loot
MASSAPF.QUA, N. Y.—filP11—Police seized Tuesday four nomwho held up a Long Island bank three of them as they were counting mat the $70 000 loot on a kitchen table.
Nassau county police said the bandits were previously reputablebusiness men nonf of whom had a police recordThe four sif!ned statements admittine Ito, daring business-hoursholdup of the Serontv National Rank her, Monday afternoon, of,ricers reported They will be charged with armed robbery.
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PREMIER 'of Northern Nigeria, Alhaji Ahmadu Bello,
visits Buckingham Palace to have a knighthood bestow-
ed upon him by Queen Elizabeth. He's shown wearing
around his neck and on his chest the insignia of a Knight
of the British Empire on his return to Kaduna, capital
of Northern Nigeria, from London.
Seek Action To Extend Jobless Benefits
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Democrats pushed for House pas-
sage of their drastically-reduced plan prevent an estimated 300,000
persons from losing their jobless benefits April 1.
The measure would provide unemployment payments only to
persons who had exhausted their state benefits and signed up for
the federal funds by -April 1. House Democratic leaders originally
plugged for a one year extension of the ekpiring emergency pro-
gram, established during the recession last year.
President Eisenhower was expected to sign the watered-down
plan because its stimated 49 million dollar cost would be laid out
before June 30 and therefore would not upset his narrowly-balanced
budget for the new fiscal year which starts then.
in the day. They were to return here Wednesday for the opening
of a formal investigation into the crash.
Blame Nasser For Iraqi Revolt
BAGHDAD, Iraq — (UPI) — Iraqi officials stepped up their
attacks on President Gamal Abdel Nesser today, accusing his
United Arab Republic of organingzing the -unsuccessful Mosul revolt.
Iraqi foreign minister Dr. Hashem Jawed told United Press
International In an exclusive interview that his government had
proof that Nasser was behind three antigovernment conspriacies
in Iraq in the oast eight months.
"A preliminary investigation shows 100 per cent connection be-
tween the Mosul revolt and the UAR," he said. "The conspiracy
was organized by the UAR and the arms were supplied by the IJAR
to the Mosul rebels.
New Europe-U.S. Phone Cable Link
NEW YORK — (UPI) — North America and continental Europe
will be linked by telephone cable for the first time next Fall when
a cable link now being laid off Newfoundland is completed.
The cable snip Monarch began reeling out the cable Monday at
Clarenville, NFU) sr coding to an announcement by the American
Telephone and Telegraph company. The cable is expected to be
laid across the Atlantic to Penmarch, France. within four months.
The new cable will serve France and Germany, and some
circuits will be extended to Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, the Nether
lands and Spam. It will supplement radio telephone circuits now
To reach the voters, Rooney reasoned, you have to be where
the voters are. And where are the %titers in this small Boston
suburb on Sunday' The town dump.
Like a good scientist, Rooney followed up his conclusion and
set up campaign headquarters in the dump. The community has
no rubbish collections and most residents make the weekly trek to
tin can alley on Sunday
More than 1,000 persons showed up and accepted Roonev's
hospitality and listened to his campaign promises. His wife Betty,
asked why a dump was used for headquarters, explained that
Rooney wasn't proud.
Irish Chief Ike's St. Pat's Day Guest
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ireland's President Sean T. O'Kelly
arrived here for a St. Patrick's day visit with President Eisenhower
today.
U. S. Stale Department Chief of Protocal Wiley T. Buchananjr., Irish Ambassador John J. Hearne and New York City Deputy
Commissioner of Commerce and Publie Events were among the
official welcoming party which greeted O'Kelly when his plane
touched down at Idlewild airport.
Federal authorities Tuesday investigated the crash of an Ameri-
can Airlines freight plane which plowed into a railroad yard while
making a bad weather approach to Midway Airport. .
Capt. Lawrerce W. Larsen, Springdale, Conn., the pilot, and
co-pilot Kenneth W. Kinne, Whittier, Calif., the only persons aboard
the plane, crawleo to safety moments After the crash early Sunday.
The crewmen suffered only bruises and went to New York later
House Votes More Jobless Pay
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The House passed by overwhelming
voice vote a bill to prevent an estimated 405.000 jobless persons
from losing unemployment compensation on April 1.
The measure, expected to win quick Senate approval, provides
for a drastically reduced, three-month extension of a federal pro-
gram of extended unemployment benefits enacted during last year's
recession.
ft provides for a gradual closing down of the program now
scheduled to end abruptly on April 1. Only those unemployed persons
already receiving the extended benefits or those who file valid claimsby March 31 would benefit.
Says Aid Vital To U.S. Foreign Policy
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Acting Secretary of State Christian
A Herter told Congress today U. S. Foreign policy will become
"ineffective" unless President Eisenhower's 83,929,995.000 foreign
aid program gets strong support.
He made tie statement in opening the administration's drive
to sell the program to a reduction-minded Congress
Testifying as the first witness at House foreign affairs committee
hearings, Herter said the mutual aid program is "fundamental to
the peace of foe world, our own future welfare and progress, andin the years ahead the survival of our American nation and our
American way rie life as we know it."
Camoaigns For City Job
LINCOLN Mass. — (UPI) — Psychologist F. Donlan Rooney
used A little old iaahirmed horse sense in figuring out his school
committee_campsiga-
BERNICE BREWER and
Carrie McDuffie added much
to a gala occasion at Crown-
ing of "Checker of the Year"
at the Como Inn. Featured on
the program, girls scored re-
peatedly wit h their Inter-
2 More Americans Seized In Cuba
HAVANA — (UPI) — The arrests of two more U. S. citizens
were disclosed Saturday, bringing to 10 the number of Americans
held in Havana jails without formal charges since the revolutiona-
ry government took over.
Eight of the Americans were picked cp during the past 48 hours
They included two women, Elaine Mitchell and Exenia Thornadar
kis, identified or..13, as New York actresses, who were jailed after
police said they discovered $57,000 in Cuban pesos hidden in their
undergarments.
The two latest arrests to be disclosed were those of Paul R.
Caasliofv.ina, of Pear River, N. Y., and Melvin Chapman, of Burbank,
Calif.
Fight Oklahoma City Prairie Fire
OKLAHOMA CITY — (UPI) — A stubborn, wind-blown grass
fire with a dozen fiery fingers engulfed a swath of grassland and
woods in the Oklahoma City area Saturday, and raged out of con-
trol despite the efforts of fire companies from Oklahoma City,
Nichols Hills, Edmond, the Village, and Midwest City.
There were unconfirmed reports that two homes had burned in
the Midwest City area, and another had burned near Newalla
southeast of Oklahoma City, the flames were not part of the blaze,
but instead broke out in many different areas as sparks pushed by
the winds caught tinder-dry grass afire.
Study German Plea For More U.S. Troops
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Army Is studying an urgent
appeal for more U. S. troops in Germany to fill vacant places in
Seventh Army units and strengthen the defense of Berlin.
Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, Army chief of staff, told a congres-
sional subcommittee in testimony made Public Saturday that he
favors sending the additional men, even though this might involve
calling out reservists and organizing new units.
President Eisenhower told his news conference last Wednes-
day that it would do no good to send mre troops to Europe be-
cause this country has no intention of fighting a ground war there.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. — (UPI) — President Jose Maria Lemus
of- El Salvador was scheduled to arrive here by air Monday for a
brief stay as part of his goodwill tour of the United States.
Lemus, his wife and party will be greeted at Capital airport by
a delegation of officials headed by Gov. William G. Stratton.
President and Mrs. Lemus will be guests Monday evening at
a dinner in their honor hosted by Gov. and Mrs. Stratton at the
executive mansion.
Yale Students Rout St. Pat's Marches
NEW HAVEN. CONN. — (Unn) — The Annual St. Patrick's
Day parade erupted into a wild donnybrook Saturday when about
200 Yale Univorsity students started peppertng marchers with
snowballs. Two Irish policemen broke it up.
At feast three Yale students were injured. One, Robert Prince
of Berkely College. was hnspatilized. About -20 others were arrest-
ed on breach of peace charges.
Police said students tossed the snowballs as the Irish parade
started to break up between two Yale dormitories. Several towns-
people. mrachers and policemen were hit with the frigid missiles.
About 50 police marchers, led by Captains McGuire and Scanlon
charged the heckling, shouting Yates with nightsticks swinging
Son.13, Of Suicide Kills Self
RIVERSIDE CALIF. — (UPI) — A 13-year-old boy who saw
his father commit suicide two years ago took his own life after
leaving a note dedicating his body to research or science, sheriff's
officers said Saturday.
The body of. Dennis James Henry was found in a field today be-
hind the home of his foster parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Meierhoff
Beside him was a .22 caliber rifle he took with him when he left
home Monday
Sheriff's officers said the boy's mother deserted him when be
was 2. In 1957 his father, James Eldon Henry, committed suicide
as he and his stepmother looked on.
8- Rim Away Train
OLYMPIA. WASH. — (UPD — Wrecking crew clearing a half.
block of destruction Sunday confirmed that only one life was lost
when runaway freight cars bowled through two buildings Friday
night.
Sixteen persons were injured, two seriously, in the freak ac-
cident, and property damage was estimated at 8226,000.
The wreckin, crews, going through the rcbble of the two build-
ings that were demolished, found no bodies. and Police Chief Roy
Kelly said, "we probably can stop worrying now."
Kenneth Aaron Dilley, about 38, a railroad telegrapher lost his
life in the semen!
24th Fxolosion Marks Textile Strike
HENDERSON, N. C. — (UPI) — An explosion in the backyard
of a plant foreman shattered his tense community Saturday as a
bitter strike entered its 18th week.
The blast, apparently caused by dynamite, was at least the
24th explosion the Hanel-Henderson mills resumed production
last month.
The explosion tore a two-foot crater in the backyard of fore-
man Jessie Mitchum. No one was hurt
The Testi', Workers Union of America has been on strike at
the mill since Nos
-ember IS. The dispute has centered on an arbi-
tration clause •n the union contract
Although there have been outbreaks of violence during week-
days when the plants have operated with non-strikers, most of the
explosions have occurred sliming weekends when state police rein-
forcements were not present.
pretations of Hawaiian danc-
es. Bernice is employed at
Hillman's store, 3345 South
Parkway, while Carrie works
at Hillman's at 63rd and
Halsted ate.
Bare $124,000 Grab By Glimco
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Chicago Teamster official Joey
Glimco tapped the union treasury for $124,000 and reportedly kept
Chicago's poultry market in a "state of fear," the Senate Rackets
Committee was told.
Witnesses testified that the one-time corner newsstand dealer,
who moved up to a $20,600-a-year teamster job and friendship
with Teamster president James R. Hoffa, also lined his wallet
with about $2,500 a month in salary kickbacks from officers of
his local.
One witness testified that Glimco paid to Chicago's two major
cab companies about $327,000 in union dues collected from their
Teamster drivers over a 21-year period. The payments, allegedly
a compensation for expenses of handling the dues check-off sys-
tem, were dropped this year after the committee's investigation
started.
••Senate Votes Hawaii 50th State
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate voted overwhelmingly
to make the mid-Pacific vacationland of Hawaii, home of the Hula.
Amer-ice's 50th state. The House was ekpected to follow suit.
The statehood bill sailed through the Senate despite souther.
opposition after about 4% hours of debate.
The islands, comprising a 8,434-square-mile area that makes
them slightly larger than Rhode Island and Connecticut combined,
have been fighting for statehood for 30 years. Last year they were
a source of $166,300,000 (M) in federal revenue, more than the
tax payments of 10 other states, including the newest, mineral-rich
Alaska.
U. S. Funds In U. N. Paying Off
UNITED NA'TIONS, N. Y.—(UPI)—The United States has poured
a total of well over a billion dollars into the United Nations since
it was founded 13 years ago—but it has received much more than
that back, in cold, hard cash.
An exact figure on U. S. monetary benefits from the U. N.
is difficult to compute, but officials associated with the world
organization say that it is fairly simple to arrive at a dollar and
cents minimum figure.
As a start. the World Bank reports it has lent a whopping 4
billion dollars to countries around the globe for various large-scale
projects; most of them industrial.
A total of $1,100,000,000 of that sum has been spent in the U. S.,
mainly on equipment.
Ike Challenges Foes On Defense Policy
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—President Eisenhower Wednesday chal-
lenged congressional critics of his defense policies to have the cour-
age to ask for higher taxes when they call for larger armed forces.
In his ninth consecutive weekly meeting with reporters since
the first of the year, the President warned strongly against reacting
to each new international crisis with demands for appreciably tart.
er aimed forces Ile said some of these demands are hysterical.
He said Congress in the past had some very serious mistakes
on national defense. He thought it would be ruinous at this point
to change his announced established program of military strength
because of new crises generated by Soviet Premier Nikita Knish-
cher/.
Planes 30,000 Feet Up Sideswipe
MOUNTAIN I-TOME AIR FORCE BASE, Idaho—(UPI)—A board
of inquiry was assembled today to investigate the mid-air brush
between two six-jet B-47 bombers at a collision speed of about 1,200
miles
sa  bomn h urnBoth;!rs carrying four men each, landed safely at the
Mountain Home Air Force base after remaining aloft to exhaust
their fuel supplies.
The accident occurred over southern Idaho at an altitude of
30,000 feet.
See Rocky's Tax Victory As Boon
ALBANY, N. Y. — (UPI) — Nelson A. Rockefeller has won hie
won his first major political fight as governor of New York and his
first major political fight as governor of New York and his sup-
porters feel certain the outcome will strengthen his position as a
contender for the 1960 presidential nomination.
The 50-year old multi-millionaire, who has been kept in the
presidential picture despite repeated denials of white house ambi-
tions. broke a GOP majority revolt in the state legislature to put
across a two-billion dollar spending program and a record tax boost
to help finance it. His backers said it was a big gamble, but one
which will pay off before the Republican National Convention meets
next year.
Urge Sterilization For Illegitimacy
RALEIGH. N. C. — (UPI) — The North Carolina Legislature to-
day studied a bill that would provide for sterilization of women who
have proved to be "grossly sexually delinquent."
The measure, introduced in both houses of the General Assembly
Tuesday, would require any woman giving birth to a third illegiti-
mate child to show cause why she should not be sterilized.
Rep. Rachel Davis, a phySician who co-sponsored the bill, said
it was designed to be "more therapeutic than punitive."
The measure also would provide psychiatric treatment at state
expenses for women having two illegitimate children.
Nasser Charges Iraq Aiding Reds
DAMASCUS, SYRIA. — (UPI) — U. A. R. President Camel
Abdel Nasser accused the Iraqi government today of working with
International communism. As he spoke thousands of Iraqi youths
surged through the streets of Baghdad in a violent, shooting and-
Nasser demonstration.
Counter demonstrations broke out in Damascus where students
demonstrated against the death sentence imposed from Baghdad oll
Iraqi Rebel Leader Col. Abdel Wahab Shawaf, reported deb
northern Iraq.
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Ford Road School Marks 5th Year, Launches Club
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY of posed of the students of the group leaders and teachrts: Mrs. F. L. Cole, Prof. Isaiah Gregory Johnson, R. Mitch- Arlester Moore, Shirley Ann Payne, Arthur Odell, Freder. venson, I.. F. Jenkins, R. Cole.
Ford Road school was rele• fifth and sixth grades. T h Left to right (front row) Mat • Goodrich, principal, Mrs. I.. ell and Edgar Gates. (Cen• Wilson, Peggy Joyce Moore. Irk Jackson. (hark row) Miss man, L. Simmons and V. Good.
brated recently with the in club's name is "The Golden tie Mae Gray, Annie V. King, Poston, supervisor of the club, ter row) Yvonne Clay, Donna Matti,. Harris, Herbert Lester, V. Seates, H. Galloway, P. rich.
stallation of a new club, corn. Arrow Club." Above are Carolyn Harris, Glenda Perry, Lawrence King, Calvin James, Ray Jackson, Stella Jefferson, Ronald Jackson, Jockluss Jackson, C. W. Horner, L. Ste.
QUEEN OF ROOM MOTH. Mary Wrushen as (from left to Sarah Long and Miss V. Scales wishes. All took an active portERS Mrs. Claressa Nelson re- right) I. Goodrich, school prin. offer congratulations and good in the fifth anniversary cele-
•ceives her crown from Mrs. cinal, Miss E. Coleman, Mrs. bration of the school.
FEL'GR 71YRNOU7 shown studentu and guests that at. than She student. participate, Room Mother's Drive," sprierabove Is a part of the huge tended the gsla celebration. was thrillingly presented. Aft- sored by the Ford Road Schoolcrowd of parents, teachers, The ceremony, which saw more er the ceremony, the "Queen.. PTA was terminated.
"GOLDEN GIRLS" pictured ly attired in white blouses, circle with a gold arrow. The to develop leadership ability ganiratIon. other than t he Miss E. Coleman, Mrs. f.. V. Scales, chairmen of music; men of audio-visual; and Mrs,in front of the school with navy blue skirt, gold ties and club, organized by Principal for service in the home, school group leaders, is made up of F. Jenkins, chairmen of pro. Mrs. V. Goodrich, Miss L. L. W. Stevenson. Harold Gal.
their parents. The girls and the emblem of the club, a blue Isaiah Goodrich, was formed and community. The club or- Mrs. L. Poston, supervisor; gram; Mrs. E. B. Cole, Miss Simmons, C. W. Horner, chair. loway, Mrs. P. Jackson, chafe.their teachers were beautiful. 
men of activities.
MRS. L. POSTON, supervisor
of the Golden Arrow Club.
tells the huge audien.e of
teachers, parents and guests
of the specific purpose of the members may learn to en- things that will stand them Inclub, liven away at the eele- hence their manners. ',lid their good cleat; over the cominghrallon were booklets with the citizenship. They are taught %tears and throughout theirinstructions that the club etiquette and many other lives.
' GOLDEN BOA'S — Male mem-
' hers of the Golden Arrow 
The boys and their teachers trintle songs arie song is the heth Jones, director or group
were attired in white shirts, ceremony whiih .Au the corn work division of Memphis andclub assembled in front of the blue trousers. gold ties and ins out of the new club. Shelby County Health and Wel.
, school Inc this imposing shot, the emblem of the club. Pa- suecial guest was Miss Kliza- fare Planning Council.
Like Spring . . social news is, Bennie Gary Williams was the
bursting into bloom ... and many' scene of the recent meeting of the
and varied are the events just oc-; Four Suiten, club . . . where
curred and in the immediate fu- 1 members were deep in plans for
their cocktail party slated thr Ap-
ril 24. At the meeting Celia Chap-
lin won the club's prize awarded
for the highest yearly bridge
score (they keep a record of scores
made at each meeting) . . . while
winners for bridge played at that
meeting went to Thelma Harris,
Gert Walker, Helen Shelby and
Lois Hargraves.
CO-ETTES PLAN TEA
Pert Lynn Marie Howell, lovely
sub-deb daughter of the Gerald
Howells, was hostess for the re-
cent meeting of the Memphis Co.
Ettes at her home on Hanauerline Swayze, Evelyn Young Thur-
st. recently . • . where talk center-MOD, Lucille Taylor, Thelma Ez-.
ed around the four new memberselle, Adelaide Ragland, Marion No-1
who have been admitted into the
circle of the exclusive group . . .
who will be introduced at a tea
to be held at LeMoyne College —
at a date to be announced later.
SEC CLUB
Blustery winds did not deter the
gathering of the SEC Clan at the
Lake Ave. home of Mrs. Julia
Hopson last Saturday night. There
with Julia's personable husband.
Chester, assisting, a tres gay
group enjoyed cocktails and a sa-
vory dinner . . . amid much chat-
ter, hilarity and small talk . . .
all interspersed with bridge — and
even the slight twister which
raced through our city clid not Per-
turb the gathering one bit. Win-
ning fabulous prizes were Juanita
'At Lelia Walker clubhouse., T h e Arnold, Louise Davis, HarrietteFederated Clubs of Memphis gave Walker and guest Cora Black-
mon. Other SKC's on hand were
Alma Booth, Harriet Davis, Ma-
rion Pride, Melba Briscoe, GertMrs. Flora Cochrane. proprietor of Walker, Mildred Crawford. Ber-Flora's Flower Shoppe.
A stellar fashion show, entitled,
'Youth Parade of Fashions" was
presented. In fact, the entire pro-
gram was by the Young Group of
the Federation. Chairman of the
TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Set., March 21, 1959
ture.
FASHION SHOW
Les Voguettes' Spring Fashion
Show, featuring the "10 best dress-
ed women," is the highlight of the
coming Sunday night — March 22,
at Johnson's Hippodrome. The
following ladies are models ap-
pearing in the show; Erma Cook,
Barbara Hooks, Mary Cole, Fran-
ces Walker, Beverly Nevilles, Ida
Mae Jones, Jerry Pope. Lo-
raine Christmas, Ron Thomas,
Ron, Gloria Clark, Bea-
trice Triplett, Mable Winfrey, Pau-
len, Tommie White, Naomi Go-
diet* Mable Burns Robinson,
Josie Baldridge, Cleo Merriweath-
er, Ann Mitchell. Bernice Lewis,
Elsie Holmes, Charlene Adams,
and Dorothy Merrill.
James Shaw will model suits and
shoes. Robert (Bob) Mayfield will
also model men's clothing. Ladies
clothing will be furnished through
the courtesy of various downtown
shops.
• Distinguished personalities have
been selected as judges for the
contest.
RECENT TEAS
Two outstanding and lovely teas
occurred Sunday a fortnight ago
'... both out Walker Avenue way.
their annual scholarship tea . . .
and lavish were the floral decora-
tions donated and arranged by
nice Williams, and "your scribe."
COMING EVENTS
"MOODS AND MODES "is the
title of the fashion and talent re-
vue to be given by the Women's
Council of Second Congregation-mhos, was Mrs. M. L. Robinson, al church on April 5 at Bruce Hall lac. aforementioned . . . and 'tiewho heads the Youth Activities LeMoyne college. Mrs C a 1 1 1 ; said Mary Lee Martin was "some-
Stevens is the general chairman of thing else" In royal blue chiffon,
the show, encircled at the knee with blue
• • • cabbage roses — and practically
The LeMoyne College Alumni stopping all music that night with
will sponsor a "Roman Holiday" her amazing white hair featured
come April 2, at the Flamingo for the occasion. Besides the pink
Room . . . which should be real vintage, shades of pink flowerseration of Clubs. fn — for the benefit of the noble and the decor of a stunning home
' Further down the street, at Met- work being done by the Alumni were a perfect foil for the lovelyropolitan Baptist church, a newMart n.of our famed community college. : " 
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COMPELLING ARTISTRY —
Miss Terri Springer. personali-
ty-plus Fashion model will
be featured in Gersoppa
Dukes' Seventh Affaire Extra-
ordinalre on Easter Sunday
night. March 21, at p. m. at
Johnson's Hippodrome, 50 0
Beale. Miss Springer, star of
Ebony Fashion Fair, received
outstanding ovations in her ap-
pearances all over the your'.
try. The public is Invited to
witness her "compelling artiste
Division . . . and the show was
narrated by Mrs. Velois Perry
Participating on the musical pro-
gram were Zettie Craig, Georgia
Bland, Joyce Glenn and Shirley
MeCray Mrs. M. L. Adams is
the president of the Memphis Fed-
ing made for a whiz party and
dance which will honor club mem-
ber Thelma Ezell who is running
for Queen of Cotton Carnival. A de-
licious repast was served by Mrs.
Melvin Malunda (Melvin's moth-
er) who acted as hostess for the
evening. Lucky card prize winners
were Mrs. Vernida Reid and Mrs.
Thelma Ezelle,
Alpha Delta Chapter of Alpha
Gamma Chi sorority held its reg-trend in teas occurred . . . white • • • mg for our visiting Memphians (Aar meeting Saturday at thethe Brotherhood of Metropolitan The Medical Auxiliary will spoil-, the fact that Dr. George Bi- home of their snror Louise Bacon,
wasgave their "Inspirational Extrava- am, son of Mrs. Rebecca Biram, 939 Kansas St. They are busy mak-ganza and Tea" . . . to provide 
sor an outstanding bridge tourna- the 
president of the Pinochle mg plans to attend their regionalfinancial support for the Youth m dens Auditorium . . . to benefit Ci 
th
lub. Much ado, also ensued over conclave which will be held in
, ment on April 10 at LeMoyne Gar-
the church. e gorgeous brass and alabaster, Chicago in June. A brief glance
their scholarship fund. Plans wereHere recordings of organ mu- 
completed when they met at the, club trophies given to the wives' at the social calendar for thesic was featured throughout the South Parkway home of Mrs. Ar- cf members, all featuring an ala-ievening . . . and myriads of low- o
ba 
ster dancing club, rhinestone'Yweesrre inindothur E. (Martha) 'Horne . . . with 
indicated
ford  thtahte second 
 
preparations
  "pre-Mrs. G. W. Stanley (Sue) DM as 
s 
em bedded and fitting endearing in-; mier" to be held soon for the bene-
era and fern lent a colorful and
cultured background. Tea tables, 
in th criptions . . . all destined to be.' fitof local school athletic funds.resplendent with silver service ... 
co-hostess. The first prize e
come a part of the family heir- I members present were Daisydelicious hot and cold canapes and tournament will be a $35 Savings, looms, no doubt! Also entertaining Paige, Rosa Pittman, Eunice Gor-Bond . . . and 16 other prizes ...I plus souvenirs. Mrs. Arthur (Elo-I for the Memphiane present were, don, Christine Cox. Sadie Ander-
hors d'ouevres were supervised by
the men of the organization. In fact i ise) Flowers is the tournament D. a_ndrsMrs. Darnell Mitchell, Dr.the men were responsible for all and 
r 
m J. B. Martin, and Dr.! son, 
Florence Williams, VivianIchairman. Tickets may be procur- 
and Mrs. Dodv Milian,  F r and Doris Jean Lee andof the planning — and prepare- l ed from any of the Medical Wives., CHIT CHAT " ' Maxine Driver. Just a short timelions were also by members of the' Also at this meeting, members: iI before this meeting, this organize-staff of the church. I brought magazines to be distribut-, Sir Stork left a bouncing hoY 1 lion presented a tape recorder to
i
W. T. Guerney gave birth to the i ed to hospitals. apiece for Andrewnetta and Wil-novel idea . . . and served as. ham Jones . . . and Martha and 
Keel
children. 
Av e in uh ee 
next
tooml 
meeting 
gC rwi i)lpl 1 be deAttending were Mesdames R. L.general chairman, with committe-. Harold Galloway recently at E. H. at the home of Mrs. Vivian Ford.members Robert Roberson, Theo- Flagg, L. A. Johnson. R. L. Atl-; Crump hospitalerns, secretary: C. M. Roulhae,I RAFFLE SPREADdore McLemore and S. W. Bowen, Ailing Mr. Wesley Scott, well-who presided at the tea service. I H. Westbrooks, Leland Atkins and known.  BTW teacher, has been 'Vie- club met last week at the home
W. 0. Speight, T. H. Watkins, B. Members of the El Roche Social
Others were Ernest Abron. Le-, president — Mrs. James S. Byas. ted by his son, Dr. Wesley Scott, coy Applia, T. L. McClennan, J. W. 1,,ThroarLE WEER I lan orthopedic surgeon at NYC'sWhittaker, and Twillard Merril
weather . . . general chairman fit
Youth Activities Month, posed of 14 doctors and dentists
Detroit's Pinochle club — corn-lBellevue hospital. .. and daughter
Daisy Jones of Cleveland. Miss Terry To Conductlaid down a mad meld when the—s-ri And . . . Dr. Clarence Woods .....Also W. W. Ross.
lake Johnson and R. L. Greer, ,,
J. L. Guest" were hosts at another of their! 
hstai:isbZnvihsti7iYi.rno—h 
have
t7Ineepoefr:::,, Uharm School At YWCAswank "Cloud 9" social activitiee'A merit of honor was presented to of Willard Woods, a LA attorneyin the Motor City Cbs hanri an,4the Laymen of the church by the
Tennessee M and E Convention..,
and was given in recognition of...
"faithful interest and support of
the Convention's program. Re- eon has been elected delegate towere the guests of Dr. and Mrs.ceiving the award was Rev. S. A. J. B. Martin, the forthcoming AKA Regional atjr.. (former Mem- ,Owen, president of the State Bap
-Really, Mrs. Celticphinas), along with their other Alcorn eollege•tist Convention and pastor of Met. Lentz Stevens is the elected dele-guests for the weekend event.ropolitan. 
Mrs. J. B. Martins of Chicago and gate . . „ and Miss Johnson willSEQUINS BRIDGE 
'tie William martins of Chicago mi attend as an alternate delegate.The Sequins Club was the guest the m h Melvin Malunda was host toof Mrs. Mary Cotton Pruitt at her i 
C C k II f
tans, and the Herbert Erving of. Dukea and Duchess Social clubihome at 655 Edith at. last Satur-, last Sunday evening at the WalkerSt. Louis, Memphis was represent-
avenue home of his parents, Mr.
day . . . where scenes of yellow ed somewhat, too, with the meg;gladiolus provided spring beauty ence of Dr. and Mrs Sidne I and Mrs. Melvin Malunda, sr. Wit-and an interesting background for, Smith of St. Louis — Mrs. Smith! ter Bailey' club president, oresid-the chic clothes donned by mem- being the former Miss Weldon' ed. Members present were: Mr.berg and guests for the occasion. Sugarmon, daughter of the Russ- and Mrs. Anthony Paige, Mr. andAsaistIng Mary wore friends and ell Sugarmon seniors, This event Mrs. Ben Walker. Mr. and Mrs.club members Helen Shelby, Ida ' is the means utilized by this grouni Marion Ford, Mr. and Mrs. BobMae Walker, Mildred Williams' of Detroiters to invite nut-of- Ezell. Mr. and Mrs. Lee R e i d.and Mae Davenport. 
• town friends for a while of parties' Mrs. Thelma Durham and Mr. andSeveral of them in lovely host- and an opportunity to share the Mrs. Walter Bailey. Plans are he-psi outfits — Mildred Williams ini comraderie of their many fan:red lace pants and contrasting flung friends.beige lace ton - • impeccable Beginning with the get acquaint-dresser Ida Mae Walker in stun- ed party held at the Dr. Milton;ning brocade jacket — highlighted Palmera .. . and ending on a alit-with satin binding atop smart tering note in the Crystal Ball-black silk pants. Among the mem- room of the Sheraton Cadillac ho-hers, Juanita Poston was oh
-so- tel and Buddy Morrow's band . ..smart in a silk tweed suit . . . for the Walkers and Carters theMotile Jackson in Vogue
-inspired three days were a gay round ofbeige suit with a collar of white swank events, including a dinnerfor and bone white accessories- .. dance at the Wolverine HotelRubps Gsdison in her gorgeous where 200 socialites reveled in thenew itilvei blue mink stole 
.. . arttsty of the superbly plannedGloria Howard in a black and affair,
white silk tweed, and Ruth Minis We hear that the midis touch;In; in red silk taffeta. Marv's Prevailed at the scintillating e'nk iguests were Carrie Scott and Er. ehampacne party given by the Dr.IIse/dine Orey ... and lovely linger Wilbur Martins, who have visitedie prizes Went to Bootsle, Rubye here as guett and friends of theand Carrie. Dr. Frederlet Rfvers. The Martin
,
FOUR SUITRIS Party preceded the white-tieThe WHEW Fay Ave. home of dance held at tits Sheri — adil-/,
ry." Tickets for the show may
be secured from Allure's Beau-
ty Shop, Vance ave.; David.
son's Grill, 345 S. Fourth, or
from any member of Gersoppa
Dukes, Inc.
FASHION MODELS — This
bevq of fashion conscious
Memphians have been Cliost11
to spark the Gersoppa Dukes,
Inc.. Seventh Annual Affair.
Extraordinaire on Easter S u n-
day night, March 29. The al-
faire which features Miss Ter-
ri Springer, Cleveland, Ohio.
will be staged at Johnson's
Hippodrome, 500 Beale ave.,
at 8 p. in. Models shown are
(standing left to right) Mrs.
Dorothy Williams, Mrs. Paul-
ine Swayze, Mrs. Barbara Wil-
hite, Chester Hill, Miss Lois
Brown, Mrs. Charlean Cham-
berlin and Miss Rolene Mitch-
ell. Seated left to right are:
Miss Lathel Graves, Miss Wan-
ta Brown and Miss Jamie
Hester. Mrs. Cornelia Crea-
shaw, noted fashion authority.
Is narrator and coordinator for
the production. Mrs. Ann Mit-
chell is models director; and
Robert L. Dillard is the or-
ganization's president.
Club Members
Preparing For
Any Emergency
The members of the First Aid
Emergency club No. 4 met at the
home of Mrs. Gracie Lee Jackson,
of 1871 Keltner circle, recently
and everyone was required to ex-
plain what treatment should be
given for shock, food poisoning,
upset stomach and fainting.
A very delicious menu was serv-
ed after the meeting by the host-
ess, and birthday gifts given to
Mrs. Dorothy Beckwith.
The club's next meeting will be
held in the home of Mrs. Willie
B. McGowen, of 1568 Dianne cir-
cle, on Friday evening, April 10.
Mrs. Ruth Story is club presi-
dent and Mrs. Jackson club re-
porter.
Cincy Femme
Attires Best
Dressed Dolls
CINCINNATI, Ohio — The best-
dressed dolls in Cincinnati go to
Mrs. Joan O'Rourke for their tail-
oring.
Mrs. O'Rourke, 37, has design-
ed doll clothing since she was six
Years old. She finds it an enjoy-
able and profitable hobby.
The doll outfits range from tor-
eador pants, blouses and cum-
merbunds to intricate ball growns.
Her dolls even carry pocket
books. These she makes out o
small zipper containers, decorat-
ed with sequins, pearls and col-
orful beads.
Her hobby won her a job design-
ing patterns for a clothes manufac-
Mate Feted
With Party
The colorful and gay home of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goodman
was filled with surprises for him
on March 7 at 8:30 p. en. when
his wife, Mrs. Rose Goodman and
other friends helped him celebrate
his natal day.
Guests played games and we
served a very delicious par,
menu which included a resplend-
ent birthday cake, baked by Mrs.
Goodman,
On hand for the pleasant sur-
prise were Officer and Mrs, Jer-
ry Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Al.
dean Powell, Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard McCloud, Mr. and Mrs. James
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Williams and r. and Mrs Henryturer. Sanders.
But after a few years Mrs
O'Rourke decided to go back to
dressing dolls. These customers
never complain.
Gersoppa Dukes Making Plans For
Hugh Easter Fashion Production'
coming Easter production slated,
for presentation to Memphis' Fash-
ion Conscious come Easter Sun-i
day Night, makes its bid for top
place in the calvacade of fine
of Mrs. Gussie Ewell, a n d
among the topics discussed was
the raffling of a beautiful spread
to be given away to some lucky
ticket holder on Thursday night,
March 23.
The club's next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Dorothy
Hendre.
Mrs. Rita Jones is president of'
the club, Mrs. Carrie King, treas-
urer and Mrs. Ruby Moore, re-
porter.
TENN. SOCIAL
The members of the Tennessee
Social club met recently at t he
home of Mrs. Sammie L. Carter,
of 380-D Driver st., with the pres-
ident, Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey, in
charge of the meeting. Following
the business discussion, a delicious
menu was served by the hostess.
Miss Virgie Farmer, of 372 E.
Butler at., will be hostess for the
club's next scheduled meeting.
Mrs. Carter is club reporter.
in the forefront of glittering enter- and son-in-law of the Robert
tainment were our Mr. and Mrs. Lewis senior'
We erred last week when we re
Mrs. 
Maceo Walker and Dr. and
ported that Miss Margaret John -A. B. Carter — where they,
A charm school for teenage
gee will be conducted at t h e
Vance Ave. branch of the YWCA
"beginning March 24, t 7.30 .
and the teacher will be Miss Er-
restine Terry, a native of Chicago.
Ill., and a graduate of the Hub-
hard Business college, of St. Lou.'
I is, Mo., and the Crest School of
Modeling and Charm.
The classes will be taught f o r
six weeks on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days for a total of 12 sessions.
They will last for one hour.
The course is designed to fulfill
the needs of teenage girls for in-
formation on appearance person•
silty, popularity and success in
achieving goals. It is also for the
purpose of bringing out their bet-
ter qualities by banishing fears
and giving them self-assurance.
VARIETY OF SUBJECTS
Subjects to he discussed at the
sessions will include how to walk
and sit correctly, good speech and
conversation, etiquette, make-up,
hair styles, poise and personality,
figure cvntrol and posture, good
grooming). fashion and styles,
wardrobes and economy in cos-
metics purchase.
The charm school IS open to all
girls who are members of t h e
YWCA or who are interested in
joining for 50 cents. The fee for
the entire course is $15, which is
to he paid in advance.
Persons who want to pay by In-
stallments may make arrange-
ments for this by calling the Y.
, W. C. A.
, Reservations may he made in
, advance by calling the YWCA at
JAckspn 6-2340.
Gersoppa Dukes', the. forth-
shows. Elaborate plans are being
made to surpass the fine calibre
of its six previous shows with the
presentation of "Originals" East-
er Sunday Night, March' 29, 1959
at Johnson's Hipperdrome, 500
Beale avenue, 8 p.m.
TERRI SPRINGER
Chosen to spotlight this years
show is glamorous, personality
plus Terri Springer, who entranced
her audience when she appeared
recently in the Ebony Fashion Fair
Around the World. Cornelia Cren-
shaw will again coordinate the
show and supply the commen-
tary. Chosen to model in the show
are the following well dressed
Memphians: Doris Bowkers, Thel-
ma Davidson, Odessa Dickens,
Mardine King, Bernice Lewis, Ro-
lene Mitchell, Beverly Nevills, Ann
Barbour Mitchell, Pauline C.
Swayze, Frank Webber, Melvin
Bonds, Robert Mayfield Lois
Simmons, Shirley Joy and Magno-
lia Betts.
New faces of 1959 chosen to
model are Emma Boone, Ruthie
Harvey, Catherine Gerald', Juan-
ital Guy, Johnnie McGraw, Ella
Dean Bell. Nancy Bell, Theodoria
Bowden, Clara Smith, Minnie Mae
Baptist. Charlean Chamberlin,
Frances Walker, Geraldine Pope,
Lathe! Graves, Lois Valeria
Brown, Dorothy Williams, Jamie
Hester, Patricia Davis, and June
BUICK'S
THE CAR
for '59
Jo. Schaeffer's
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call — JA. 5-5371
SPEASu)„,,p0 ppliP NOP
VINEGAR
Pendelton and James Shaw.
Featured in the show will be ori-
ginal designs by Memphis De-
signers presented in an unusual
manner which will capture the
fancy of the audience.
Members of Gersoppa Dukes,
Inc. include the following young
men; Robert L. Dillard, President,
Clarence Fitzgerald, Calvin Dil-
lard, Carl J. Smith, James Jacobs,
Bennie Donelson. Clarence Sprat-
ho, James Wells, Herman Nor-
wood, Willie Pegues, Rock Wash-
ington, Alton Coleman and Elroy
Black.
The public Is invited to attend
the affair. For information con-
FREEZING COCONUT
To freeze coconut, crack the
shell, remove the meat, and shred.
Add a small amount of sugar and
the coconut milk. Pack into con-
tainers, label and freeze at once,
cerning the production call JA 5-
1918 or JA 7-3415. Tickets may be
secured from members or at Dav-
idson's Grill — 345 So. Fourth,
Allure's Beauty Shop — 237 Vance
LaModenier Beauty Shop, 889 W6s60
ker, Birteal's Beauty shop--
Williams.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RICORD8 IVIISIONI
144 Peek" i Leviankill
Mow 1.4 14141
and RICELAND RICE
Arft,
ioN1=11111111111111•111111
For that Main Meal of Your Lenten Day
Chicken has new glamor, new ap-
petite appeal when its served s th
easy-to-prepare, always fluffy
RICILAND RICL So quick'n' easy
ICTIAND PJCIl k Jost
ig
suturally better. Each woodarfufly
light and tem* grate 00013 Era
and individual, giving you a fluffy,
perfect comranion for chssken.
FESTIVE
CHICKEN
ome awa and red pettiness add cola and flawkrthis creamed chair.. U. left-o..er thicken or swotcooked chicken Canned ',ashrams weep Salm theteary man. And lea all heated together In am MeowsC., • Qua, pretty and eatterytng meal. (Slatworiaas)
INVIDIENTS
A lite Het tie r«. pees 144 Is 2 esse fad maidA toll., teedented ettleke•
mere el manatee.. woe IA dossed wads missal14 twee. tell enoteeles4 twee,. Alert Peeeer 74 rote reeked liketend
METHOD I. Drain liquid from peas. Stir 1/2 cup of liquid into
mushroom soup placed in 2-quart uucepen. 2. Stir in salt and pepper..Stir in chicken and pimientos. Top with the peas and the RicacarmRica, 3. Cover and simmer about 14 minutes or until theltscasassoRica and peas are hot and most of the liquid Is absorbed. As mixtureheats, be eistairt some of the liquid GOvell the RiCELAND RJCS. 4. SSVAIM a shallow servals dish or vegetable disk.
RICELAND RICE
f
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The newly elected officers were
Impressively installed by M. C.
Merriweather, principal of L 1 n- dining table made a beautiful pic-
colo Elementary school tore with beautiful sun burnt roses
Both Mr. Gilmore and Mrs. serving as a center piece. Sorors
White were elected delegates to helped themselves with delight to'
,- the N. E. A. Convention which! the delicious menu which had ham I
k i ets this summer. Other very! as the main dish. Topping t h e l 
reports were made by com-Idinner off was ice cream and
tees summing up the year's. home made cake.
work which is drawing to a close.! Plans were completed for
Only one more meeting is ached- the presentation of "Miss Jabber-
uled by the association.
STUDENTS OPERATE
wock" which will have been at this
this writing. Watch the papers
Merry High school was govern- for this young miss.
ad on Tuesday, March 10 by the IN SPORTS
Student Council with a few ad- Merry and West High students
ditional students added to the are very happy as their teams
staff. Jessie 0. Brown was prin- leave this week to participate in
cipal for a day with Linda K. the State basketball tournament.
Shipp serving as secretary. Annie Merry boys and West girls reedy-
Springfield and Millicent Brown ed first place honors last week
were librarians and Clarence Dix- in District 4 Basketball tournament
on and George Taylor made up which took place in Jackson at
the janitorial staff. Merry High school.
I The faculty representatives were Second place honors for girls
Arliss Roach, Agenlyn Craft, Mary went to Decaturville, with third!
May, Herbert Bigby, Ardia Mc- place to Merry and Union City!
Corry, Earline Thomas, Robert coming up for fourth place tro-.
Chatman, Jacqueline Cole, Ross phy. In the boys division second
B. Cheairs, Eula Perry, Edna Wo- place trophy went to Milan,,
Muck, Theresia Womack, Noel third to Paris and fourth to Sal-1
Berry, Martha Jones, Barbara mer. Luck goes out to both teams,
likvis, Turley Drake, Vincent Met, in this district when they meet'Annie Springfield, Millicent the state this week.wn Rose Brooks, Joe L. Mont- COMING EVENTS
gomery, Willie Long, Claudette The Dramaic club of Merry
Hunt, Mary A. Gilstrap, Naomi High school will present the an-
Fuller, Elmo Green, Sharron nual "Night of Plays" on March
Kendrick, Herbert Barnett, pan! 17 in the Merry High Auditorium
line Moore, James Butler, Billy, at 8 p. m. The plays presented.
will be "Wildcat Willie Gets Into!Bishdp, Brenda McKinney, Dwan
Trouble," Hercules' Night Out,"!Gilmore, and Leath& Jones.
"French Toast" and "Keep Your'
. The day, sponsored annually,
Halo Straight' Mrs. F. M. John-!was a grand success and gives stu- 
son serves as directress to the!
  ldents a chance to show develop. 
club.
silent in leadership.
The Voters' League of Jackson
held a meeting at Bethel A. M.
E. church on Wednesday night
many interestsd citizens in Jack-
son present. Main speakers for
the occasion were Dr. J. A. Jow-
T H E
ACKSON
CEIVE
CITY TEACHERS ELECT l and help enjoy the Minting and! At the March meeting of the fishing.
Jackson City Teachers' Associa• It appears from remarks fromlion, new officers were elected and! the Chairman of the Board, Mr.installed for the ensuing year. Mrs.1.1. F. Hughes, that the lake pro-Edna White, special teacher inject will begin soon, as the Gov.the field of reading was elected ernment has already placed its 0.president. She succeeds V. J. Gil. K. on it. They are hoping it will!
snore, science instructor and. be well underway this summer. ;
coach at Merry High school. I Out-of-town guests included Mr.I Serving with Mrs. White will hal and Mrs. Roy Bord, and Mrs.Mrs. Lucille Davis, vice president; Major Jarrett and Dr. and Mrs.Miss Erma Jean Robinson, secre- Ernest Carter.tary; Mrs. Marilyn Polk, assistant Mrs. Mildred Hay, pesident ofsecretary; Alexander Moore. Jr.: The Jackson Alumnae chapter oftreasurer; C. N. Berry, Perlis Delta Sigma Theta sorority serv-
mentarian; and MISS Claudine ed as co-hostess with Mrs. Ber-
Bledsoe, chaplain. tha Collins to the meeting held on
Saturday, March 7 in her lovely
home in Brownsville, Tenn. T h e
presented along with their escorts.
A clinic in connection wih this
affair wfll be held on Saturday,
ed by 1960. With a city election, March 21, at the Lane college
coming up in April, each person 1
chapel from 1 to 3:10 p. m. At
,sent resolved to make himself' • ---
mmittee of one and get as1!Chicago, III., will be on hand to
this time a charm specialist from
y persons registered before!tell high school students the whenthat time as it is possible.
and how at all occasions. This din.Joe S. Merry, local merchant, ic is free to all.presided over the meeting.
ON THE SOCIAL SIDE
The Palm Garden was the scene New 3-Stage Gas
of the Sportsman Club banquet on
last Saturday night when the cn Market Here
members entertained their wives. A new "three-stage" premiumThe lovely long table was beau- grade gasoline, Sinclair Power-X,tiful draped in white. The menu
now over 100 octane, specially de-consisted of quail, pheasant, hak-
signed to give peak engine per-ed beans with bacon, tossed sal-
formance in all three drivingad, pie a' la mode and hot coffee,
stages, is now on sale at no in-
crease In price at Sinclair sta-
tions in a major portion of Sin-
clair's 36-state marketing tern'.
The Dramatic club is to be com-
mended for one of the projects
placing furniture in the faculty
womens lounge. It added much
to the beauty of the building.
Keep in mind the Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority's Debutante Scholar-
era,—professor of sociology 
at ship Ball to be held April 10 inLaffirtollege and Rev. U. Z. Mc- the Lane College Health Building.Kinnon. dean of Phillips School of At this time debutantes will beTheology. At this meeting a reg-
istration drive was launched to
get 300,000 Negro voters register-
The quail and pheasants were
caught by the sportsmen.
Those who were feted also en-
joyed a film on wildlife and the
time you should hunt various iorY, it has been announced by
types of birds. A. B. Green, ores. H. L. Lussow, division manager,
dent, urged the wives again to Sinclair Refining company.
start an auxiliary and come along A product of Sinclair space-age
research, the gasoline will be
made available in all territories
as soon as distribution can be ar-
ranged, Lussow said.
Freshness begins with in-
ternal daintiness.,, and internal
daintiness begins with "Lysol."
gror douching with "Lysol"and disinfectant ends odor—by
killing odor
-causing germs!
Yet, mild "Lysol" can't harm
you. Leaves you fresh, sweet!
Does a far better job than
any home-style
douche, including
vinegar. Try it!
For free booklet
en how to douche,
write: "Lysol,"
Bloomfield, h1.1.
Dept. NN-58.
SILVER LINING
AUSTIN, Texas — (UPI) — A
prominent Texas educator credits
the recent business recession with
easing the state's shortage of pub-
lic school teachers.
Dr. Hob Gray, University of
Texas Teasher Placement Service
director, said "the slight recession
in industry apparently caused
many. . .teachers who left the,
profession to return.
A HAPPY BIRTHDAY it was
for little Miss Lynn Renee
Holmes, front row, fourth
from left, the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. W. C. Holmes, of
2399 Douglass eve when a
group of her young friends
helped her to celebrate her
fourth birthday recently in the
—
FRAN ALLISON, star of her OIVTI
program daily on WON-TV and
ABCs Breakfast Club will wear
lovely white orchids to the Easter
parade.
KTATIIRAT. LINE3 in Spring
III apparel make high fashion
news this spring. Leaving no sug-
gestions or hints as to the figure,
the new suits and coats invite the
traditional complement of the full
blown floral corsage. Apparel
shapes are definite but a good
many times exaggerated, and this
leads us naturally to multiple-
flower bouquets for the shoulder.
bodice, waist or sleeve. Tightly-
belted, nipped-in waistlines this
year are where they ought to be,
and the florists are easier pre-
pared to suggest the proper floral
effects for the searlya Easter of
March 29.
The over-all picture is strictly
feminine, and some skirts have
extra-fullness and a definitely
"hippy" look. A pair of hybrid
Cattleya orchids, placed at the
shoulder or neckline, will show a
particular affinity for this sense of
fullness. All kinds of belts are
worn—tied, wide, draped, and the
florist can tuck in an exciting
arrangement of carnations, sweet-
heart roses or spring flowers. The
ensemble is a part of the Paris
picture look on allitZ and dresses.
Coats mainly feature loose, com-
fortable lines, many times with
collars standing away from the
throat, or large, cape-type shawl
collars. They ask for a liberal
grouping of the large types of
orchids, sprays of the smaller
cymbidium orchids, full-blown tea
Our small fry will thrill to the
Easter bunny corsage. Florist uses
carnations with simulated ears,
eyes, noise, mouth and bunny's
whiskers.
Aluminum Combination ,
Storm, Screen Doors '
Cmli 1"—htsvlated
SegmlarlY seem
SPECIAL $49.50 In":„."';'"
••orm All D+y Saturdr,"
BUILDERS
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
MO chows IA S-4771
HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND —
member of the sales force of
the Builder's Ornamental Iron
Works for the past year is
Charles Iles, sr., of 1416 Starr
st. When winter approached
Mr. Iles was on hand to take
order; for storm doors, but
now that Spring is almost here
he is prepared to offer such
home improvements es awn-
Inas, screen doors and patios.
ll year round he sells car-
ports and steel stairways. Con-
tact him at firm's office Wet.
ed at !OR Chelsea St.
lower level of Beulah Baptist
church. On front row, from
left, are Patricia Jones, Mil-
dred G. Riley, Thee A. Jones,
Lynn, Jan. M. Holmes, Roods •
lyn and Rosalyn Marshall. On
second row, same order, are
Cheryl Marshall, Lynn Jones,
Carolyn Sherrod, Jean Duvall,
roses, or bunched carnations
(choosing the shades that comple-
ment.)
Just as violets lire a first sign
of spring, wood violet tones are a
fresh indicator of the new season
in fashion and these tones spark
coats, suits, dresses and accesso-
ries. Well chosen fresh flowers go
along with vigor and clarity, and
the florist may suggest a bouquet
of pink camellias and stephanotis
blossoms worn at the neckline.
For a pyramid shaped coat in the
lovely violet hue, a corsage of
Littlefield or Sim carnations is
perched high on the shoulder. In
another effect, pink sweetheart
roses trail engagingly in a line
effect which can make • startling
Elongated sten fellows natural
lines in high fashion for Spring.
Easter corsage tucked Ii, snit belt.
conversation piece. This tvla• of
corsage is easily renewed for an-
other wearing by dunking the mini-
ature rose blooms in cold water.
The Easter orchid can be re-
freshed for wearing again on
Easter Monday—even later. Sim-
ply remove the florist's tape and
plunge the stern of the orchid in
water until you wish to wear the
corsage again.
The safari jacket is the single,
most Important shape in new
Easter suits. It takes almost any
bunched floral effect for the tight-
ly-belted tunic. For the "bell"
look in a chalk-streaked Navy
blue wool suit, the floral stylists
picked a cluster of red carnations
worn at the center of the stand-
away collar. The effect was atrik-
ing in this extremely fashionable
mode. Blond tweed is a new com-
bination of color and fabric. The
stylists used pale-yellow cymbid-
ium orchids with rust-colored
throats to adorn a new rise collar
that dipped into kimono sleeves.
This was a shoulder corsage.
Linda Miller, Anita LIggIns,
Anita Scott and Tyler Glover,
Jr. Standing from lift On third
row are Marilyn Scott, Steph-
anie Miller, Debbie Adams,
Darlene Winbush, Sheila
Schemed and Vertice Scott. On
rear row, same order, are Pa-
trice Glover, Gwendolyn Mc-
Line effect In styled Easter corsage
of camellias and stephanotis
blooms.
Last yearn tunic had this year's
novel arrangement of carnations
with • few yellow daisies, and
with an after-theater coat in black
silk a dramatic effect was achieved
with red Garnett° roses and ivy
leaves fastened to a gold chain.
The costume was slim and tight at
the knee, showing a ruffled hem
Floral touches are Min the an-
aver to easy lines of the silhouette
and the softness of the fabrics, The
corsage con b. tucked in the belt
of a suit, for instance. Or, a clue.
ter of pristine white Amazon lilies
or gardenias worn on a soft, black
fabric purse: still dramatic with
flannel coats .1 with black •cces-
tortes.
The very early date of Easter
will bring out the furs. Stoles.
jackets and other "small" furs
will be dressed with orchids—cym-
bidium types in subtle tones for the
minks; luxurious cattleya orchids
for the darker-toned fur jackets.
Or • spray of white moth-orchids
labeled "phalaenopsis" in the flow.
Moppets In the Easter parade
will wear their miniature dupli-
cates of mother's corsage, or a
novel children's corsage that sim-
ulates the Easter bunny. Fashioned
with carnations, it has tiny beaded
eyes and ribboned ears. Several
other combinations for mother and
daughter were to be shown at the
Chicago World Flower and Garden
show at International Amphithea-
ter, designed by stylists for Allied
Florists' Association.
Christian, Debra Duvall, Von.
cla Allen, Jeffrey Harrison, Jr.
Gloria Lemon, SNella White
and Roni Ray. Pres rnt for par-
ty, but not on photo, were
Leonetti! Riley and Blanchard
Whibush. (Photo by 04 L. Rob.
'neon)
!Mous meal that I can rook in
one skillet right on top of the
stove!
My family really enjoys it and!
I'm sure yours will, too, so I'm
passing on my PET Recipe for
Top-Stove Ham Scallop.
It combines a juey ham slice
coated With brown sugar and but-
ter, with tender pieces of potatoes
and carrots in a creamy mush-
room sauce. . .. extra rich and
smooth because it's made with
PET Evaporated Milk.
Now, the ham is browned first,
then removed. You cook the note- ,
and mushroom sauce
right in the same skillet.
Brilliant Leathers Are
Fireworks Of Fashion
Brilliant leather colors skyrock-
eted throughout the collection. of
women's leather shoes for day-
time, evening, casual and leisure
wear at the Leather Industries of
America spring press showing.
Highlighting the new leather pyt•
rotechnics, aptly entitled, "F ire-
works in Shoe Fashions," are five!
families of color, destined to be!
most popular for the coming sea-1
son: the hot pinks; brilliant reds; !
the bright, bright blues; salad,
green and Irish green going into
avocado; deep, hot orange and
glowing sea coral.
Other leather colors closely re-
lated to these main families which
will brighten the spring scene are
the yellows, the mauvey pinks, li-
lac, deep purple and the neutral
tones of beige and bone—all of
which are newly intense in tone.
The leathers that embody these
carefree colors give spring shoes
a look of clean-cut, smooth sim-
plicity. Wonderful "aniline-dyed"
American calf leathers that give
a smooth, lustrous surface a n d
highlight the natural leather shad-
ings are prominent for spring.
Grained leathers are seen in
strictly tailored shoes, and the
grain is exceedingly delicate and
feminine looking. Stipple kids, sil-
ky suedes, glace leathers, rep-
tiles and brushed leathers all car-
ry out the brilliant look in new
tanrages that heighten the vibran-
cy of 'he color.
One of the highlights of the
showing was a dazzling array of
patent leather shoes that sparkled
like a showcase of precious gems.
The luster of patent leather en
Red Garnette roses were worn
high up on the lapel of a short jack-
et of a black-and-white checked
wool suit, adapted to its soft, casu-
al lines. Pink camellias again with
stephanotis blossoms were the
choices where a coat costume was
selected. The blooms were designed
in a line, effect at the closing of the
neck of the coat—a grey worsted
jersey with • sleek, uncluttered
look. A big casual "overcoat" in
wool with a matching, blue-purple
sheath dress had its pink sweet-
heart roses—seven on each side Amazon Ililea exciting notes In sty'.
of the Jacket lag with black Easter scoessorlee. •
"Out of This World" is the in-
triguing theme chosen by Blessed
Sacrament society for its Spring
fashion show March 15 at 3 p. m.
at Holy Angeles church, Oakwood
and Vincennes.
Katheryn Waters is chairman
and Marcella Fouche is co-chair-
man.
BUICK'S
THE CAR
for '59
Joe Schaeffer's
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call —JA, 5-5371
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM E
I MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
dowed the colors with an almost
jewel-like quality.
Some of the bright patents fit
Into the "brilliant color" families
featured in smooth and sueded
leathers for spring including
pink, scarlet, bright blue, and so
forth. In a more subdued light are
'topaz green, grey-blue, gunmet
ad grey, several rich wine reds
h.rowns, Including copper a n d
bronze, as Well as white, off-white
anti black.
The very pointed toe continues
to apark leather shoes for all oc-
casions. The flattened, gently
squatrod toe is popular for daytime
and dress wear, and the laced
squaw roe is seen most often in
tailorrd and leisure shoes.
Although* the pump with closed
toe argi heol is still No. 1 on the
fashion list, many versions of the
open shoe are gaining popularity.
For Instance, there are shoes with
straps that rite high on the in-
step in Empire fashion; there are
thin T-straps that extend up to
I've found a way to serve a de. Then, when you're ready to
serve, pop the ham right on top
of the vegetables and there's
your dinner! Try Top-Stove Hard
Scallop soon.
TOP-STOVE HAM SCALLOP
1 Tablesp. butter or margarine
Tablesp. brown sugar
1-1b. slice ready-to-eat ham, si
in. thick
I can cream of mushroom soup
1-3 cup water
2-3 cup PET Evaporated Milk
1-4 cup finely cut onion
Ls tease. salt
1-8 teasp. pepper
3 cups thinly sliced, peeled raw
potatoes
1 cup sliced raw carrots
In heavy 10 in. skillet, heat but.
ter sod brown sugar until butter
melts. • Add ham and brown on
both sides. 'Take ham from skil-
let; cut into 4 servings.
Let stand until needed. Drain
drippings from skillet. In same
skillet, mix rest of ingredients.
Cover and cook slowly, stirring
now and then, until vegetables are
tender, about 35 mm.
Place ham on top of vegetables.
Cover and heat until ham Is hot,
about 10 minutes. Makes four serv-
ings.
almost ankle height for late day
and evening wear; wide "sash"
straps that reflect an oriental in-
fluence and open shank, closed toe
sling pumps, also for late day and
evening.
Two-tone combinations In both
color and leather texture flash on
the shoe scene for daytime and
casual wear. This treatment is
evidenced in leather overlays at
the toe in spectator fashion; in
color inserts at the back of the
heel giving the effect of "color-
ed slings:" contrasting colot
bands at the vamp or on the shoe
collar and in various leather tele
tore or is,Sar combinations HI
straps.
Heel heights for spring give a
wide choice for every occasion,
Service Calls $9.00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge.
Who Are The 10 Best Dressed
Women Of '59?
THE CATEGORIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
FILL IN YOUR ENTRIES IN THE BLANK SPACES
SOCIALITES
A. Professional Men's Wives 
B. Business Men's Wives 
C. Social Leaders 
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
A. Teachers  
B. Nurses 
C. Office Workers, Secretaries, etc. 
EXECUTIVES AND ADMINISTRATORS
A. Business Women 
B. Office Workers 
C. Principals 
NON-PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
A. Housewives 
B. Co-eds 
C. Working Girls 
Clip Out and Moil To Tri-State Defender Newspaper
236 South Wellington—Memphis, Tennessee
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 Ark. Clergymen Denounce Anti-Negro LawsSa Me h 2 959 
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
Sadie Roberson, soprano and
the Lyric Four Quartet were
heard in a recital Sunday, March
8, at 4 p m., at Grant Memorial
AME church, and Elmur A. Simp-
son, was the able accompanist.
Presented by the Senior choir
Miss Roberson, a former member
of this choir now a resident of
New York City was given a warm
reception by a very large and en-
thusastic Audience when s h e
made her bow.
In New York Miss Robinson has
continued her studies as a singer
and Is also active in church work.
Her program began with two
well known classical airs Care
Selve, from "Atalanta" by Han-
del and Alleluia by Mozart. In
both of these selections as in oth-
ers presented during the if
• the soprano was found to be
in pleasant voice and her work
showed that she had given thought
to the meaning of the text and WARREN
the music coupled with it. The Vespor choir of Bethel mo-Miss Roberson has a large vi-
brant voice at her command, but
at certain points the tone is some- gram at Gates Chapel AME.what wide spread and devoid of
were accompained by ourthe fine line which makes f r'pastor, Rev. J. M. Watkins. Thereally artistic singing.
youths reported that they enjoyedThe Lyric Four, a local male 
o
..
n
.s great occasion.quartet composed of Charles LW- Mrs. Lilla Mae Hampon andingston, Obie Martin, Witten Mrs. Geraldine Workman and sonHolmes, and Elliot M. Sheen,
made a fine impression in the two
selections I heard. Jesu, Joy of
Man's desiring by Bach, and
Thanks Be To God by Dickson. re-
ceived hearty applause from the
audience.
MARIANA
The Woman's Self Culture Club
met Thursday night at the home
of Mrs. Hattie J. Carter who serv-
ed as hostess. The program con-
sisted of roll call with responses
of quotations from famous auth-
ors and a talk on Space Travel
by Mr. John Alvin Eason, who
is Instructor of science at R. R.
Moton High school. Mr. Eason was
the first male guest speaker to
address the club. He spoke on
fast-moving world events, most
prominent among which is the
march of modern technology —
roan's attempt at flight into outer
space, friction of the atmosphere,
and how it may be eliminated,
how crewsmen of ships may
have self-rentwing supplies of oxy-
gen, food and water, the use of
high-powered chemical fuels, etc.
This scientific address was quite
educational. The menu consisted
of sandwiches, Hawaiian punch,
candies, ice cream and fig bars.
Mrs. Frances Woodson, the pres-
ident, presided.
• • •
SOPRANO ADELE ADDISON
has been named among 10 artists
and composers who will receive
grants from the Ford Foundation
this year. In the $130,000 allotted
bored to Crossett last Sunday to
attend the annual youth day pro-
friends. son where she is attending col.ing symphony orchestra. Miss Ad- Mrs. Alice Davis who is a Pa-dison was selected from 350 nom- tient at the Bradley Comity Me-inees by a board of 459 active mu-
mortal he:spite; is somewhot bettersicians throughout the country,
who were told to name "artists of
proven ability who have won rec-
lognition on the concert stage but
who have not yet achieved their
potential reputation."
DEL SA NU CHAPTER of
DELTA, SIGMA THETA Soror-
ity, on 'Savannah State College
Campus. These young ladies
pose prettily from left to right
Seated. Delores Del Rio Jul-
ian, Junior, Savannah, Ga.;
Jacquelyn Walker, Junto r,
Savannah, Georgia; Harriett
James Lowe of Los Angeles and
David Allison of San Diego have
returned home after attending the
last rites for their sister a n d 
aun, Miss Dorothy Louis Brad-. hiEWBERNley who resided in Richmond,
Calif. Her body was shipped home By AROMA WOODS
for burial. We extend our deep- Rev. M. Edding and wife were
eat heart felt sympathy to the be. dinner guests in the home of Mrs.
reeved family in their sorrow. Meddie Bell Jones recently.
Mrs. P. V. Walker, Mrs. T. F, St. Paul missionary society met
Alexander and Mrs. Ethel Few. in the home of Mrs. Sallie Hindle
each artist will receive $5 ter motored to Mt. Olive Com. last week.,000
while preparing or rehearsing the munity last Sunday to a p ern d Miss Charlene Hamilton was
work to be performed by cooperat- some time with relatives ja od home for the week end from Jack.
Addison Bergmann
DR. WILLIAM FRANCES
BERGMANN, supervisor and di-
rector of music of the Chicago
Park District's department of rec-
reation will conduct the music
for the annual Passion play at
Washington Park fieldhouse, 5531
S. Parkway, Monday, March 16,,
at 8 p.m. The olegrus compose,'
of 100 voices wilt be heard ea
lege.
Mrs. Nora Kaufman and son
from California drove home to be
at this time. We hope lor her a with her parents.
speedy recovery. Rev. P. E. Coleman was din-
Mrs. Early Jones, leer mother, ner guest of Miss Birdie Harris.
Mrs. Naomi Shorter, and Doris Miss Mary L. Lewis and Miss
Walston motored to Eldorado last Nora Smith were guests of Miss
Mary J. Hamilton.Sunday and enjoyed a very plea-
sant visit with friends.
Mrs. J. P. Altheimer and son,
Brian were guests at the St.
James AME c'eurch last Sunday
and enjoyed the services very
muds. Rev. It, L. Lillie is pastor.
Mr. and 57rs. Shelby Washing-
ton, their children; Mr. 0. W. Har-
ris and Mes. O. Fingers motored
Bobby Burress was the Peat of
Miss Barbara Woods.
St. Johns Missionary Society
met in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Deal Anderson Monday night.
JACKSON
By C. A. ANEW
A Musical Program was rend-
ered at Johnson Grove last Sun-
to Crossett last Sunday afternoon day eve. at 7:30 p. m.. . . The
and enjoyed a pleasant visit with •St John male chorus and Mr. and
relatives and friends. Mrs. Charlie Hill were the main
The reast-George Washington tea participants. The Rev. .5. 
Elizabeth 
H. Poe
given hy the Bethel Beacon club is pastor 
and 
Mrs. Bur-
ton sponsor.of Bethel last Sunday was indeed , Bud Mays is much better.The Heaven Bound Gospel! • • •a grtaat success at the lovely home Singers rendered a program last WAVERLYof 'sr. and Mrs. Joe Burns of
Pier st., and they wish to thank By ALVN GHOLSTON
all, who helped make the tea a
gveat success. Our pastor says
this is a part of our Lenten pro-
rem for our local church to make
a sacrificial offering during the W. Bo/den. pastor.next three weeks for our local Mr. and Mrs. James Jones of Nashville Veterans hospital. Hcurrent expenses of Bethel. What. 449 South Liberty Street are lie has pneumonia.ever 7.,P11 do or give will help your proud parents of a fine baby boy Mr. and Mrs. Griffin Phillips
H. Roberts, Junior, Savannah,
Georgia; Elise Bryant, Sopho-
more, Savannah, Georgia;
Maudestine B. Jones, Senior,
Savannah, Georgia; and Lon-
nie M. Culver, Junior, Savan-
nah, Georgia. From left to
right. Standing. Gladys Lam-
bert, Sophomore, Savannah,
Sunday night at Bascom Chapel
CME church which was thorough-
ly enjoyable. The program was
for the benefit of the Missionary
society and was sponsored by
Mrs. Georgia Yarbrough. Rev, D.
Rev. E. L. Govan is pastor. Broth-
er Turner, clerk. The occasion was
sponsored by Club No. 1.
Women's Day was observed at
Berry Zion C. M. E. church Sun-
day, March 8, 1959. Mrs. Gracie
M. Clark WAS general chairman of
the activities of the day. The Rev.
L. L. Craig is pastor.
The Sons of Dixie Gospel Sing-
ers rendered a program at Sand
Hill Baptist church last Sunday
night at 7:30 Brother Holt was
the sponsor.
Rev. and Mrs. R. L. train,
Mrs. Fannie Ruth McKinney, Miss
Lucy Deberry, Linda Reid a n d
Bobby Drain spent Saturday in
Memphis on business. While there
they had lunch with Atty. and
Mrs. James F. Estes at the Vet-
eran's Benefit Dining Room. After
completing their shopping tour,
they were the dinner guests of
the Melvin Mosses. Mrs. Edna
Moss is an Instructor at Porter
School In Memphis. Mr. Moss is
In U. S. Postal Service and guest
lecturer at Owen Junior college.
• • •
RIDGLEY
On the sick list are Miss F. L
Cole, Mrs. Evelyn Frazier, Miss
Clara Walker and Mrs. Pearlena
Thompson.
Mrs. Stella Summers of Waverly
was carried to a Nashville hos-
pital for a check-up. She is now
with her daughter in Nashville.
John McMahon was rushed to
the actors under Walter F. Lat, chore,' and w born to their union on Marchill be orcatly annre- are the proud parents of a 7 lb4th,drama and speech teacher at 'the dated. Lenten season services 1959. The youngster has been nam- boy born at Waverly hospital,fieldhouse directs the stage events. began March 4 at Bethel and ev- ed Fran Keith Jones. The mother "tr and Mrs. Joe WaVer Wells
cry member of Bethel is asked I and son were doing nicely at this of Johnsonville are the proud par-to join in and help make this a I date. ents of an 8 lb baby boy borngreat season. The funeral of Mr. Grant Col- at Waverly hospital.
A number of choirs and enoral
units are participating in the an-
nual event which has become
popular in the comhunity.
• • •
BEREAN CHOIR SINGS,'
ORATORIO
In a pre-Easter performance of
Gaul's ever inspiring -or atotio
"The Holy City" the Berean Bap-
tist church Senior eh/Or was heard
Sunday, March 8, 2I 7:45 P.m.,
at the church, at Ti7:nd and Dear-
born.
The performanor was directed
by the distinguished musician and
choral conductor', Prof. Isaac T.
Yarbraugh.
Soloists heard in the familiar
airs were Nellie Upchurch, sopra-
no; Lessie Brooks, contralto;
George Willinms, tenor: William
Robinson, bnritone. and Kathryn
Le Sure, was the narrator.
ganist and Alphonso Jones. pian-
morning. Several visitors from Mt.ist was tire guest pianist A vio- Joy attended the afternoon sere-hoist unknown to this writer aug- ice and featured a program Fpon-rnented the accompaniment for gored by Mrs. Rosa L. Allen inthe sacred work which has been
sung fay this choir on countless the interest of the March of
occasions. Dimes campaign. Rev. II. J. Lane
spoke. Rev. C. E. Speights and
• • 
AN EXTRAORDINARY Must- Rev. I. H. Henderson were visit-
cal event has been arranged for ---
. .
Me ministers from Birmingham.
Palm Sunday. at 6 p.m., at Par
Manor Christian church, 600 E.
Your columnist is very happy
to report that last Sunday my
husband and I were ahle to attend
service at our church after an
absence of about four weeks since
my husband's illness and recent
operation.
tins who died recently was held
last Sunday from St. John Baptist
Richards delivered the euloev. Out Lemuel (Bootie Boy) Jackson
of tovmers attending were daugh. underwent surgery last week in a
ter Bessie, son Neal, of Bethel New Orleans hospital. Boots states
Springs: Mr. and 'Mrs. U. D. Er. that Vera was doing fine at the
yin; Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Win- close of this news.
field; and Mrs. Carl, jr., of East Funeral service for Deacon A.
St. Louis. Ill. T. Adams was held last Wednes-
On March 25, the religious ern. day night at the Pilgrim Bound
phasis will be on the Greater
Springfield M. B. church Rev. A.
hicEwen Williams of Memphisjoy last Sunday, Rev. W. M. Mor- church last Thursday at 2 p in. will be the speaker. Rev. J. H.Vird at. Participants on the MUsb-
ris, pastor. Several visitors from with the Rev. Udell Lewis officiat. Porter, pastor.real event include the Melodiarar ing. Stevenson and Shaw were In, other churches were in attendChoral Ensemble, Theodore Mr- 
charge.Ewing, director; Dorothy Herron ance. 
The Young People's choir of Pil-O'Bryant, dramatist; Joho „ „
Mrs .Rach.:1 Ferrial who has
lingering illness for several grim "KingR est Baptist church sponsor-Martin, pianist; Alyce Malin ”'" 
ed a and Queen" Rally lastI weeks were visited by Rev. T. C.Meine, organist; and Theodidee .
Charles Stone, commentator. The Williams and Mesdames Annie Sunday afternoon. The church islocated on Lincoln at. The Rev.Harris, Rosie L. Allen and Ruthprogram sponsored by the J ttn e 
R. S. Brooks is pastor and Mrclub of the church looks foripard Williams,
to a gala event on this occasion.
• • •
Mezzo soprano Marian Lewis
will be presented in a recitza Sun-
day, March 22, at 930 p. in, at
Coppin AME church. 5633 S• Mich-
igan ave., by the Chicago* Paine
college Alumni Association.
Miss Lewis, one of Chicago's
most widely known singters is a
member of the Lyric Opera and
has appeared In productions which
have starred inch *oriel famous
singers as Marls Callus. Renato
Tebeldi. insel Fljoerirog, and oth-
er greet stars of the thrilling local
operatic organization.;
Services at Mt. Zion AME were
celebrated with exceedingly great
L. W. Graham and friend Ros-
coe of St. Louis spent a few
church of which he was a mem- days here with his mother, Mrs.ber with the Rev. A. D. Hardy R. Dansby.
officiating. Burial was in t h e Deanie Lomax WAS rushed to theChurch Cemetery with Boyd and Vanderbilt hospital at NashvilleJohnson Funeral Home in charge, several days ago for an operation.Mr. Collins was a lifelong citi. He is at home and doing fine.zen of Jackson and Madison coon. Huce Mays, Mrs. Ora Grundy,ty. He served on the Board of Mrs. Elsie Droney and Rev. Wal- mond was the speaker on the sec-Deacons of his church from early ter Young are still on the sick ond Sunday of this month.manhood to the time of his death. list 
Miss Burnice Norman, daughterMr. Collins had lived 86 years George Lomax was rushed to of Mr. and Mrs. Ike Norman andTRUSSVILLE   and was very highly respected by Veterans hospital at Nashville with a junior at St. Tamminy Highall who knew him. His life waS a fractured rib and skull. school of Slidelle and an honorBy L. 111. MEVERS one of service to his church and • • • student was in competition withServices at Mt. Canaan Baptist' community. Ile is survived by sons BOLIVAR soprano solos last week when achurch were highly enjoyed last and daughters other relatives and Funeral service for Mrs. So- four day rally was held at South-Sunday. Rev. T C. Williams, pas-1 friends phis Collier was held at Bethle- Iern university of Scotlandville, La.t The funeral of Mr. George W. or. A -very inspiring message was hem Baptist church. Rev Leo Mrs. Vera Jackson, wife of Mr.delivered by the pastor in the Spann of Bemis. Tenn., was held
Sunday evening at Cain Creek
Baptist church with the Rev A.
E. Freeman officiating. Interment
was in the church cemetery with
Boyd and Johnson Funeral home
in charge.
The funeral of Mrs, Ida Green.
hill, 94, who died at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Fannie Spring-
field in East Port, Bemis, Tenn.
was held at Walnut Grove Baptist
Mrs T. C Williams is conva- E. Dancer, clerk.
lescing from an illness of several Rev. Whitlow and his congrega
days. Wm of Bethlehem Baptist church
Junior mission society of Mt. were guests at St. James Baptist
church last Sunday afternoon. TheCanaan Baptist church met at the
home of the president, Mrs. Lel-
lie M Beans.
Mission society meeting sponsor-
ed by president, Mrs. Annie Mae
Hammond at New Bethel church
was recovering from an illness.
• • •
BREWTON
By ALEX AUTREY
Joey Harris is home from Ft.
Retiring visiting his wife and fami-
ly
Mrs. Minnie Hayes recently gave
a plate dinner.
Mr. Andrews is in Tuskegee hos-
pital.
Mrs. Alice Maidon is a patient
in the McMillian hospital.
Funeral service was held for
Rev. Palmer last week in Green-
ville. He was pastor of St. Mark
church. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gru-
line, Mr. and Mrs. Noah, John
Lewis. Mrs. Helena Hotly of Brew-
ton all attended the funeral.
DAWSON
Sunday school opened at the us-
ual hoer lost Sunday and a mes-
sage was brought by Rev. Han-
cock who also delivered the eve-
ning message .
Eddie A Barron and Miss La-
cendy Dickson exchanged vows
last week end. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
Dickson. The groom Is the son of
Hey. and Mrs. P,dgar Barron.
Evon Alexander is still on the
girl- list
Mrs Lottie Toles died at her
home on March 4. She was the
wife of Mr Manuel Toles. Funeral
service was held at the Church
of God in Christ.
Georgia; Mildred Thema a,
Junior, Brunswick, Georgia;
Marguerite TIggs, Sophomore,
Savannah, Ga.; Eleanor John-
son, Sophomore, Savannah,
Ga.; Gwendolyn Davis, Senior,
Savannah, Ga.; Elise Sexby,
S ento r, Savannah, Ga.;
Lillie S. Taylor, Junior, Way-
INDIANOLA
By MABLE ANN HAWKINS
Leon Lemon from Kansas City,
Mo., was the week end guest in
the home of his mother, Mrs. Ann
Lemon. Friends were glad to see
him. He was an active member
in the Mt. Beulah church.
Funeral service was held at Mt.
Beulah H. S. church for Rev.
J. M. Marshall who died in Chica-
go at the age of 84. Rev. William
Porter officiated.
Sunday was a big day at Pleas-
ant Green M. B. church. The 23rd
anniversary was celebrated.
On the sick list are Mrs. Sally
Harvey and Mrs. Georgia Reed.
• • •
PICAYUNE
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
Mr. and Mrs. Ott Fortenberry,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Fortenberry
and their cousin, Mrs. Daisy Ton-
ey were called to Foxworth, Miss.,
last week to attend the funeral of
the Fortenberry's sister-in-1 a w,
Mrs. Matilda Fortenberry w ho Mrs. Euchrist Gunter, Mrs. Bur-passed at her home on Feb. 26.
Principal J. P. Johnson of Car-
ver High school, and Mrs. Rebecca
Abram, vice president of the P.
T. A. of Carver High along with
three students of the school at-
tended the annual P. T. A. Con-
vention last week at Hatties-
burg, Miss, The meeting was held
at the New Earl Travillion school.
The three students who took part
in the Spelling matches were Miss
cross, Ga.; Doris P. P. Porter,
Junior, Glennville, Ga.; Ger-
aldine Lindsey, Sophomore,
Bainbridge, Ga.; Cynthia R.
Baker, Sophomore, Savannah,
Ga.; Juliette D. West, Junior,
Savannah, Georgia; and Rose
Ann Lanier, Junior, Savannah,
Georgia.
PINE BLUFF, Ark. — Strong !
denouncement of the Arkansas
legislature for passing anti-Negro
acts and resolate planning to push'
a drive for full civil rights, mark-
ed the second anniversary of the
Arkansas Christian Movement
held here recently.
Dr. Roland Smith, president of
the organization, the keynote
speaker, told more than 200 min-
isters and laymen representing an
equal number of participating
churches over the state, that the
organization was initiated more
than two years ago to help get
civil rights for Negroes.
He pointed out to the assembly
at Allen Temple AME church that
the present legislature and pre-
vious lawmakers had enacted
anti-Negro legislation and called
upon the organization members to
"take immediate action for civil
rights in the state."
TAKES MONEY
"We cannot expect other people
to fight our battles for us," said
Dr. Smith. "It will take large
sums of money for us to pay for
this important program."
While the Little Rock minister
complemented the many church-
es who ore in the organization,
he assailed other pastors for fail-
ure to represent themselves in a
program which is "vital to our
very existence."
"No Pastor can preach to ine or
represent me as head of the
church," he added, "unless he
is willing to throw his influence
in the direction of aiding me or
my neople In this great struggle
for liberty."
Dr. Sloth, a Baptist Minister.
said he was "greatly disturbed"
about a large Baptist church in
Little Rock with a large following
which has never endorsed any
program dealing with Integration.
Another highlight of the 
sessionwas a brief address by Atty. J.
R. Booker, who commended the
members for their faith In hiring
Negro lawyers to handle their liti-
gation dealing with civil rights.
"It takes ronfdence anti loyal-
ty to employ our own lawyers to
represent us," Booker said. "We
need your prayers and coopera-
tion, but it takes money — more
than you may realize to initiate
and execute lawsuits."
RAPS NEW ACT
Pointing out that the Arkansas
Christian Movement was establish-
ed "against bigotry and enemies
of civil liberties," he explained
several acts of the Legislature in-
eluding the Sovereignty Act, which
purports to empower a commis-
sion to force Negro organizatak
to register the names of Its rnliir
hers, disclose the aims of the or-
ganization without regard for the
rights and protection provided in
the 14th Amendment
Booker said that the attor-
neys, with fell barking of the Ar-
kansas Christian Movement, were
able to enjoin the Sovereignty
Commission from functioning un-
der the act until the courts had
ruled on pending litigation to de-
termine its Constitutionality.
At the closing meeting, Atty. U.
Simpson Tate of Dallas, Texas,
gave a thorough airing on "Le-
gal Aspects Facing the Citizenry
of Arkansas."
Tate disclosed the long, hard
struggles of Negro lawyers and
organizations engaged in advent.
ing the cause of freedom and out-
lined the aims and objectives of
the pending suit against the Soy.
ereignty commission and
possibility of other cases
setup for the implementation'
the program of civl rghts all over
the
introduced by Atty.
Nation. te,  as 
Wiley Branton.
During the business meeting, it
was decided to create a Women's
Auxiliary to the Movement and
Mrs. B. A. Moore was named
president.
son, a daughter, 10 grandchildren,
a sister, one brother and a host of
other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Sidney King passed away.
She leaves a husband, two nieces
and nephews. They were all with
her when the end came.
houses 220 boys and girls at one
time, 2 large bath and shower
houses, dining and recreation and
concession hall, managers home,
staff quarters and an 18 acre
lake for boating and swimming.
This center has many picnic areas
and two baseball fields.
CANTON Mr. Coney states that he is ii.
Rev. J. H. Franklin of East Chi- ready underway in preparing for
cago was a recent visitor in Can- the hundreds of picnickers a n dton. His many friends were haP- at this scenic spot beginningpy to meet and greet him. April 1.
Mrs. A. C. Johnson was guest • • •
speaker for the senior missionary STARKVILLE
society of Liberty Baptist church 
Mrs Hattie Raspberry, lifelast Sunday afternoon. Mrs. C. L.
resident of Starkville died
. .
Johnson, president; Rev. W. L. day evening March 3, at her homeJones, minister.
Last rites were said for Levy on Curry at The funeral was held I.
at the Church of God and ChristWilliams and Mrs. Sallie Pratt at
New Bethel, pastored by Rev. Sunda morning,March at 11
o'clock. Rev. P. J. Henderson of-Otho Young. Mrs. Pratt was the ficiated.
mother in law of Mr. WilliamsHelen Keys from the fourth grade 
who was first do in the match, Mrs. Sudie Shannon, 011ie Bul. 
who was buried with K of P hon. Mr. Dossie Bell Johnson, former-
ly of Starkville, was killed Sun'John L. Lenoir from the fifth lock, Floyd Dunlap, Theadore 
ors.
March 1, n Chicago wheregrade and who was third down Watson, Mammie West of Carrie-1 
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Williams, day, i
Frank Williams, Mrs. Velma he had lived for several years.
The body was brought home for :
funeral and burial.
Mrs. Flora Brown and children
were the week end guests in the
home of her mother, Mrs. Alberta
Rogers last week.
Kings Daughters hospital. His wife, Little Xavier Elaine Hall spent
the week end in West Point 
relatives
visit-brothersurvaivned my-.
ing her aunt, Miss Naused Stew-eornael 
child, one
n  
.• art. Miss Stewart is one of the
teachers at North Side High school.
and Brenda Cooley from the sixth
grade and who was the 16th down
in the match. Mrs. Abram also
served on the Courteous Commit-
tee.
Mr. Robert Reese and Rev. Wil-
lie Lewis of Buckerturna spent
last week end here visiting Mr.
Reeses' cousin, Buster Woullard
Who was a patient at the time in
the local hospital.
Miss Caroline Morrison, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Mor-
rison was quietly married recent-
Mr. Adams who had been confined
to his sick bed for several months
passed at the local hospital here.
Mr. Adams was the oldest deacon
in Pilgrim Bound church, lie
leaves to mourn his passing, Mrs.
Emma Lee Holmes, his foster
daughter and Mrs. Annie W. Fer-
guson, his foster grand daughter,
one brother of Bogalusa, La., and
one sister and a host of other re-
latives and friends. Rev. R. W.
Woullard was the officiating min-
ister with Cooks Funeral home
in charge. Mr. Adams was 75
years old.
Funeral service was held last
week at Poplarville for Mrs. Lucy
McGee who passed at her home
on Thursday morning. Cooks Fu-
neral Home was in charge.
A surprise birthday party for
Mrs. Lonnie Norman was given
here last week by her her hus-
band and daughters. Host and
hostesses to the party were Mrs.
Elsie Parker, Mrs. Junita Foff,
nice Blanks and old Ike.
Miss Ellen Gray of Boligee, Ala.
spent last week here with her
mother, Mrs. Annie Grey and
sisters, Mrs. Annie Failey and
Mrs. Alice Jolly.
Among those confined to their
homes are Mr. Manuel Allen,
James Brown, Tobe Cole and Ezek.
ial Weems.
Among those confined to the lo-
cal hospital as of last week were
re, Lula Satchell, Annie Lee
Smith, Bulah Studds, Beverlyj
Otis, Helen Bounds, and the old
regular, Alex Nicholson.
For Carver High Pirates, t h e
boys defeated Nicholas Iiigh 56 to
31.
• • •
BATESVILLE
The New Enon M. B. church
had very fine services on t h e
fourth Sunday. Rev. J. M. Ma.
bry, pastor.
Mr. Will's mother recently visit-is J. C. Burnett of Henley field ed from Memphis.
community.
Due to the absence of the pas- 
theRe Beverlyy . Joseph   
Chapel "Suprirdeaaychwedheraettor at St. Matthews Baptist church Rev. Crawford is pastor. He re-of Goodyear, the Rev. Moses Ham- ceived a wonderful reception.
Mrs. Dora Bynol who lived in
and around Oxford and Batesville
for many years passed away. Her
funeral was held in Harrisonviile
M. B. church. She leaves her hus-
band and adopted daughter, one
brother and a host of other re-
latives and friends. Thursday night held at the Ca-
Memphis for a couple of days. pervision of the talented Mrs. rendered a nice program at the '
Mrs. Cussie Fondren visited in meron Street School under the au- 
St. 
pval un le mSterteheodt ihstigehhultrechhOnsl ubnindady,
Mrs. Eva Fondron who re • Ilroen Woldhrd.
cently had a stroke is recuperat- We are very proud of our 4-H morning with his choral group.
ing. 
OKOLONA 
• 
•• 
Club Training Center, located on Mrs. Janie Ward is home aft•
Iliway 18, in the Sharon Communi- er spending several weeks in St.
By MATTIE MOORE 
ty. Under the capable manage- Louis visiting her relatives,
ment and supervision of Mr. and 
Mrs. Juanita Garth's son Curtis Mrs. E. E. Coney for the past six
Jones recently visited from Cleve- years, this training center has blos-
land, Ohio. somed into one of the most beau.Baptist church, and burial was Henry Darden who recently tiful showplaces of the South. Itin the local cemetery Thursday. passed away leaves his wife, a boasts of 10 modern cabins that
Pickett, Grover Gibson, Mr. and
Mrs. Buck Cross, S. Rogers and
many more of Baton Rouge, La.,
attended this double funeral.
Mr. B. C. Jones, lifelong resi-
dent of this city passed away at
the religious, musical drama
sponsored by Delta Sigma
SHARON
By LINDA V. CONEY
We are so happy for Mrs. Weal-
thee R. Cox on returning from
Cornell university with a master's
degree.
Mrs. Sadye W. Garrett is pre-
paring for house guests during
the Mississippi Teachers' Associa-
tion.
Mrs. Lou Doris Garrett caught
everyone's eye in a lovely flame
red dress at the Buddy Johnson
dance Sunday night.
Everyone congratulated yours
truly on a dance performance
ABERDEEN
By HENRI` CRUMP
Rev, J. L. Black, pastor of Pil-
grim Rest Baptist church is up
and out again. He preached a won-
derful sermon Sunday mornA
The Ladies Aid met in
home of Mrs. Willa B. Wiag
with most members preaent.
The training union of First Bap-
tist under the leadership of Mrs.
Lexye Crump had a nice sire
group present last Sunday.
Walter G. Bates, instructor of
Teams interested in joining the
Greater Midwest league can do so
by contacting Al Dietrich, publici-
ty and promotions manager, by
phoning DOrchester 3-3763.
A
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! IN TOURNEY - Elijah Wal-
lace. promising young heavy-
weight, will be out to defend
his Tri - State Tournament
Championship when the match-
es get underway at the Church
Park auditorium Tuesda y,
A modern U. S. Government
Post Office has been built in Earle.
The people of Earle are grateful
for the spacious and beautiful
building. More has been accom-
modated with box service than be-!
fore.
The post office personnel are
happy as well, with more work-
ing space. They have a wonder-
ful personality. Through the years
It mattered not how crowded the
post office was, they were patient
with all.
Nathaniel Nesbitt is ill in the
Kennedy Veteran General hospital,
ward 14-b. Mr. Nesbitt is our town
shoe repairman.
, Wednesday afternoon, Rev. and
BUICK'S
THE CAR
for '59
Joe Schaeffer's
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call - JA. 5-5371
Your Cash
TALKS
LOUDER
HERE!
Ste Us For Your
Favorite Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR SIMI
194 East Calhoun
March H. Tims boats will last
for four nights with the champs
being crowned on the final
night. Wallace, a BTW stn.
dent, is representing the Abe
Scharff Branch YMCA.
A bridge tournament sponsored
by the Bluff City Medical Auxil-
iary will be presented at the Le-
Moyne Gardens auditorium on Fri-
day night, April 10, beginning at
S p. m., and the top prize will be
$25. Fifteen others will be award-
ed.
The proceeds from the affair
will go toward the awarding of
a scholarship to a nursing student
at one of the local hospitals.
Mrs. Arthur Flowers is t h e
chairman of the affair. and Mrs.
Leland Atkins is co-chairman for
the tournament.
Mrs. R. L. James were honored
guests at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Anderson, of Earle,
Ark. Rev. James is the pastor of
First Baptist church, Earle. It
was an enjoyable afternoon.
Nathaniel Dancy, and Mrs. Ed..
die Dancy, sons of Rev. and Mrs.
Fudge Dancy of Earle, are home
for a short stop in routs to A1- 1
hany, Ala., for training for pro-
fessional baseball league.
Eddie Dancy's wife accompan-
ied him home which Is also his
wife's home. She is the daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Z. Barr of Earle.
The brothers are high school grad-
uates of Dunbar High school in
Earle, and Mrs. Eddie Dancy is
a former student of Dunbar. They
An old fashioned knock-down
drag-out grudge fight seems to be
in store for fight fans when the
Tri-State Boxing Tournament gets
underway at Church r.fit audi-
torium, from March 24 through
27
Big, rough Bobby Jot Rapier,
235 pounds if revenge-filled mus-
cle has promised to Mitten 180
pound Elijah Wallace, if they
chance to meet in the scheduled
slug-fests. Wallace has promised
to do likewise to Mr. Rapier.
During last year's tourney, Wal-
lace, the captain of his team re-
presenting the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA, chilled Bobby Joe in lest
than two minutes of the first
round Rapier is saying that this
year's results will be exactly the
opposite.
We don't know how the fight
will end if and when ti e two fel-
lows meet but an action packed
fight is surely in the making. Both
boys have been priming them-
selves for this tournament and are
in top condition.
Wallace will lead a strong Y.
M. C. A. team into the tournament
including Clayton Palmore, 58
champ; Tommy Davis, also a 58
champ; Jeff Garrett, novice; Her-
bert Hunt, open; and two other
novice fighters. Roaco Williams,
well-known Chicago fighter of
SPRING DANCE
The pre-Spring dance given by
the senior class was a complete
success. The dance was given at
Curries with Ben Branch and his
orchestra, along with the Largos
furnishing the music for the oc-
casion. Everything was in good
taste and everyone seemed to have
enjoyed himself.
Some of the students seen were
Ruby I.ewis, Mildred Winfre1,
Wilma Ward, Barbara Castle, Bil-
lie Mack, Iola Walton, Curtis Mit-
chell LeMoyne; Carroll Bled-
soe. Catherine Avery - Douglas;
Countess Johnson, Shirley L e e,
Rosetta Proctor, Georgette Me.
Kinney, John Simpson, Freddie
Anderson, Katherine Kuykendol,
Carolyn Purdy, Larry Joyner, Is-
rael Miles, Willie Bell Sherrod,
Marilyn Polk, John Buntyn, James
Simpson-Hamilton, Crystal Strong
- Father Bertrand; Vivian Kelly
- Melrose; Melvin Woodruff -
B. T. W. and many, many others.
It is related that the dance was
superb and it couldn't have been
better. Hate elf to the progress-
ing Senior Class. We are tops, you,
know!
S. • • •
SOPTLIGHT
Today spotlight turns to the bril-
liant, Mrs. Maggie Hankins. Mag-
gie is the daughter of Mrs. Belle
Hankins, who reside at 1523 S.
Lauderdale. She is a member of
the 11-4 homeroom class with Mrs.
E. J. Perkins, homeroom teacher.
Miss Rankine has well set her-
self to be called "Miss Brains"
in the Junior Class. She is a mem-
ber of the National Honor Society
and serves as secretary. She is
vice president of the New Home-
makers of America and is a
member of the Mu Alpha Theta,
an honorary organization of math
students.
She Was chosen to represent Ma-
nassas last year in the Terthessee
State Teachers' Math Contest at
LeMoyne. She was the second high-
est student with an average of
97 in the "90" club in Biology last
year.
In social life, Miss Hankins is
a member of the Metropolitan
Baptist church on Walker Avenue
where the Rev. S. A. Owen is
minister.
This 16-year-old personality plans
to further her education at How-
The one gin that tastes great
mixed "chd..i orstnu
Feel like a straight ore mixed drink?
GlIbtreis the mu gin that's great. eithe I
way. Jitii enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mame,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, an around the world_
the Est gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
IOW'S DISTILLED LONDON Der GIN 40 PRoor 100% DRAIN NfUTIAL SPIRITS. W.iiilltitt ITS., CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTRIAIJTED IT NATIONAL DISTILLERS PIOSIICU GAO
esteryear is training the group.
Bobby Joe Rapier will 1st cheer-
ed on by teammates Aaron Hack-
ett. James Estes, Willie Herring-
ton, "Kid" Rooks and others. They
will represent the Beale street con-
tingent with Tom Harris manes-
ins.
The Rendezvous club, which took
honors last year with the most
winners, will be represented by
I.arry Richmond, Blondie Trent,
Wardeen Trent, Lester Neely and
other hopefuls.
The tournament will feature oth-
er entries from the Tri-State area
at the Orange Mound community,
Church park auditor:::::-., Douglass
school iistriet and other communi-
ties in Shelby county. Pine Bluff,
Ark., is a new addition to t it e
tourney.
Novice and open divisions will
be featured in the event from the
80 pound class through heavy.
weight.
Harry Cash, director for the 23
year old tournament, said that the
weigh-in would take place on
March 23.
Gloves for the tournament which
has produced some of the coun-
try's top amateur boxers, will be
furnished by the Commercial Ap-
peal: Coca Cola will donate the
trophie; and Lasky Brothers
will give jackets to the winners.
I and university in the nation's cap-
itol. She aspires to become a Phar-
macist or Dentist and will major
in the field of science.
Hats off to today's personality,
Miss Maggie Hankins!
GOLF CHAMPS -The cham-
pions of the 6th Annual R a y
Mitchell Winter golf tourna-
ment were all smiles as they
received their trophy and mon-
ey winnings at the close of the
recent tourney in Miami. In
lower section. J o • Roach,
Los Angeles amateur, received
Roy Campanella and Moss
Kendrix trophies from Joi
Randall, Chicago. Mrs. Ran.
dell is assisted by promoter-
pro Ray Mitchell, left. Roach
Is a three time winner of the
tournament. In center, It's
three for - the • lady for
New York's Elizabeth Wright
who was winner of the worn.
en's event and took home tro-
phies donated by the Coca Cola
company. International Silver
and White Horse Scotch. Mitch-
ell, Kendrix and Ray Coles,
New York, Go the honors of
the well known products. At
top, New York model Modeen
Qualls Golf In Midst Of Member Drive
The Sam Qualls Golf club is now no joining fee and thi dues are
engaged in a membership drive si.00 monthly.
for 100 new entrants. The club has Newcomers to the game of golf
will receive competent instruction
from some of the club's finest golf-
ers. All interested persons are
asked to contact Mrs. Althea
Pyles, president of the club, at
telephone number FA. 4•9653.
Members of the organization
seen playing at Douglass park
course last Saturday were: Bub.
• • •
SOCIAL NEWS
The DeLlso Deb Social club is
presenting its anniversary, March
16, at Tony's End. A lofty affair
ia planned by the club which con-
sists of young ladies on and off the
Maassas Campus.
Miss Freddie Mae Williams is
the club's president. Other mem-
bers include: Veola Truehart, Bar-
bara Payne, Barbara Kinnard,
Dorthen McNair, Theodoria Bow-
den, Patricia Johnson, Ethel Fri-
son, Doris Bell, Alma Richards,
Carol Bass and Aline Mabon.
The Zetus Social club is present-
ing a Platter Party each Saturdayl
from 2 to 6 o'clock at Curries
Club Tropicana. A prize will be
given to the best dancing couple.
Lowell Winston is president of the
Zetus.
Williams 6. Barbara Castle 7. Von
othy Holiday 8, Carolyn Walton
9. Thelma Cooper 10, Arms Jean
Holmes.
WIT OF WEEK
"Blessed is the man that walk-
eth not in the counsel of the =-
godly."
• • •
JUNIORS UPSET
The Manassas gymnasium was
full of excitement last week when
the team of Senior boys ran over
the team of Junior boys in a re-
cent basketball game. Plenty of
excitement, thrills, chills and ev-
erything to help keep one out of
his seat was a pert of the game.
Charlie Harris and Larry Stan-,
back served as coaches for the
senior team. Wearing blue uni
forms, the senior roster is as fol
lows: Carroll Bledsoe with ,5
points, Willie Harris with 14, Ed
die Phillips, 5, Billie Phillips,
James Harris 4, John Simpson and
Freddie Anderson 0 points apiece
Carroll Bledsae was the high point
man for the senior team.
Leading for the Junior team
was Cleophes Owens with 11 point'
Major Wilson and Harry Malone
tied for two place with seven
points each. James Fleming and
Waiter Laird tied for third place
with six points, Albert Sane cattle
In with four. Doss and Wainwright
two points each. Cleophes Owens
Was the high point man for the
Junior team, with Mr. Williani
Roach serving as coach.
The score at the end of the game
was the senior team 54 and the
junior team 48. This ended the
thrilling game which was enjoVcd
by both the elementary studios
as well as the high school ones
Congratulations to both of you; th•
game was played well.
• • •
TOP FELLOWS
1. Louis Glass 2. James RUSS,'
3. Morrit IsfeCraven and Fried,
Green 4. Israel Miles 5. John Bo,
tyn G. Jimmy Smith 7. Claude
Johnson and Roy Davis I. Earl',
Bernard 9, Charlie Rice 10. Har
vey Duff.
TOP COEDS
I. Mildred Winfrey 2. Carolyn
Purdy 3. Cecil Palm 4. Ruby Lew-
is and Wilma Ward 5, Imogene'
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Donzell, assisted by Joe Chris-
taM, marketing consultant,
left, passes out the pro-win-
nIngs. Ten professional golfers
competed in the $1,000-event,
which was won by Sgt. Clif-
ton Harrington, Fort Camp-
bell, Ky. Ted Rhodes, at Miss
Donzell's right, finished see.
ond In the pro division.
her Jeter, Cecil Lowe, Mason
West, Freddie Griffin, Chastene
Thompson, Axon Thomas, Owen
Tuggle, Alfred Reynolds, James
"Pop" Cash, Maridelle Lewellyn,
Althea Pyles, Henry Benson, Newt
Thompson and Paul Jones.
Other players included: Willie J.
Sanders of Chicago, Coleman Bar.
ber, John Crawford D. C, Jor-
dan, Ilaywood Mull, George Nor-
man, John W. Wilkerson, Banks
L. Glover, Odessa Dickens, Edna
S. Jones, Dalton Nickelberry.
Percy G. Stokes and Sam Crow,
ley.
An interested spectator w a a
Thomas Williams.
Paul L. Jones is the club re-
porter.
DENMARK, S. C. - Norfolk
State, beaten twice during t Is•
regular season by Livingstone, put
on a strong finish here Saturday
night to defeat the Blue Bears.
86-57, to win the EIAC Tournes
ment championship.
$25000 „ $25000
It s Here
THE BIG
CASH CONTEST FOR NEWSBOYS
$25000 Given Away
IT'S EASY TO WIN
1. This contest will be based on your average increase for the fourteen week period.
2. Starting base will be the number of papers you sold February 21.
Newsboys must make complete report by Thursday of each week.
4. Non-payment of your bill will disqualify you.
5. Must sell papers every week, rain or shine.
6. Customer list must be given to your supervisor.
Tell Mother and Father about contest. They will be glad to help you win these cash prizes.
CONTEST DATES: Feb. 28 thru June 2
THE PRIZES:
2nd Prize . ....... 40.00
3rd Prize ..... c.r. 30.00
4th Prize . 25.00
5th Prize an 
6th Prize 
7th Prize 
 15,00• 
8th Prize ..... ........ 10.00
9th Prize 
 10.00
10th Prize 
 10.00
1 1 th Prize
12th Prize
13th Prize
14th Prize
15th Prize
16th Prize
17th Prize
18th Prize
19th Prize
20th Prize
• • •.• • • on •. • •I•1Ioi • $5•00
• I•l• T•11)• • • • • p• 5.00
• :010.014• .5715• I • •• no 5.0
'*1 • • re • • • • • C 1 2.50
 1111111J 2.50
• •00r•••, • • pe • • 
1.00
.00• • (el •:•;•f•1 • • ;el • • •▪ 1
•00
• • -Cr •, • • 111 • • [al • I •
•••
 1.00
Let Mother or Father fill out the blank below and return to Tri-State Defender, 238 South Welling-
ton, Memphis, Tenn.
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Bore at John Gaston
March
A son, Roosevelt, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Pruitt of 113 Dove.
A daughter, Deada, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Dunn of 336 Decatur.
' A daughter, Peggy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Boyland of 782 Lucas.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Macklin of 781 Winton.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
oe Clemmons of 2125 Benford.
A daughter, Rickie, to Mr. and
Mrs. James of 887 Stafford.
A son, Billy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Thomas of 1323 Springdale.
A daughter, Nell, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Ternle of 3270 Atla.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
'Arthur Tabor of 880 Mosby.
March 8
A son, Marvin, to Mr. arid Mrs.
James Holmes of 4252 Get well
A daughter, Lois, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Brooks of 243 Dead.
nick.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Hunter of 2149 Henrietta.
A son, Charlie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Grayson of 756 Boston.
A daughter, Ruby, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ozell Upchurch of 2069 Ben.
ford.
A daughter, Beadle, to Mr. and
Mrs. Genoa Britton of 637 McKim,
Icy.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.!
Daniel Rhodes of 592 Brown ma11.1
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. andl
Mrs. Sid Hardrick of 1774 Kansas.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Monroe Lewis of 1044 N. Seventh.
March 9
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elzie Felton of 590 St. Paul.
A daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Cook of 1690 Orr.
A son. Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Turner of 1592 Brookins.
A son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Walker of 1861 Keftner.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Owens of 685 Halley.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lyles Caldwell of 1575 Minnie.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Tribble of 872 Barton.
A daughter, Marcia. to Mr. and
Mrs. Elea Miles of 212 Hernando.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Jones of 1077 Tulley.
SIGNATURE
AUTO
-FURNITURE
novo Is • mosso why people liketo de business with we. Yaw, too,
will lik• our ceurteous treatment
earl desire to kelp you.
"Opus Thursday awl Pail
Nights 1.4tH 8.00 P.M..
Saturday. • 00 to 100
Now Two Locations, 152 Madi-
son Ave.. JA 5-7611; 161 S
Wain St., JA 5.1351. Examined
ind Supervised by The State
Department of Insurance and
Banking Home Operated Home
Owned,
I March 10A son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Jones of 990 LeMoyne dr.
A son, Oats, to Mr. and Mrs.
Nathaniel Jarvis of 177 Holland.
A daughter, Earlene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Bowen of 4202 Clark.
A son, Solomon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Young of 968 Garland.
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Williams of 1033
Melrose.
A 5,n, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Hester of 1596 Hanaurer.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Levi Watt of 147 Temple.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Shurn of 210 W. Nor-
wood.
March 11
A daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Dandridge of 347 Pop-
lar (R.)
A daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Langston of 2055
Hunter.
A daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Davis of 705 Polk.
A daughter, Erma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Watkins of 573 Bos-
ton.
A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Taylor of 2374 Hunt-
er.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Only of 989 Barton.
A daughter, Roslyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Boyd of 167 W. Da-
vent.
A daughter, Gail, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Hunt of 2728 Enterprise.
A son, Milton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Bradshaw of 1714 E. Sil-
ver
A daughter. Ruby, to Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Myers of 638 S. Or-
leans.
A son, Sylvester, to Mr. and
Wednesday, March IS
8:00 AMOS'N' ANDY. Kingfish
invents some valuable stock in in-
visible glass company and at-
tempts to sell it to Andy.
7:30 TRACKDOWN. Texas Rang-
er Hoby Gilman attempts to halt
reign of terror by four trigger
happy brothers.
9:00 SPECIAL JACK BENNY
HOUR. Hour-long program fea-
tures dancing and singing talents
of Mitzi Gaynor and Senor Wen-
ces and his puppets. Bob Hope
may appear on the show to match
wit with Benny.
THURSDAY, MARCH 18
7:30 YANCY DERRINGER.
Stark Intrigue is uncovered when
Yancy Derringer is charged with
having sold "The Gun that Mur-
dered Lincoln."
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE.
Elderly sheriff refused to retire
at wife's request and starts on
ends in battle of wits and bullets.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. Part 2 of
"For Whom the Bells Toll" star-
ring Maria Schell, Jason Robards,
jr., Maureen Stapleton, Nehemiah
Persoff and Eli Wallach in tele-
vision adaptation of Hemingway's
story of isolated action in Spanish
Civil War.
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
7:00 RAWHIDE. "Incident of
the Coyote Weed." Trail boss Gil
Mrs. George Harvey of 1342 N
McNeil.
March 12
A son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hilton Cannon of 2232 Howell.
A daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Brooks of 685 Glan-
ker.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Re!Word of 387 S.
Lauderdale.
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Thomas of 218 N. Main.
A son. Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Odell Wesson of 2400 Hunter.
A son, Willie, to r. and Mrs.
Willie Payne of 1416 Adelaide.
A daughter, Ruby, to Mr. and
Mrs. Timothy Henderson of 226
Keel.
March 13
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Aldridge of 905 Mitch-
ell.
A daughter, Kathleen, to Mr.,
and Mrs. Joe N. Mash of 1469
Brookins.
A daughter, Olivia, to Mr. and
Mrs. B. C. Cooper of 5065 Tenth
row.
A son. Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt Williams of 608 Brown
Mall.
A daughter, Marie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Dandridge of 5771
Winchester.
A daughter, Terea, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Blakemore of 3023
Tillman cove.
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Tabron of 1338
Texas.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Shorter of 800 loka.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sanders of 3020 Broad.
A son, Jeff, to Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Jones of 2352 LaPaloma
Favor and Rowdy Yates find
themselves, crew and cattle drive
'target of vicious gang of bandits
who make plains their stalking
grounds.
0:00 THE LINEUP. San Fran-
cisco police investigate case of
armed robbery, find gent with
enough talent to help incurable
boy but not enough to cure his
own bad habits.
9:30 PERSON TO PERSON. Ed
Murrow visits Met Opera s t ar
Eleanor Steber in Manhattan
apartment; and former Secretary
of State James F. Byrnes in Co-
lumbia. S. C.
10:00 U. S. MARSHAL. Two es-
) caped convicts attempt to shoot
it out with the Marshal when he
runs upon them accidentally.
Saturday, March 21
12:30 AIR FORCE STORY.
"Prelude to War, 1937-39." Ger-
man Air Force comes back to
life Air Corps begins to expand.
Hitler wins victory at Munich.
5:30 LONE RANGER. Lone
Ranger disguises himself as talka-
tive, deaf Mexican to win confi-
dence of a band of outlaws plan-
ning a robbery.
6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Tagg,
Annie's little brother, runs away
from home, hides out in a ghost
town and is captured by a gang of
outlaws who use town as a hide-
out.
It Soothes. . It Softens . . .It's Wonderful?
When your feet hurt you
hurt all over. You lase pep
and energy, become easily
Irritated, cranky and hard
to get along with. Worst of
all, people begin to shun
you because of your
ehanged disposition,
Dr. Graves offers you re,
lied from all this. Dr.
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC goes to work FAST
to ease the ache and tired-
ness . . . makes you forget
those foot discomforts. Or-
der your bottle TODAY ...
You'll be mighty glad you
Sill
MADE FROM THE VERY SAME PRESCRIP-
TION THAT HAS GIVEN BLESSED RELIEF TO
THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS IN BOTH THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA,
Or Mail Coupon Below with only $1.50 MAT
TO 
DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT TONIC
P. O. Box 5737. Dept. D. Chicago /10. Illinois
enclose $1.50 (M. 0. or Check, No, C.O.D.) Please
send my bottle of DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC at once.
uThRE1511 •
CITY ZONE ST ATE . . • • •
"Par hot to REAM . . . you Rood VIGINI"
GETS ARGUS AWARD—Rich-
ard J. Miller, right, president
of St. Louis Radio Station
KXLW, is shown as he re-
ceives a St. Louis Argus Dis-
tinguished Service A w a r d
from Frank W. Mitchell, Sr.,
publisher. In center is Frank
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Con-
gress was urged Tuesday to do
its bit to curb the spread of Rock
and Roll music.
Rep. Torbert H. MacDonald
(D-Mass.) charged that a new post
office policy is subsidizing "the
purveyars of this musical non-
sense."
Unless the Post Office de-
partment has the "good sense"
to change the policy, he said, Con-
gress should write a law revising
it.
MacDonald attacked a ruling
last Aug. 1 which made all phono-
graph records eligible for lower
postal rates as fourth-class mail.
This was possible under a law
passed by Congress last year.
MacDonald said, however, the law
MISS BLUE NOTE
Friday night, March 6, s a w
Miss Hymelia Walker, the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Louise Robertson,
crowned "Miss Blue Note."
The Blue Note Social club Is an
organization of young men who
give assistance to both charity and
recreation.
Aside from Miss Walker, t w o
other Washingtonians, Misses Glen.
der Faye Greer and Arvelene
Harper, were among the ten con-
testants.
A sophomore at the school, Miss
Blue Note is a conscientious
student and a member of the li-
brary staff.
DEBATE CLUB
The Debate club presented a
very interesting debate on last
Friday night, and the subject was
"Is dating in high school more ad-
vantageous than going steady?"
Speaking up for dating were
Mona Brooks, Albert Yates, Calvin
Russell and Ulysses Harvey, who
told the audience that "going
steady" was not approved by most
parents, would result in the loss
of friends, and is more expensive.
The other team said that 56 per
cent of the children's parents ap-
proved of going steady, and claim•
ed that instead of decreasing leads
to an increase of friends. The
team said that going steady is
less expensive.
Speaking up for steady friend-
ship were Marian Evans, Beverly
Miller, Vivian Williams, Lois
Hall and Waldale
At the end of the assembly,
more than half of the students
said that they favored going stea-
dy to dating.
TED TAYLOR WELCOMED
Miss Lana Taylor was the mod-
erator for the discussion. The
club's advisors are Mesdames Pip-
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - JA 7-2631
2263 Pork Ave. - PA 3-1507
Op.. MiUlits Free Porklog
L. Stanley, publisher of the
Louisville (Ky.) Defender and
past president of the National
Newspaper Publishers' Asso-
ciation who was main speaker
during award dinner held in
St. Louis recently.
I was intended to cover educational
1material and not all types of mu-
sic.
A P ost Office department
spokesman said the department
had "no alternative" because
"we're merely carrying out the
law."
The Congressman said he's al-
ways been told that performers
such as Elvis Presley and Jerry
Lee Lewis have "an adverse ef-
fect" on education of teen-agers.
"Putting such immortal Rock
and Roll classics as 'Itchy Twitchy
Feeling', 'Honey Comb,' Stagger
Lee,' and 'Splish Splash' in the,
same category as the recordings
of Bach, Brahma and Beethoven,
et al, is a horrible perversion of
the intent of Congress," he said.
pin, Nelson, Robinson and Price.
Ted "Be Ever Wonderful" Tay-
lor was in town a few weeks ago
at a teenage spot to the delight
of members of the Ted Taylor Fan
Club.
Mr. Taylor, a mannerable young
man of 23, stated that he started
singing early in life, has never lost
out in a talent show in which he
has participated, and does not
drink or smoke, and does not eis
dorse the practice among teenat
em.
Members of the club include
Ann Kirk, president; Mary Wig
gins, vice president; Dorothy Brad,
field, secretary; Corinne Barned,
treasurer; Arverline Ilarper, chap-
lain; Josephine Malone. reporter,
and Katherine McKinney, busi-
ness manager.
Other members of the club are
Wilma Watts, Ester Jones, Pa-
tricia Roman, Charlesetts Jack-
son and Jean Brooks. James Reed
is an honorary members.
COUPLES OF THE WEEK
Vivian Barnes and Freddie Car.
Although the calendar hasn't
said so, Spring weather is every-
where with the exception of Win-
ter's frosty sting in the winds.
This being March, we expect
H. McVay, Mrs P. 0 Powell and
Mrs. C. V. Jenkins, Mrs. Sims
Was present, and gave inspiration-
al remarks and contributed much!
to the success of the meeting.
weather changes from one ex-
treme to another, which makes 
Mrs.
paperC 
ar n e s er ea a Fd pat invderry a i ndf oa rym
us all prepared to accept what- which she, too, paid tribute to the
ever we see upon arising each past presidents.
morning. Yellow jonquils, tupips A candle burned to show that we
and other Spring flowers a cc will ever keep memories of those
who have served us in the past,
and those who will serve us in the
mg, for fear of missing an Im-
portant added feature. The offi-
cers that were elected at the last
meeting In Humboldt were install-
ed by our very efficient Supervis-
or, Mrs. Carrie B. Seat.
Our newly installed president,
Mrs. Mary Barnett was electedprogram for the Missionary so- delegate to the State PTA meetingciety. The chair is under the di-
rection of Mrs. Theresa Carnes,
a county teacher, and they made
a wonderful presentation.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris was in
charge of the program. At the
close of the program, Mrs. Carnes
making their appearance rapid-
ly, and, off go winter coats and
hats. Beware, however of t h e future years, Miring In our hearts,
seasonal colds, etc., that go along Mrs. carom the program com-
with such drastic weather chang- mittee chairman, was responsible
es. 
CHURCH ACTIVITIES 
for this wonderful program and
the Council is grateful to her for
Mr. Rufus Johnson and his Sun- such an interesting one.
day school class of Fairview Bap- We feel that all our meetings,tist church held a class dinner in henceforth, will take on new lifethe Annex on Wednesday night
last, with the superintendent, Syl- one d bewllIgnostucwhanv
rtipedmi nature,sa  amteheatt
vester Burns, and other S. S. of-
ficers as guests.
Rev. William Fowlkes brought
a dynamic message to his congre-
gation of the CP church in Dyer
Sunday and in the afternoon, the
Junior Gospel choir of First Bap-
tist church, Trenton, rendered a
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nolan,
Mrs. Velma Wynn was hostess
to the Stewardess Board No. 2
Sunday and served a delicious
iced course. Mrs. Will Sowell was
host of the CME Missionary So-
ciety on Monday night and she
served hot coffee, cookies a n d
sandwiches. Both East and West
Missionaries groups met Monday,
night of Fairview and both groups,
were served.
' You had better join some
church board or clubs for this is
the peak season for their activi-
ties, and oh how we love those
snacks!
The Church of God in Christ of
Trenton. is sponsoring a series of
spiritual services this week. The
Blue Heaven Quartett of Ruther-
ford, managed by Mr. B. T. Ball,
sang for them one night.
WITH THE CLUBS
The Jessie White Beauticians cll. at'. the proud parents of a
club began a series of clinics at bouncing baby girl, born in the
Pearl's Beauty Shoppe in Dyer
on Monday last. Mrs. Addle Gen-
try of Dyer attended the Gibson
County Beauticians club in Milan
this week.
The PTA of Rutherford m e t
Tuesday night of this week with
C. V. Jenkins presiding. Elec-
tions were held to finish this year
and for 1960.
The following Persona wer e
elected: president, Mr. Dewey
Corley; vice, Mr. Elgie Harris;
Secretary, Mrs. Marjorie Ellis,
Asst. Secretary, Mrs. Moselle Har-
ris; Treasurer, Mrs. Irene Alex-
ander; chaplain, Mrs. Vera Jenk-
ins; program committee, Mes-
dames Robbie Belmont, Alberta
Jamison, Mozelle Harris, Vernell
Clark and Irene Alexander, Beau-
tification, Mr. C. V. Jenkins,
chairman. Messers. R. Belmont,
jr., R. Belmont, sr., R. L. Rad-
ler, Rita Neely and Alvin Plunk- ford, Menthus Glenn, M m e s.
ett, Yvonne Rogers and Roosevelt James Clark, Carlos Wade, John
Mathis, Geraldine Phillips and Gat
ry Hyde, Louise Askew and Joe
Brown, Herbert Woody and Phyl-
lis Smith, Thomas Lomax a n d
Lola Winston, and Solomon Hol-
ley and Wilma Harvey.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
"How many legs has a sheep
if you call the tail a leg?" Abra-
ham Lincoln is said to have asked
man.
"Five," the man answered
promptly.
"No. Four," Lincoln replied.
which is to be held in Chatta-
nooga in April. A public offering
of ten dollars was taken to pay
from our Council on Scholarship
Fund.
THIS 'N THAT
The Missionary Tea that wasand the members of the choir planned for Palm Sunday will havewere given a repast by the Mis- 
sionaries. to be postponed because of a pro-
gram that is being given by theOther guests were the pastors 
rnof the town, Rev. W. C Rogers, 
lEadasieteafrSamtar aLliaddiesnowmhiincahuionncslude
Rev. D. E. Bridgeman and the Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Simp-host pastor, Rev. Fowlkes. 
son of Humboldt and Mrs. RubyRev. Bridgeman and Mrs. Skin- Warren, of Mississippi, were Sun-ner were dinner guests of Mr. day dinner guests of Rev, a n dand Mrs. T. L. Buchanan Sunday, M
and Rev. Fowlkes was guest of 
community.r E Lal o. ml 
Messrs. 
theBara 
George 
GeBroavile.
ey, Ilardy Ball, J. L. Arnold and
Mmes. Daisy Arnold and Icy Mae
Arnold were in Union City to visit
Mr. C. B. (Ruff) Bailey, who has
been sick for some time.
Prof. W. L. Burnette, principal
of Rosenwald high, has been ill
but is recuperating nicely in his
home. His son, Wallace Burnett
of Nashville and Trenton, was
home with him for a week. Among
those home from Tennessee State
university for Spring vacation, we
find Charlie Jenkins, jr., Thomas
Gene Wade, Zeta Moore, Melvin
Johnson, Robert Elliott and J o e
Thomas Bridgeman. Willie L.
Wynn is home from Lane college.
Mrs. Maria Ball is ill at this
writing.
The funeral of the late Mr. Cur-
tis Mullins will be held this Sun-
day, March 1.5.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel A Ran
The members of the Lattimore
and Lenier families have express-
ed their appreciation to their
many friends and neighbors who
gave them comfort during their
recent bereavement.
Funeral services were held here
the Old Canon Baptist church. Ile
died at the Lauderdale County
hospital. and is survived by a sis-
ter, Mrs. Lillie Howard, and a
brother, George Dewalt.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Halliburton,
i Mrs. Jannie B. Mitchell and Mrs.
Hattim Petts were in Memphis
for a recent visit.
Happy birthday wishes go this
week to Willie D. Mosby, Mrs.
Arnett Brent and Miss Arnett Har-
ris.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ran-
dle, Clyde Randle wants it made
clear that the baby is the grand-
daughter and not daughter, as was
reported,
Rutherford Unit of the P. T. A.
Council won the attendance prize'
at the County Council that met In,
Trenton Thursday night. 1
HOUSE DESTROYED
Beach Grove
to•-••••••••••••••••••••••,
Mr. and Mrs. Malachi Warren,
of Route 2, Rutherford, celebrated
their 36th wedding anniversary re-
eently, and it was attended by
a large number of their friends
who wished them many more
years of wedded bliss. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Warren are natives of
Mississippi.
The home of Jim Sowell Was the
scene of a birthday party given
in honor of Nathan Wilkins and
Miss Karine Yarbrough on Satur-
day, March 7. The party was at-
tended by many persons, and all
extended their best wishes.
Mrs. John W. Ball, and her
daughter, Elizabeth Ann, of t h e
Beach Grove community, were in
Rutherford recently to visit their
aunt, Mrs. Ora Carron.
An invitation is extended to all
visitors and members of the com-
munity to attend regular preach-
ing services on the second and
fourth Sundays at Mt. Zion Metho-
dist. Regular preaching services
are held at the Beach Grove Bap-
tist church on the first and third
Sundays.
The beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie B. Fields was de-1
molished by fire Wednesday night,
Ball, C. V. Jenkins. With this
fine group of officers the organi-
zation expects to do great work
in the future.
The Gibson County Council of
the PTA met in Trenton on Thurs-
day night. The Devotion was rend-
ered by Mrs. Theresa Carnes and
the Junior Gospel choir, of First '
Baptist church, Trenton. M r s.
Carnes had a timely program plan.
ned for the night.
Founder's day was observed in
which tribute was paid to our past
"Calling the tail a leg does not presidents, namely, Mrs. Pearl
make it one." Sims, Mrs. Addie Roe, Mrs. S.
— -
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to atay hi her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
probienis, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, lust over Mississippi State
Lino, on the way to Hernando. Iler home Is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRIM ROUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at Ste,* Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY SE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Flours 0 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't mat, any home calls or answer any letters Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name,
of this week.
Messrs. Will Mullins Sidney
Cooke and Rev. Kimbrough Hen-
derson and Mrs. Jennie Guiden
are on the sick list for Ruther-
ford. Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rog-
ers were Sunday dinner guests ol
Mr. and Mrs. Elgie Harris.
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call — JA. 5-5371
TRI-STATE BANK
Of Memphis
OFFERS YOU
OUR BANK
Is Never Closed
To Its Depositors
We shall be glad to have you call at your convenience
and inspect this new unique service.
TRI-STATE BANK
OF MEMPHIS
Member
federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
386 Beale Streit JA 7-841$
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Sy RUFUS L. COLEMAN . While studying grapho analysis,Certified Grapho Analyst I learned why so nany are loyalWhen I was a little boy I could to conventions of society. The con-Sot understand why I had to be: ventions have for their origin thedressed differently when going tc) two primary emotions, fear anda birthday party, or something to security. One feels more securewhich I was In- . I and safer by (icing as the tribelives One adheres to social ta-
boos and social requirements in
order to gain admiration and re-
pect of others. We fear the re-
sults of ignoring the time-honored
_ customs and traditions of our raceI had to wear a tie and look nice and kin.
like the otherk d . W h 
Cr, one who acts on his own and
One who is an independent think-
couldn't I be like I wanted to b e. is not influenced by neighbors;so long as I was not rude and 
and does not feel bound by cus-
I have come to the conclusion that .
abided by the laws? Since theni
toms that are contrary to his de-
cisions; make short "d's" and
ed, if not forced
conventions of society are *Wore- t's' when writing. These peopleupon us, just "
about as strictly as our govern- may be influenced and may take
mental laws, the same course, but they will not
I also remember, while still follow after. And when you finda
tlittle boy, a couple from out of he short stems on these letters
town moved next door to us They you will know the writer can think. 
were nice people as far as I could on his own.
see. One day while playing with This week we have something
a neighbor kid whose mother was a bit different. We are presenting REHEARSING SCENE from
entertaining some ladies, I over- a brief analysis of a young man Lorca's "Blood Wedding,"
heard them talking about the coo- whose work carries him over a from left, are Miss Carol Fair,
large 
will 
of this city daily. of Seattle, Wash., George
W
pie that had moved next door to
us. ". . . and she wall smoking 
• 31111111111111111(111MIIIMIliiIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111 Moonshine With Impact
We identify him by his init- -
a cigarette," one of the ladies said. ials only.
I didn't see anything wrong with 
Queen's Birthdaythat. As for us we had never
seen or noticed a lady smoking. 
Greeting BecomesOur daddies smoked. and no one 
From left. standing, are Mrs.
ever said it was wrong. We did A Royal Insult
Pauline Williams, Mrs. Mil-
hear, later, many times, that it couraged — other times when youl Practice teaching assignments and continue through Friday, May 
FAIMOUTII. England —(UPI) ing moonshine still in the im-pact area of an artillery tiring tired Neal and Mrs. Minerva
u-
is wrong for ladies to smoke. are exceedingly hopeful. But there! for 25 students at LeMoyne col- siLEARNED ABOUT SOCIETY is just one extreme of feeling or,
The point we are getting at is another in your case — never is
that IF it is wrong then, why isn't there a happy medium. Keep in
Mrs. Laura Webb was happily
celebrating her 90th birthday
Saturday when a message from
HATTISBURG, Miss. — (UPI) —
Arresting officers said Howard
Folks and Birgit Breeden were
really living dangerously.
They were charged with 'operat-
range.
,
it wrong today? Who has the right mind that it is natural for you to division of education stated. senior high achools. It marks the, the g
her
reeonn ahrtrri% eidootehonbgirraiht udIsayt Afirst time that such a great num•1
I really didn't know I was too," I
A A
Expert Reveals Script
Can Uncover Talents
Oiled — or why
had to get
dressed a n d 
eita,cleaned up when
company came. ;
I didn't see why
ANALYSES FOR E. S. Jr.
Pryce, of Detroit; and Thir-
lee Smith, of Miami. The play
was presented by the Fisk
university Stageerafters at the
e oyne
You are promptly expressive 0, ice o s
al situations. And likely to have Begin Teaching Mar. 17any feeling stirred up by emotion-
time h I(tensdi s-!
to say it is right or wrong? We go into a thing wholeheartedly or
could site many other situations suffer much from disappointment
and conditions that at one time Your thinking is more along the
or another were wrong and now logical or creative line rather than
are right. The only answer we the exploratory or investigativehave ever received is, "conven- line of thinking.
lions change." So What? Why You have good hand skill andshould one have to conform to creative ability, and take pride inconventions to avoid being ridicul-
ed, snubbed, and sometimes per-
secuted?
(AN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROU1415 1100e
STERICK BUILDING
•111180/11 joist iia• Sc
GI, PRIMUNIIAI
stRiel(1
•
•
• 0
BUICK'S
THE CAR
for '59
Jo. Schaeffer's
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call — JA. 5-5371
whatever you do, but still y u
should take yourself less serious-
ly. You imagine that you are be-
ing or will be criticized, about
what you do or say. You have a
vivid imagination along material
lines. You also have a well de-
fined philosophical outlook on life.
And at present it seems there Is
a conflict between the spiritual
or philosophical, and the material
side of your life.
You are sociable and friendly,
because you like people. Generally
you are cheerful and optimistic.
You have a desire to possess and
own but you are not envious. You
are also generous and have high
ideals and are loyal to what you
think is right, although your feel-
ing will enter into .whatever de-
cisions you make and will tend
to bias your judgment a bit.
IMPULSIVE AT TIMES
You are also impulsive and at
times you will act first and think
later. It is also apparent that
you are rapidly developing cau-
tion against this trait, will help
slow you down to some xtent but
there are still times when you will
act impulsive due to your emo-
tional nature.
You have initiative, the spur to
go ahead and get things done, to
push forward. You also reveal a
The Orloans
Meticulouely orafted by Edwin Clapp from
the finest imported kidskin... hand-lasted
for perfect fit. A shoe created for the most
diacriminating man. $211.95
Black or Brown Imported Kidskin
Also complete selection of Freeman Shoes
Freeman Shoe Shop
main at manta.
Finest selectien of Foerean eod Edwin coon) Sheet', the Sou's
Yiso charge account invited
Little Theater on the campus
In Nashville on Friday and Sat-
ure,ay, March 1 3 and 14.
lege during the second semester I
have been announced Prof. Floyd
L. Base, chairman of the college's
The student teaching program
will begin on Tuesday, March 17
minor tendency to procrastinate
and don't let this develop into a
fixed habit. You are a bit stub-
born and the tendency to procras-
tinate will strengthen this stub-
borness. You and perhaps others
recognize this as decisive thinking
but it is not, and if you pres st
in this you are following an un-
wise course. There are times when
you become enthusiastic over
something or things, and will start
building air castles for the future
but because your will is not strong
enough and an outstanding purpose
is not set, your enduring deter-
mination will be of little help in
making these distant dreams
come true.
HAS SENSE OF HUMOR
Your sense of humor softens
your sarcasm, so that you sar-[
castic comments become wit rath-
er than sharp edged and harmful.
You also have a temper, quick,
explosive, and the whole thing is
soon and easily forgotten. You
also have a well developed trait
of thinking for yourself, and one
outstanding trait in this writing
Is retie desire to be different, or
individualistic. There is definitely
some little idiosyncracies, or lit-
tle pectliarities in your charac-
ter that you have a desire to be
different about. You also have a
habit of deceiving yourself by not
getting all of the facts, or accept.
Mg part of a truth as a whole
truth. Guard against this and de-
velop more of a serious attitude
towards some of the things that
confront you in life. This is not a
complete analysis.
To get the truth your handwrit-
ing reveals enclose a page of your
writing in ink along with $1.00 and
a stamped reply envelope. If you
desire more rules for analyzing
handwriting enclose $1.50 for the
book entitled Secrets Your Hand-
writing Reveals. Address R. L.
Coleman, Graph° Analyst, 236 S.
Wellington, Tri-State Defender,
Memphis. Tenn.
•
Four of the students have been
assigned to elementary schools
and the other 21 to junior a n d
her of LeMoynites have been as-1
signed to practice teaching on the
secondary level. The schedule was
released to Mr. Bass by Morgan
Christian, assistant superintendent
of city schools.
Students assigned to teach on
the elementary level were Ethel
Starkes, fifth grade, Melrose;
Nora E. Brooks, sixth, LaRose;
Patricia Caple, third, and Blanch
Hunt, Hamilton.
Assigned to Melrose High school
are Willie E. Allen, Gladys Dortch,
Willie 0. Higgs, Maron Whitney,'
and Cleophus Hudson; at Manas-
sas: James Hawes and Cleveland
Staples; and at Lester Wilhelmina
Doggett and James C. Buford.
At Booker T. Washington: Wil-
lie L. Jones, Beverly McDaniel,
Sidney A. McNairy and Square
Partee, Gloria Wade; Rose L. Col-
lins, Walter Elkins and Inez J.
Terrell at Carver; Willie W. Hin-
ton and Arthur McDaniel, Doug-
lass; and Edgar A. Hawkins, Por-
ter Junior High school.
Negro Ag Groups
In Jr. Hog Show
A Junior Negro Market Hog
show will be held for Negro 4-H
and NFA members during the 23rd
annual Mid-South Livestock Expo.
sition to be held at the South
Memphis Stock Yards here on
Friday and Saturday, April 3 and
Prizes exceet11-47 more th an
$5,000 in value will he given at the
Junior white and Negro show.
Judges for this year's event are
Herman Purdy, of Pennsylvania
State university and Art Jordan,
of Ohio State university. Mr. Pur-
dy will be the judge for cattle,
while Mr. Jordan will judge swine
HARRY ASHMORE, editor of Lit-
tle Rock's Arkansas Gazette, says
he sees little likelihood that Little
Rock's high schools will reopen
before the end of Chia term. (UPI
Telephoto)
 •
What
 day
 Is It?
It's "call-old-Jim-who-was-
transferred -to - Peoria" day!
Whether it's ol' Jim, or someone else out-of-town
you'd like to chat with, you can visit them any day,
fast. Just pick up the phone. And talk as long as
you like, for Long Distance is always a bargain.
Long Distance Rates Are Low . .
Even bower When You Call Station-
to-Station ... with extra bargains after
6 PM and on Sundays.
ft's Twice at Fert to Coll by Number
SoLrthern ,Bell,4
"Thanks for Ca//log"
•
LeMoyne Alumni
To Give Dance
Al Flamingo .
A -Roman Holiday" will he giv-
en in the Flamingo room here on
Thursday night, April 2.
That is the theme of a dance
to be given by the Memphis chap-
ter of the LeMoyne college Alum-
ni Association. Proceeds from the,
dance will go into the chapter's
athletic scholarship fund
The chairman for the dance is
Mrs. Ardenia McCulley, recently
crowned Alumni Queen, who is be-ing assisted as co-chairman by
Miss Gloria Wade, a senior and
president of LeMoyne's Pre
-Alum-
ni club
Mrs. Ann Lawrence Hall, presi-
dent of the chapter, and Elmer
Henderson, vice president, said
that the Flamingo orchestra will
he on hand to provide the music
and that a floor show will be
presented.
Tickets for the dance will be one
dollar in advance and 11.25 at
 thedoor.
said Mrs. Webb. "Fancy being
as nig as that."
1111111010(1111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Colvin Assigned
To Korean Duty
Airmail second class Robert A.
Colvin, son of Mrs. Emma Col-
vin of 1182 S. Main at. has been
recently assigned to the 6314th Air
Police Squadron at Osan Air base
Airman Colvin, who will he in
Korea for 13 months, intends to
make a career in the Air Force.
Bird-Nest Romance
TAUNTON, England — (UPI) —
Ronald Bird and Else Nest were
married here last week.
HELPING THE CRIPPLED
Among the persons helping
out in the Easter seal cam-
paign this year are these four
ladies who are doing volun-
teer work In their homes and
urging everyone to send in
contributions for Easter Seals.
Watkins. Seated at typewriter
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is Miss Louise Seymour. All
are members of the Miss.
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
church. Contributions will he
used by Tennessee Society for
Crippled Children and Adults
to partly support Speech and
heating Center and send crip-
pled boss and girls to T. 0.
Fuller State Park for One
week (Ms summer.
uthor Tells Of Life
1 An autobiographical novel, "In-
terpositionulification." based o n
the life of a Negro living in Geor-
gia, was released last week by
Comet Press Books, and is pre-
sently available for $2.73.
It is with the subtle sense of
the post and the timing and ar-
chitecture of the novelist that A.
H. Yancey has recreated from the .
pages of his life the world of the
Negro family in Georgia during
the first half of the 20th century.
LOVES HIS COUNTRY
With vigor and a fine sense of
moral rectitude, he tells the story
of the triumphs and defeats in the
life of a bright young farm boy
who strives for and achieves a
 Negro In Georg'
fin which he lived. The peculiar
I problems this presented gave him
I unusual insight into the many-fa-
•_,ceted problem of race relations in
101 the American South.
sound and healthy manhood
In doing so, Mr. Yancey exposes
the complex interplay that exists
when white and Negro are in-
timately associated. To describe
that interplay and the attitude that
governs it, he has coined the word'
that gives the book its title. Sub-
titled "What the Negro May
 Ex-
pect," the book is the testament
of an elder wise man who loves
his people and his country with
muscular piety and disciplined de
votinns and look forward to the
greatness that they have yet to
achieve.
A. H. Yancey was horn in Mace-
donia, Ga., and his was the only
Neggo family in the farm area
Married for 55 years. Mr. Yan-
cey Is the father of five children,
two of whom are medical doe-
doctors •
Make Scientific Visit
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Four
Russian scientists, one a woman,
arrived here today for a 24-day
exchange visit to study United
States' advances in endocrinology,
the study of such glands as the
thyroid and pituitary.
CASH FOR PROPERTY
Will buy any type house or lotfor all cash, try us today.
ABSOLUTELY NO DELAY
C. V. DODD REALTY CO.
IA 5-0595 432 Hickman Bldg.
6 th Annual StatementYEARS OF PROGRESS 
Jun presenting this 60th Annual Statement of the Plasnetal Condition of the Company on behalf of the directors, officers, otheremployees and the policeowners. I do it with a deep sense of gratitude to our founders and early pioneers, and all others ahohave in any way contributed to the present achievement. Ours is a rich heritage!
Ills a far cry from April 1, 189e when North Caroline Mutual and Provident Association as It was then named) beganbusiness in one room with one employee who was general manager, salesman, bookkeeper, and janitor with no insurance back-ground, knowledge or experience, to Its present status se reflected In the accompanying summarized statement. This state-ment tells only a small part of the story, however. The Company had nri working capital or assets with which to start Neil-sen and it was necessary to call a Meeting Of the Board of Directors to assemble sufficient funds to pay its first death claimof MO. The Company now has 1,149 employees; paid to polleyoweers is 1358 — $5,194,996.98: and since organization 568,765,-110.50.
"Out from the gloomy pest, now we stand at last where the whits gleam of our bright star Is east." With your continuedloyal support and cooperation, and that of our employees slid the public generally, we shall march on to even greater achieve-ments.
Faithfully yours,
ASA T. SPAULDING, President
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1951
ASSETS
Real Estate:
Horne Office Properties $ 483,917.87
Branch Offices 
 540,070.72
Other Properties 
 155,077.00
Mortgages:
City-Insured By FHA and VA
Guaranteed 
 
8,004,290.51
Other City Mortgages 
 7,779,013.71
Other Farm Mortgages 
 91,797.81
Policy Loans 
Bonds:
United States Government 
 
2,524.597 90
Foreign Governments 
 326,410.0
State and Municipal, U.S.
and Canada 
 
3,879,553.22
Railroads, United States 
 3,529,857.08
Public Utilitiee, U.S.
and Canada 
 
16,959,861.71
Industrial and Miscellaneous,
United States 
 
9,246,181.18
Preferred and Common Stocks:
Common-11.S. Insured by FSLIC IM.000 00
Preferred, United States 
 158,251.23
Common, ELS. Including State
Supervised Corporations  
 1.432,720 79
Cash and Bank Deposits 
Interest and Other Investment
Income Due and Accrued  
Premiums in Course of Collection
1.179,06558
15,875,102.03
2,443,887.74
3f.940.468 53
LIABILITIES
Statutory Polley Reserves 
 $47.998,802 63
Policy Claims Not Reported and
Incomplete 400,836.421Thidends to Policyowners 
 1 ,092,f107 86Other Policy and Contract
Liabilities 395,002.2eInterest, Rent and Premium,
Paid in Advance 
 153,243.91Taxes and Accrued Expenses
Payable In 1950 648,045.63Group Annuity-Employee Past
Service Reserve 
 237,12e 08
Mandatory Security Valuation
Reserve 853.233 10
Reserve for Workmen's Com-
pensation and Fluctuation in
Mortality and Morbidity 
 500010.00
All Other Liabilities 195,993.91
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
 82,476,895.21
CONTINGENCY RESERVES AND SURPLUS
Reserve for
Contingencies 
 
 
3,477,254.03
1,775,972.04 Asset Fluctuation
Fund 
 400,000 00
11.27 128.25 Unassigned
Surplus 
 
4,750,000 00 8.627,254.02501,905.9e
and Deferred 1.154,551.80All Other Admitted Assets 
 300,164.30
TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS $81,104,149.23
TOTAL LIABILITIES
CONTINGENCY RESERVES
AND SURPLUS 
—INSURANCE IN FORCE ;254,826,619
1899 BEGAN AT BOTTOM . : . STILL CL/MBING /959
$61,104,149.33
TORTNi (Ai4)LiNA MUTUAL,
,ed;owitiwee Cwipaly
DURHAM NORTH CAROL  NA
asewss=iii
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William Adkins, of 456 Vancei vine, Tenn.
ave., well-known insurance execu.' Mr. Adkins has 111 years ex-
Live and agency director for the perience in the field of life insur-
Golden Circle Life Insurance corn- since and Is regarded to be a con-
any, was elected to the Board of scientious student of both t h e
Directors at the annual stock hold- theory and practice of his profes-
ses meeting recently in Browns- sion• He has spent seven 
years
managing districts for two of the
big four insurance companies,
namely, the Universal Life of
Memphis and the Supreme Liber-
ty Life of Chicago. He is now com-
pleting a two-year course in life
underwriting.
Mr. Adkins was first employed
with the Golden Circle Life In-
surance company In April of 1954,
when he succeeded manager M.
L. Young. During his four year
administration, he was instrumen-
tal in the establishing of modern
offices, located at 4.56 Vace ave.,
and also in the recruiting and train-
ing of an efficient agency that
now serves the city under the di-
rection his successor, S. A. Ow-
en, jr.
Other new members elected to
the board were A. L. White, in-
surance executive and Hobert
Martin, a prominent mortician,
W. A. ADKINS both of Nashville, Tenn.
Open and free showings of a
life saving film, "Breast Self Ex-
amination," and "Time and Two
Women" have been arranged by
the Memphis and Shelby County
Unit of the American Cancer So-
ciety for adult women. T h e
films were shown at the Mateo the-
BLUFF CITY
BUICK COMPANY
739 UNION AVE.
Call — JA. 5-5371
atre on Tuesday and Wednesday,
March 17 and 18, and will be
seen again on Thursday morning,
March 19, starting at 10 a. in.
Negro volunteers of the unit
who are handling seating and dis-
tributig educational literature are
Mrs. Ocie Henderson, Mr. and
Mrs. James Rogers, Charles John-
son, Mrs. Bertha Lee Myers and
Mrs. Lee Collie Hill. Balcony seats
have been reserved for Negroes
for the film, and the seating ca-
pacity is 1,000.
A physician is present to ans-
wer questions after each showing.
Seeing the film and learning the
easy techniques it portrays is ex-
pected to set countless minds
at ease. The special technique i
designed to detect possible lumps
which may or may not spell the
beginning of cancer.
Thousands of women, following
the teachings of the film, find no
VOCALIST MARGARET TYNES sings opera,
musical comedy and jazz. She favors one
brand of cigarettes: Lucky Strike. With
Luckies, Miss Tyneg gets the unforgettable
taste of fine tobacco. "I want the one that
tastes best,"she says."To me, that's a Lucky!" .
TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS
In the form of a check was
presented recently to t h e
Goodwill homes for dependent
children by Mrs. Mildred P.
Horne, (right), basileus of the
Alpha Eta Zeta chapter of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. John
A. Parsons, chairman of the
Board of Directors of the
Homes receives the donation.
Others on the photo (form L.
to R.) Mrs. Fredia Marr, Mrs.
S. Dixon, finer womanhood
week chairman, Mrs. Mildred
beard, executive director of
the Homes, Mrs. Bernice Cal-
loway, Interview chairman
and Mrs. Mattie Ward (far
right.) This group participated
In the first activity commen-
cing Finer Womanhood Week
observance March 845. Pro'
reeds from the "Holiday-On-
Ice" presentation, which cul•
minuted the week of activi-
ties, benefited other such char-
ities concerned with the wel-
fare of youth in the commu-
nity.
Honors NUL Executive —
NEW YORK CITY — Lester B.
Granger, for almost 20 years the
executive director on the National
Urban League, was honored re-
cently by Mayor Robert F. Wag-
ner during a luncheon at the Wal-
dorf-Astoria hotel which was at-
tended by Richard C. Patterson,
department of commerce and pub.
lie events and some 300 other
guests. He recently returnel home'
after a three-month tour of Asia,
Africa, the Near East and Eu-
rope.
lumps at all. Actually the greater
number of such lumps found are
discovered to be malign, or harm-
less. The suggested examination
is merely precautionary, and when
a lump is found in an early stage,
treatment can start immediate-
ly with excellent chances f o r
cure.
Early detection of cancer is sav-
ing more and more lives each
year. It is delay in detection and
delay in essential treatment that
leads to tragedy in cancer cases.
The film was produced jointly by
the ACS and the National Cancer
Institute of the U. S. Public Health
Service.
Go the genuine article
Jetstream After Shave Lotion
A first in the •field of men's
grooming aids is scored by Yard-
ley with the introduction of Jet-
stream After Shaving Lotion, first
pressurized container of after
shaving lotion on the market.
Convenience and quality mark
this latest Yardley contribution
to masculine good grooming. A
Lotion is packaged in a handsome
lightweight metal container. De-
stined to be a good traveler as
well as a stay-at-home, Jetstream
will not spill nor evaporate, and,
there is no cap to lose.
Just a light pressure of the fore-
finger to the top of the container
releases a gentle stream of lotion
press of the finger releases just through the spout ready to perform
the right amount of after shaving its soothing after-shave function.
lotion in a gentle stream. Regular users of Yardley After
New Jetstream After Shaving Shaving Lotion will be pleased to
For Men
discover that Jetstream contains
the same formula they have long
enjoyed.
Yardley After Shaving Lotion is
mildly astringent to give the gentle
stimulation needed after a shave
but strong enough to check bleed-
ing from occasional nicks.
Added to this are agents that
combat infection from skin bay. 
tensand that encourage the skin
to heal itself.
Some 50 years ago, men relied
TO HER STUDENTS at Morgan State College, Mrs. Winder-Mikes
points out that Carnation is the safest form of milk for baby's bottle.
Lane College To Host
NAPW Annual Meet •
Lane college will be the host for in the nation.
The theme for the conference
is "Creating an Environment for
Maximum Individual Develop.
composed of directors of person- ment,". and the keynote address
nel, deans of women, deans of will be given to the conference
men and high school guidance by Dr. Stephen J. Wright, press.
workers, and boasts a member- dent of Fisk university, on Mon.
ship of the major Negro colleges day, April 6, starting at 10:00
 3. m.
Introduces N 
Other speakers scheduled are
Dr. Frank J. Sivers, of the U. S.
Department of Health, Educa-
Potato Products tion and Welfare, who will addressthe group on Tuesday, April 7,
and Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll. presi-
The Pillsbury company, which
pioneered flour milling and bak- dent of Lane, who 
will give the
ing mixes, this week announced banquet 
speech.
it would introduce two conveni- Prof. W. E. Jackson, director of
ence potato products. personnel at' Lane, and chairman
John Dineen, Chicago grocery of 
the program committee f o r
products branch manager, said the the 
association, has reported that
new grocery store items— In- the 
meet will include a number
slant Mashed Potatoes and Quick of 
panel discussions, buzz sea-
Hash Brown Potatoes—will be the 
sions, workshops and a topical ta-
company's first major departure ble luncheon.
from the baking products field
within its consumer line and the
first example of product diversi-
fication since the company drop-
ped the "mills" from its name last
Fall to become The Pillsbury
company.
Both products are Idaho baking
potatoes with only the water re-
moved.
The instant mashed come in
flake form and can be prepared
in three minutes; the quick hash
browns in cube form require about
20 minutes to prepare.
the annual meeting of the National
Association of Personnel Workers
from April 5 through 8. It is
Others working on the staff wi
Prof. Jackson are Mrs. • Marie
M. Penn, dean of Women, Mrs.
C. B. Coleman, Robert Owens and
Mrs. M. B. Anderson. Residence
counselors delegations from more
than 30 colleges are expected to
attend the meeting.
Dr. B. L. Perry, dean of stu-
dents, Florida A&M university, is
president; and Dr. 1. B. Jones,
of Arkansas State college is first
vice president.
Among the colleges to be repre-
sented are Hampton institute.
Clark and Morehouse colleges of
Atlanta; Allen and Benedict, of
South Carolina; Southern of Lou.
on crude alcohol, mixed with a isiana; St. Paul, of Virginia; How.
dash of scent, to ease the shaving ard university; Lincoln university.
ordeal. Today, after shaving lotion Jefferson City, Mo., Texas South.
is a scientific formula that per- ern, Kentucky State, Tougaloo,
forms a highly functional facial' Southern Christian college a n d
treatment. Owen college, of Memphis.
College child-development teacher tells why doctors
RECOMMEND CARNATION FOR INFANT FEEDING
Professionally, Mrs. Winder-Gilkes is
known as Dr. T. Vivian Winder. Her doc-
torate is in home economics. She teaches
nutrition, marriage and family life, and
child development at Morgan State College
in Baltimore, Md. Dr. Winder is definite
about Carnation's superior qualities for in-
fant feeding as well as for cooking.
"Carnation is the most digestible and the
most nourishing form of milk for infant
formulas," Dr. Winder states. "It is used in
more hospital formula FOOMS than all other
brands combined. ,
"And this milk that is best for babies is
best for cooking, too. That's not surprising
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 2/3 cups (large can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
when you realise Carnation is donblie-rkh.
"It ,is pure, whole milk, evaporated to re.
move more than half the water. Nothing
else is taken out, nothing is added but Vita-
min D. Every drop is simply twice as rich
as ordinary milk. That's why Carnation
looks like cream, pours like cream - and
even whips!"
Dr. Winder says no other form of milk
will do for "creamy" recipes, like the lump-
free cream sauce below. "This cream sauce
requires only half the usual butter and
flour because Carnation itself is so rich.
I use it for creamed chicken, tuna, chipped
beef and casseroles."
I Blend butter, flour, salt and pepper in saucepan
1 over low heat until smooth. Gradually add undiluted
t Carnation Evaporated Milk. Continue stirring until
I thickened and smooth.
MRS. WINDER-GIMES la shown here with her
husband, Evan Gilkee, M.D., a gynecologist
and obstetrician in Baltimore.The Gilkes are
shown in one of their rare interludes of lei.
sure
-Saturday at lunch.
"COFFEE isn't coffee without Carnation," Mrs.
Winder-Gilkes declares. "There's nothing
better." Carnation in the red and white can
-the milk "from Contented Cows"- is the
world's leading brand of evapIrated milk.
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